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coal on hand and It Is their opinion
post, free of cost.
situation in 1916.
formation Bureau, Washingof 110 might be chased even beyond The "outs,"
New York, April 6. Herbert
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It is a matter of fact thnt the
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and otherwiseof the
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ably not before five years.
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vigorous fight made in the cam- democratic and other
6.
Canon City. Colo.,
Booklet.
day, asking and receiving an in
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was not
34 Claude Bashum, 20
paign ending
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years
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based so much upon any outstand- tire republicanThey
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county and legisla
London, April 6. Five disbandtoday as the result of injuries
(By The Aaaielntril TrrM.)
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Washington, April t. The
89 automobile he was
Humidity at 6 a. m
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ticket, as upon the lack of popu- tion of John V. Conway, county su
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The
driving over estate of $175,000.
constabulary were shot dead toColorado river commission ex11 turned Into a creek on the Rainbow said hit former allowance guardian
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of the republican ticket, and perintendent of schools, who was
Humidity at 6 p. m.
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was not day, according to the Dublin cor
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pects to reassemble in Santa
dominant forces saved by tho energetic efforts of
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Clear cident.
was wounded in Kerry.
clothing."
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(Crotinued on Page Two.)
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MEN IDLE

Vice President cf United Mine Workers
Blind Not to
clares Congress Must
What Country Is Up Against;
May
Crafts.
Idle in Railway Shop
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S00 MINERS JOIN

Less Than Ten Per Cent of Employes Remain
at Work; Union Officials Predict That No
One Will
Working By End of Week;
Operators Expect to Keep on Producing.

mm fe

Bursum Carried City By Nearly Eight
dred in Sanatoria! Contest; Closson Has
Scant Majority of
Citizens Disaffected
O. P.
With "Inner Circle" of

non-unio-
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GftLLIGURGI IS

MINE OPERATORS TO
TO FIX
BE ALLOWED
NATIONAL WAGE SCALE

OUR NATIONAL

ROBBED OF

(Continued

of coal mining." he added, it could
be represented at the low point as
being 73 per cent of tho full 100
per cent of "peak output."
Chairman
Nolan remarked at
one time during Interchanges with
the witness that tho "country believes a mistake was made by the
refusal of operators In the central
competitive field to live up to their
agreement" to again enter interstate, negotiation.
"The people are not concerned
whether tho two sides come together by districts or states," he
added, "and we hope that a week
or ten days will brlrg it about."
Tho committee plans to continue
Its hearings daily and had summoned union witnesses from Pennsylvania to appear before It.

"

(By The Associated
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DYE OLD SKIRT

dl

DDESS IN

DIAMOND

DYES

Senator Joseph Irwin Franca.
Senator Joseph Irwin France, of
Maryland, takos pride in the fact
that his ancestors settled In Balti
more before tho revolutionary war.
was
The senator
born In Port
Deposit, Cecil county, Maryland
October 11, 1873. Because of his
brilliant work at Hamilton college,
Clinton, X. Y., be was awarded the
Kliliu Hoot foreign fellowship In
physical science, nnd attended the
Vniverslty of Leipslg, Germany
loiter ho continued bis studies at
Clark university, Worcester, Mass.,
and the College of Physicians and
Entered
Surgeons at Baltimore.
senate In 191G.
jewels were In a small, blue leather
case, nbeut the sizo of the case of
u portable
typwriter.
Los Angeles, Calif., April C. The
police department here stated today that It had been notified by
telephone of the robbery nt Ran
Juan Capistrano whereby Iadame
lost her jewels, and
that n very mengro description of
the thieves had been received. They
said they were watching the rORcls,
the trains and also were hopeful
that reported pursuit from the
point of the theft would be
Galll-Cur-

ARREST OLD LEADER
OF ANTI- - BOLSHEVIK
FORCES IN SIBERIA
(II; T'ie Assochitrd I'rrM.)
New York, April 6. Arrested
here upon his arrival from Washington, In connection with a civil

suit involving the theft In
In 1919, of goods valued
nt J47!i,000, General Gregorieff
Semenoff, antl bolshevik military
leader in Hiberln, was released on
bail shortly before midnight after being held under guard
in tho Waldorf Astoria hotel for
five hours.
General Semenoff was charged
with the theft of woolen stuffs and
fura. property of the now bankrupt firm. Yourevnta Home, and
your 'druggist whether the mate- Foreign Trade company, Inc. The
rial you wish to dye Is wool or theft was alleged to have been
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton made in or near Chita,
mixed goods.
In 1919.

Each
of "Diamond
package
Dyes" contains directions so simcan
woman
dye or tint
ple any
her worn, shabby dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings,
draperies, hangings,
everything, even If she has never
before.
Buy "Diamond Dyes"
dyed
no other kind
then perfect
home dyeing Is Bure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to
upot. fade, streak, or run. Tell

Trans-llalkal-

SOUTHEASTERN
SLOPE
OF NEW MEXICO IS
REJOICING AT RAIN

INDICT KICII niG.IMIST.
New York, April 6. Joseph
Donald Grafton, son of a wealthy
furniture manufacturer.
whose
whereabouts are unknown to the
police, today was Indicted by a supreme court grand Jury on a
charge of bigamy and a bench
warrant was issued for his arrest.
.

Calling Mr. Weil Vnu'rn
sir on pngo 4, by invitation.

YOU purchased your Easter Clothes for
Easter alone you'd buy anything that would
look good for a day and nobody would buv
Society Brand Clothes at all.

It's because men demand good looks and long
wear from their clothes that Society Brand has

become so popular.

The styles are authentic. That you can see. The
rest will fell in time. Such things as virgin wool,
hand tailoring, highest grade linings and
fillings
make their presence felt after you've worn the
suit long enough to have thrown away two ordinary suits.

Society

Brand suit

f

'And best of all Society Brand not
only costs
less in the long run, but isn't expensive in the
first place. ,.

Prc.)

New York, April 6. Rose Cosh-Ian- ,
adored comedy star of tho 80's
has taken her first tragedy role.
It is that of a broken, penniless
old woman, waiting and praying
In her rooms in tho "roaring for
ties" for death to come and take
her from a world that has passed
her by.
Tho "Lady Teazle" who graced
"Wallacks" forty years ago and
piled up success on success, ended
her last stage part a small one
last May, when "Deburau" closed.
Since then producers, divorcing
sentiment from business, have reluctantly told her she "wouldn't
do."
Three weeks ago she collapsed.
She hasn't left her rooms since.
Mrs. Richard Pitman,
Rose
Coghlan's only daughter, who lives
with her and cares for her between
rehearsals as an understudy, told
her mother's' plight with tears In
her eyes.
"I leave the room for a few minutes," she said, "and when I come
back mama has her hands over
her face and is sobbing softly, 'Oh
I want to die, I ought to be denri'
Nobody In the world wants me. I
want to be out of it. I'm Just a
burden Just a burden."
"She has never been a business
woman. Rho has been an artist
an nctress. She couldn't do anything else. And when she had
money It was for everybody she
knew her friends, her family,
everybody.
"Now she has nobody but me.
She can have everything I've got
but It Isn't enough not to take
care of Rose Coghlan, as Rose
Coghlan ought to be taken care
of. We're going to move to a
cheaper apartment, she wants to
sell her dresses the costumes she
wore as Lady Teazle and all the
others.
She actually needs little
comforts of life which tho price of
them may bring."

1920,

the "outs of

1916" had become the "ins of the
moment." Forgetting the valuable
lesson which they had helped to
administer to the "Ins" in 1916,
they elected to turn a deaf ear
to nil entreaties of the "outs." One
candidate on the ticket was defeated, while some others had uncomfortably close calls.
Tho republican organization in
this county is absolutely impregna
ble when It la united.
But greeu
and selfishness of a number of the
leaders tend to disrupt that desired
unity. There Is too great an inclination to resort to a "rule or ruin"
policy. Too many leaders ure willing to wreck the party organization,
when they nro denied what they
want for themselves or for their
favorite candidate.
The public generally is tired of
this everlasting display of selfishness not to mention the unchangThe present city
ing inefficiency.
administration was elected two
a
handsome majority,
years ago by
upon a platform promising constructive
and tin
development
cleaning up of the ancient capital
in more ways than one. It has
been as poor and weak an administration as the city has ever had.
Many of the main thoroughfares
are in ns wretched condition as
mountain roads in isolated districts
Certainly nobody has risen to tflrow
bouquets at the ponce force, some
have been cruel enough to remark
that It Is almost as bad as Mayor
Hylan's in New York.
If the new administration does
not begin immediately and earn
estly upon constructive policies, a
democratic ticket is almost certain
to be elected in April, 192. And if
the warring forces within the re
publican party do not bury the
hatchet between now and a certain
day in November, the republican
county nnd state tickets are sin e to
encounter tough sledding. Present
indications nro that the republican
ticket will not be the victor by any
majority, , If it has to
imposing
make the race over a track that is
made unnecessarily rough.

lMlln

by chronic constipation, result-

ing in headaches, depression,

bloating, pour stomach, bad
breath, etc. A single bottle of
Dr. Caldwell's SvruD Pepsin
will prove to you that you can
so regulate yourself that elimination Will occur promptly
every day. Increased doses
are not necessary. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and
othersirr.plelaxativeherbswith
pepsin. The cost is only about
a cent a dose.

BOOST IN LIBERTY
BONDS ASCRIBED TO
FREEING OF MONEY
n.v The Assorlnlrd Press.)
6.
Washington,
Recent
April

advances in Liberty bond prices
were ascribed today at the treasury
to the gradual loosening of money
and credit. The process of loosening has been gradual, It was exbecame
plained, and ns money
more plentiful and Interest rates
fell the prices of securities with
fixed interest rates, such ns government securities, have continued to
rise.

In spite of the fact that Dr. '
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has
been on the market 30 years

Wind Shield

Half-Oun-

a

in

40.

Thone

Bottle Free

ce

Tew escape constipation, to even if you 00 not
require a laxative at this moment let me setd
Trial Bottle of mn Sruf
you a
Pepsin FREE OF CHARGE so that youuiU
have it handy when needed. Simply send your
name and address to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 514
Washington St., Monticello, III. Write me today.

er

Smith First Street.

421

Originally the strawberry was
called "strayberry," from its habits
its runners possess of rambling
away from the parent plant. .

Glass-Lumb-

and is today the largest selling
liquid laxative in the world, the
formula has never been improved upon. It is safer and better
for you than salts, minerals,
calomel, coal tar and such drastic
purgatives.
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Journal want ads. get results

Johnson's Products

A guarantee may not make a
remedy good, but Yonth Craft
Remedy makes good its guar-ant-ee.
It will remove dandruff from your scalp and stop
the itching or your money
back.

ARGUMENTS ON WAGE
CUT FOR SHOP CRAFT

107 8.

423 North First Street

IN OCL'LAR
ACTION

VARNISH, STAINS, ENAMELS

Chicago, April 0. Closing his arguments before the United SUHes
railroad labor board in protest
Youth Craft is a real remedy
against a wase decrease for shop
and not a toilet tonic that's
craft employes, B. M. Jewell, repwhy. Try it today.
resenting tho shop craft men, declared living expenses were as high
For
sale by Butt's Drug Store,
as
row
when railroad representatives declared
their employes Albuquerque, N. M., and Banner
OruB Store, Gallup. N. M.
should be well taken care of in
to wnges.
In quoting from statements made
by W. D. Higglns, representing the
western railroads,
and John G.
Wallier, representing tho eastern
railroads. Mr. Jewell declared thnt
Mr. Illggins had stated in January
1918. in the first hearing before
the board In Washington, that shop
men
receiving less than
$150 a month should not receive n
He also quoted
reduction.
vage
Mr. Walber ns saying that the cost
of living had not decrensed.
"In view of these statements. '
Mr. Jewell said, "how can the rail- roads ask a wage decrease for the
shopmen when manv of them nrT
now receiving less than the minimnm wage set by Mr. Higglns."
Hepresentatlves of the railroad.
announced they would make the!
rebuttal to Mr. Jewell's nrguments
nt the opening of tomorrow's ses- slcn.

Phone 76.

We Carry a Complete Line.
We Deliver Promptly

linOlARE

CO.

e

FOR FR DAY ONLY
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Invent tlic radio-

graph? J. V. X.
A. Edison was not the Inventor
of
the radiograph.
A German
named Hertz was tho first In the

neki. Then Mnreonl. nn Italian,
developed tho idea. Since then
many improvements and developments have been made by various
people.
(. What Is a russet orange? XV.
U. 11. I).
A. The department of agriculture says that the word "russet"
has been npplled to oranges, but
the word "rusty" Is more generally
used. It .Is used to describe nn
orange in a case where Insects have
Interfered with the outer layer of
skin. Such oranges are considered
as sweet and desirable as other
oranges since the insects simply interfere with the color nnd do not
the fruit.
injure the quality of
,
O. Is John
tlio naturalist, alive? C. A. G.
A. John Burroughs
died on
March 29. 1921.
?. Is tlii name Hull Durham
(rndemfirkcd? II. F.
A. The American Tobacco com
pany says that the trade name consists of the words Bull Durham
used singly or collectively, with or
without the picture of a bull, which
trademark name is the property of
the company.
.
Wlint does Santa Fc mean?
J. I). S.
A. The words Santa Fe mean
holy or sacred faith,
was tlip game of
Q. Wlicn
checkers Invented? T. K. 12.
A. Tho gamo of draughts or
checkers Is said to be of the greatest antiquity.
Pieces of checker
boards and men havo been found in
tnmbs of Egyptian rulers of a date
not later than 1000 B. C. Some of
these are at present preserved In
Homer in
the British museum.
his "Odyssey" speak
about this
game being played by the suitors
of Penelope.
O. Wluit term regarding Eng
to our AVall
land corresponds
street? C. W.
A. In the United States the term
Tmbard street Is used to denote
TiOndon's stock exchange. In England, however, Lombard street and
street refer more
Threadneedle
particularly to the banking element
and Caoel street nnd Throgmorton
the
street are used to designate
district of the stock exchange. Wall
ns
a
In
this
street Is used
country
name for both tho banking inter-- !
est and the stock market,
i). Wliy Is tlie moot of somej
birds Mich n tlio dove oil dark In
color, while thnt of others is nrt
light and part dark? I;. H. S. surA. The bureau of biological
vey says very little data have been
compiled regarding the reason that
some birds have a" dark flesh and
others part light and part dark. It
hns been observed, however, that
birds in which the power of flight
Is well developed have more dark
meat than others.

Tar
Foley's Honey
a cold If taken In time, and will
also stop a cough of long standi-- ".
It promptly gives relief, soothes
and heals. Mrs. Geneva Robinson,
88 N.
Swan St. Albany. N. V.,
writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar is
the best cough medicine I ever
used.
Two bottles broke a most
It
stubborn
cough."
lingering
loosens phlegm and inucu.1, eases
hoarseness, stops tickling throat.
trri n
linlria "fit,"
,i,ritt RnM
everywhere.

MANY men and women, as
grow older, suffer
constastlyfrom little ills. The
cause is the poisons produced

near-victor- v.

JEWELL CLOSES HIS

who-wer-

ITas

1921, 119.
Q. Hid

Much Used by elderly
people for constipation,
biliousness, head
aches, etc.

JOUXNALj

re-sa-

tho number of deaths
from
increased Knp0
Iilhition went into effort? A. J.)ro.
A. The prohibition commissionerI.
says that the number of deaths
from alcohol In most places has
not increased in spite of the deaths
of unfortunate
victims of wood
alcohol. In New York city In 1917
deaths from alcohol were COS: In
Q.

TO MOSNINO.

mt

SYRUP PEPSIIi IN OLD AGE

Las Vegas, N. M., April 0. Peter P. Mackel, who was defeated
for the office of mayor by 14 votes,
In the municipal election of Tuesday, by Mayor Fred O. Blood, may
call fdr a recount. Mr. Mackel and
his lieutenants carefully watched
the balloting and the counting In
all the wards, nnd at the conclusion of the count Tuesday niht,
Mr. Mackel stated that It hnd been
a hard fight and a
He accepted congratulations on his
unexpectedly strong showing, and
gave no indication of asking for
a recount.

(By The Associated TrcM.)

CANT TRUST
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It's
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Buy your Stockings for Easter Wear
Friday. These Special Prices are for
one day only. All well known makes
in ladies' and children's Stockings.

Children's Stockings at 25c

Silk Stockings at $2.25

medium weight Stocking for
boys or girls. Colors are black, brown,
and white. Friday
OC
DC
Special

The Radmoor Stockings are made of
pure thread silk, full fashioned, lisle
top. Colors are black, brown, white
GJO
and chestnut; all sizes.
Friday Special
;

A good

Quicksilver,
Salivates,
causes Rheumatism and
Bone Decay

Tho next dose of calomel vou
take may salivate you. It may
shock your liver or start bone ne-- ,
crosis. Calomel is dangerous.
It
Is mercury, quioksil.er. It crashes
Into sour bile like dynamite.
cramping nnd sickening you. Cal-- :
omel attacks the bones and should
never be put into your system.
If you feel bil'ous, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson'a ...Ivor Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Taku a spoonful and if It
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quick- er than nasty calomel and with- out making you sick, you Just go
back and get your m. uoy.
Don't take calomel! It can not
be trusted any more than a leop- ard or a wlld-oa- t.
Take Dodson'f
Liver Tone which straightens you
and
makes
you feel fine.
right up
No salts necessary.
Give it to the
children because It la perfectly
harmless
can not salivate.

:

rtf
ruLtd

Boys' Stockings at 29c
A

heavy weight stocking for boys, in
black only; sizes from 9 to
)Q
. . LtuQ,
lli2Friday Special
-

Ladies' Silk Hose at $1.50
A splendid Gordon Silk Stocking, in all
the popular colors. Friday, gj

Children's Lisle Hose at 55c
Gordon Silk Lisle Stockings for girls;
very fine rib; regular price, 65c
to 75c. Friday only
OOC

Silk Lisle Stockings at 50c
Gordon Silk Lisle fashioned Hose; an
exceptional value for' Friday.

fjQg

j

"Tlio

Growing Store"
Phono 283.

a--

The Private

if

SECRETARY
It

highly paid, confidential exThe position affordt unecutive
usual opportunl.ies (or advancement.
Our course of Intensive training In
secretarial duties, tactful correspondence, stenog. iphy, accuunts, eto., assures you ot an excellent position
through our placement bureau on
graduation. Individual Instruction our
specialty.

RM

m
M

fM

Western School for
Private Secretaries

r.i

Eighth Street nnd Tl.'erai Avenue.
Telephone Uflt-- J.

Measure the cost by the cup
Not by the size of the can
Mr. Was Iiincton's refining process all the bulky, woody
fibre, chaff and
matter, which makes the messy
coffee grou nds
all
acids
which might cause distress,
and
the
have been removed

HY

U

by-prod-

A can of G . Washington's Coffee is
equivalent to ten times Its weight in
roasted bean coffee.
G. Washington's is the absolutely pure
coffee with all its goodness, delicious-nes- s
and strength. Not a substitute.

COAL

Dissolves instantly when water is added
No coffee pot or percolator needed.
For greatest economy the larger she
cans are recommended.
Every can is guaranteed to give
faction. No waste.

Booklet free. Send 10c for special

1

a WASHINGTON

COFFEE REFINING

1

COMPANY.

trial size.

SJJ Fifth Avtnilt. New YoHl

sat'uV.

'I

Just received Several Cars
of
FANCY EGG

a rx)i.i
noxT nisnEGAitn
and
will check

Phone 335

In

fluence.
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(By The Assnrluled

Calllnjc .Tnolc llaynolds You're
wanted, sir, on page i, by invitation.

JlflfC WXSm &KEIEHER,

218 West Central.

SI RAGEDY

Itiin-oiislis-

TF

of clothes.

(Continued from Page One.)

n.

You Don't Buy Your
Easter Clothes For
Easter Alone

a

LAY

80 S fJIII.I

t. The
Dexter, N. M., April
southeastern slope of New Mexico
is today rejoicing as a result of a
drouth breaking rainfall which fell
A total
Tuesday nnd Wednesday.
precipitation of nearly two Inches
was recorded here and Indications
were good for a continuation of the
fall.
Ranges which .have been dry for
many months will now afford
spring grasB for all kinds of livestock, which up to the present time
were In very poor condition. Sheep
men have been worried very much
because of the lack of grass for the
lambing season and though a little
late last night's rain will be of
thousands of dollars
benefit to
them.
In the farming sections the green
bugs have been destroying hundreds of acres of winter wheat and
grave fear was expressed that any
of the crop would withstand their
ravages. As this Insect is ft dry
weather
pest principally, it is
thought that the rain will save hey-liI
remaining fields of wheat from
destruction and wheat farmers a ,e;l
Answers to Questions.
Jubilant as a consoquenie.
mnde
are
by
being
Preparations
the many orchardlsts of the sec(Any reader can get the antion for smudging their trees, the swer
to any question by writing
blossom of which Is unusually The
Journal Inforbackward this spring. Much hope mationAlbuquerque Frederic
Bureau,
J. Hns-kiIs expressed that there will be a
Director,
D, i;.
Washington,
full fruit crop without smudging This offer
strictly to Inbut preparations are going ahead formation. appliet
Tho
Bureau
just the same in anticipation of a cive advice on legal, medical,cannot
and
possible dnmaglng drop In temper- financial matters.
It does not atature during the next few weeks. tempt
As vet all varieties of fruit Indicate nor to to settle domestic troubles
undertake exhaustive rea full
crop, Including
peaches,
which have' been In almost full search on any subject. Write your
plainly and briefly. Give
bloom for a week. Damp weather question
name and nddress and enclose
will equalize temperatures to such full
two
in stamps for return
cents
an extent that the possibility of n
All replies are sent direct
freeze will be reduced at least 50 postage.
to the inquirer.)
per cent.

Trans-Bal-kal-

Join the
Kaster
Parade with

EARLY

One)

mittent employment to workers
were "less in coal mining than in
any other basio industry.'
Although the 1921 drop In output was the "severest In the history

Singer's Maid Leaves Case
in Rest Room of Restaur
ant; Lost Articles Valued
at $45,0 00.
San Juan Capistrano, Calif., April
l,
opera
6.
Madamo
of
finger, was robbed here today
nlie said
jewels and valuables which two
girls
were worth $45,000, when
lied with a ,1rvel case which had
been left by the singer's maid In a
cafe rest room. The sinRer and
her party had stopped fit tfan Juan
Capistrano for lnnrh.
The singer, her husband. Homer
at
Samuels, and the maid departed
onee for Los Angeles to aid in the
telenearch for the gills, after first
phoning the facts to tho authorities
Ihere and at San Diego.
San Juan Capistrano is the usual
for automobile
point
midway
parties between San Diego and Los
Angeles.
Tho traffic Is almost entirely by
automobile, and frequently arriving and departing stages, as well
us scores of private cars, made it
difficult to determine which way.
r.r by what conveyance the girls
fled after committing the robbery.
Mr. Samuels telephoned a complete description of the lost Jewels
to the sheriff's office at Santa Ana
and also notified the officers at
San Diego and Los Angeles. These
three counties immediately sent out
patrols on all roads and set watches
uu trains along the coast routes.
he,
According to Mr. Samuels, latnnd the
Madame Oalli-CurMrs.
Mae
Hendriekson,
ter'g maid,
were traveling by motor between
Los Angeles and San Diego and
for lunch. While
Htopped here
traveling, the Jewels were entrusted
to the maid. She stepped into a
rest room In a cafe here, laid the
Jewel case down for a moment and
then, realizing what she had done,
returned to get It. It was gone.
said there
Mrs. Hendriekson
were two young women In the rest
room, both blondes, one till nnd
wearing a light coat. She had no
other description of them. The

rage

REPUBLICANS HAVE NO
MACK EL FORCES MAY
REASON TO EXULT OVER
ASK RECOUNT AFTER
VICTORY
FE
SANTA
LAS VEGAS ELECTION

COMEDY STAR OF

declaring the fluctuations In supply
and demand, which brought Inter-

JEWELS

OFF

from

Sprn 7,

....$10.50

GALLUP LUMP
OMERA

.

.$11.00

LUMP... $11.50

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L JOE MILLER, Pres.

f

r

1
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iEli FEDEl
COURT
DEATH

TOST III
OFWHYTE

Authorities of Mexico to Retain Possession of Horse
Soldier, Was Riding;
Guard Excuses Act.
(By Tbe Amorlated Tress.)

El Pnso, Texas, April 6. Reconstruction at the scene of tho
tragedy cf the killing d of Corpora
field
W. V. Whyte,
artillery, is to be ptirt of the InvesMexithe
tigation begun today by
can federal court at Juarez, for
this reason, American army officers were Informed today, the Mexican authorities will retain possession of tho horse tho soldier was
EiKhty-secon-

Whyte was shot anil Instantly
killed Wednesday by a Mexican
The guard, Juan
customs guard.
llorscltas, told the court he spoke
In Knglish when he ordered the
American to halt at a point -- 00
Mcxican
territory
yards inside
"Kor reply the man shot at m
a
word," the
twice. Ho never said
Mexican officer testified. "I fired
my riflo once," ho' added.
A pistol found near the body of
the soldier contained two empty
shells.
Thyslclans who conducted the
autopsy at the Juarez hospital, testified Whyto had died from a bullet
wound through the neck, which
severed the jugular vein. The body
was turned over to the American
military authorities and Whyt's
parents at Salt Lake City were notified.
A board of officers appointed by
Brigadier General R. Ij. Howze, at
Fort Bliss, nttended tho hearing at
Juarez and will conduct an investigation Independent of that cX the
Mexican court.

EXPECT ARREST IN
KANSAS AXE MURDER
f!ASE. SAYS SHERIFF
IB.v

,

'.

'

The

Pr.

Ao-lnK-

Concordia, Kans., April 6.
Sheriff Carl Moore of Cloud county, stated tonight that an arrest
was expected soon of the man
puiltv of tho Tremblay axe murder
Theodore
Tuesday night when
Tremblay was killed, his four
two
hacked,
brothers
Younger
slightly
probably fatally, his father on
fire.
wounded tind the barn set
Tiie axe with which the murder
vm committed was being exam- ined tonight by finger print experts.
Tho Investigation turned today
to financial matters of the Tremblay family, particularly those of
the father and son, Theodore.
Officers stated they had aseer- talned that a mortgagn of $4,000
issued by a firm of Beatrice, Neb.,
in 1 9 1 , became due last June 21,
but was never paid off. The boy,
Theodore, carried $5,000 insurance,
officers declared.
Two of the injured boys were
fruinrtpri In n. rrMirnl condition to
night, and were not expected to
live, while the other two may live,
physicians said. The father was
reported as not seriously injured..
R

SUPREME C6URT OF
ARIZONA CONSIDERS
UNIQUE MINING CASE
(Ujr The Associated Tress.)

Thoenix. Ariz., April ti. A precedent which may affect disposition
of many apex mining clnims is exIn the case
pected to be established
Mines com
if the Tom Reed Hold United
East-tr- n
the
pany's suit against
Mining company, which waf
taken under advisement late today
court
state supreme
by the
l,ere. The depute Involves owner-sho- p
of the Big Jim Gold Ore Vein
In Mohave county, estimated to be.
worlh from $1,500,000 to $2,500,-000was Intro-

A geologist's report
duced in an errort to show that the
rich vein had its apex on Tom Reed
property and therefore that company is entitled to work the claim
extending into adjoining land of
the United Eastern. An earth disturbance at Rome remote period,
Tom Reed interests contended,
caused the vein to slip or fault and
shift the apex or outcropping end
of the vein more than 400 feet.
The Tom Reed claim was denied
by the state court at Kingman,

rTDAMCI CD" I CMHC
DEFENDS WRESTLING
TITLE WITH HINDU
(Bj Tho Associated Press.)

;
;

Ed

Tulsa,
Okla,,
April
"Strangler" Lewis, world's heavyweight wrestling
champion, de- the
feated Jatrlnda
Hindu, in straight falls here to- night, winning with his head lock.
Lewis took the first fall In 29 min- tites, 26 seconds, and the second In
6 minutes, 20 seconds.
Goho-Goba-

MORNING JOURNAL
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Boy, pngo Mr. Honing
for him on pflgo 4,

CORNS
Lift Off with Fingers

BY FREDERIC J. IIASKI.V.
Washington, April . Ever since
selling of liquor became Illegal In
tha United States prohibitionists
and those holding tho ODDosite view
have been more or less continuously engaged in hurling
figures at
each other to prove that crime has
Increased or decreased, according
to which side has the floor since
the inauguration of the
dry era.
It may be that the figures mean
little, if anything, so far as liquor is
concerned. It is the general belief
that until the sale of liquor really
is stopped, If this can be done, figures for offenses hke drunkenness
and disorderly conduct due to
liquor are not much of an indication of better or worse conduct of
the public under the restrictions of
the Volstead law.
Those who have made a study of
criminology know that there are
many factors which enter into the
cause ot court convictions, for
instance, everv veteran policeman
knows that still, hot nights mean
an increase in fights and minor
disorders. This Is explained simply
by the fact that in congested sections of cities people are driven
out of doors to seek jellef from the
heat. Such a night will drive some
nien and women, too, tor mai
matter into a state of mind com
iuii 01
parable to a classButroom
instead of
hysterical girls.
nervouR
taking out this feelingIn ina flood
of
laughter culminating
leading
tears, general irascibility,
to quarrels and fights, is the result.
These are minor offenses misA general and great
demeanors.
increase In crime cannot bo put
down to such simple causes. And,
whntever the cause, theie has been
a big increase in tho more serious
offenses, dating from about the end
of actual hostilities abroad.
Complete records for the whole
country, showing offenses for which
convictions have been Becured,
would require a great deal of time
and far more space than is available. Any effort to trace down the
causes of such a great number ot
convictions for real crimes is virtually an impossibility. Doubtless
to do
unemployment has something down
with it. The national "let
from the stimulus and excitement
among
of the war. particularly
younger men, may bo a contributthe causes
ing factor. Whatever the
federal
are, it is a fact that
the
country are
prisons throughout
practically full to capacity.
Hard to find Jail Room.
Thus tho federal government is
faced with a housing problem for
offenders against federal statutes.
if the wave
It has been found that the
pitch it
of crime continues at
less steador
more
has maintained
there will be
ily for many months, convicted
law
no place to put the
brTheCsituation has been brought
to the attention of Attorney Gentaken
eral Daugherty, and by himhimself.
Harding
up with President
These two, on the:r recent fBerlous
subject
trip, gaveand this
have about agreed on
thought
i.. (v. tiio nttemuted rehabili
tation of some of the of tenders,
efwhich will have the additional in
fect of relieving tho congestion
extent.
federal prisons to some time this
It may be that by tho
article is published announcement
will liave been made from the
or
White House or the department
ot this
Justice of the Inauguration
of
one
plan. Tho Idea is to secure
the former army camps and convert
for
it into a government reservation
the mental and moral reconstrucare
who
offenders
tion of federal
not hardened nor habitual crimloi-id-

Agreement between the presihas
dent and his attorney general
reached the point, it is understood
to
go
bound
where the plan is
some obstacle now
through unless
ununforseen should arise. It is
derstood that the site of Camp
Illinois, has
Grant, at Rockford,
been chosen for this governmental
youthful
experiment in redeeming
offenders against federal statutes
of
regardless
offenders,
and first
a8e'
Discarded.
old Ideas
Years ago it was found that solis a barbarous
confinement
itary
dething, often leadingto to mental In
even
insanity.
terioration,
is given
prisons nowadays attention
and work with which
t,.
!to occupy the minds of the prison-- 1
- namhiii unit nnrn uir snorts
have their place in tho schedule in-of
activities of most, it noi an,
stitutions At this kind.
at
In the proposed experiment
first offenders
Camp Grant, tho
will bo
and youthful criminals
taken a step further, and a sciencrimeradicate
tific effort made to
inal tendencies and make useful
members of society of these men
who have strayed from the straight
and narrow path, or lost their looting at some slippery inplace.
the system
The main point
will be- to train these men to
none, and
have
trades, if they
callings those who
perfect In their
It Is planned
already have a start.
to provide for instruction and
of vonumber
practice in a wide it is expected,
cations, Farming,
will come In for a large share of
attention. The recognized trades,
however, are expected to engage
the attention of the greatest number ot prisoners.
Recently the land comprising
Camp Grant, at Rockford, Illinois.
was condemned, une government
can secure possession of the tract
for the purposes ot the department ot justice under the right
of eminent domain.
One of the big steps forward in
treatment of convicted offenders
in the past few decades has been
to get away from the old idea of
forbidding prison walls, as .well
as the old idea of punishment by
solitary confinement. At to Camp
have
Grant It is not planned
anything like the ordinary prison.
This will not be entirely an Innovation. For example, the workminor offenders
where
house
convicted In Washington
police
courts are sent is nothing more
than a great farm. The prisoners
are given tasks in running the
big institution wtilch keep them
busy and keep them out of doors.
Only those who try to escape
or continually stir up trouble
among other prisoners are kept
to themselves. The farm is situated
in Virginia, several miles south
of Washington on tha banks of
ei-etso

,

the rotomac.

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a Httta
."B'reezone" on an aching corn, Instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off
With fingers. Truly
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
ot "Freezona" for a few cents, suf- leuiuvo every rmra corn,
f,'iu"ieiii iu or
corn between the toes.
soft corn,
find the calluses. Without soreness!
or irritation,

FIVE PERSONS DIE ON BIMINI AIRPLANE FLIGHT

CRIMINALS ARE
INCARCERATED
OUTDOORS NOW

Trades to Be Taught.
The metal trades, horse shoeing,
carpentry, brick laying, farming,
cabinet making and every occupation for which instruction is desired will be provided at this
proposed outdoor prison at Camp
Grant. In addition, the men who
desire It will receive general education to fit them to be use.'ul
members of society Instead of
parasites. Every effort will bo
made to show these men practic- -

DEATH

PROBING

IF OFFICER

AT

OKLAHOMA CITY
(By The AfuM'in(ed

TreM.)

army officer bo held hero until
Saturday In order that his son,
Lieutenant Taul Ward Beck, anil
Lieutenant John Beck, a nephew,
could attend tiio coroner's Inquest
set for Saturday afternoon. Both
the
will accompany
body to
Washington after the Inquest.
County Attorney Hughes, announced today be was investigating a report that a high state official nttended the party at the
Day home tho night Lieutenant
Colonel Bock was slain. Day, however, declared that no state official was at the party.
Sheriff Ben Dancy said his Inspection of
pictures ot
Beck's head led him to tho belief that Heck was shot from behind. Day declared this to be
Impossible.

Vita
because of its
mysterious food
elements. Use

more milk and
make it

Oklahoma City, Okla., April 6.
County officials continued their in
vestigation today of the death here
Tuesday ot Lieutenant Colonel
Paul Ward Beck, who was shot to
death by Jean 1. Day, attorney
and oil man in tho hitter's home,
but 110 material .developments
were announced.
Officers at I'nst Field, Fort Sill.
In the early days of Knglish railOkla., where Lieutenant Colonel way travel the car seats bore numBeck was assistant commandant,
bers corresponding with tho numordered that tho body ot the bers on tho tickets.
X-r-

Photo shows seaplane reaching Bimtni Island after
The Miss Miami, one of, the
women and two men aboard the
disabled plane leaped to their
"highball expresses" plying between Miami and Bimini Island,
deaths in the sea. The pilot,
with a broken propeller founderRobert Moore, was the only sured iu the sea for two days. Three
vivor. The dead are 0r. and
ally that crime, as a means' of
livelihood, does not pay, in dollars and cents, anything like the
dividends that honest work will
produce.
Congress will have to approve!
the plan, particularly as an outlay of money will be necessary. It
will be shown to congress, though,
that the appropriation necessary
will not bo as great as the funds
which will be required If the
government has to build additional federal prisons. The adminis
tration does not look for any
strong opposition' from members
of congress, as the money must
be appropriated, or tho convicted
breakers of tho laws enacted by
congress will have to bo pardoned
In wholesale lots because there is
no place for them to go.

MILNE OUTLINES
SCHOOL BUILDING
PLAN TO ROTARY
John Milne, city superintendent
of schools, told the ltotarians at
their lunch yesterday of tho plans
the school board has for tho construction of much needed class
room space in Albuquerque. The
buildings tr be erected this summer and fall will cost around

en

from Miami.
Mrs. Lawrence E. Smith. Mr.
and Mrs. August Bulte and Mrs.
John S. Dickson. Mrs. Dickson
is from Memphis, the others
from Kansas Cjfj

trip

IScrrdmi
EVAPORATED

MILK

jxme

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MCX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIR

hall, they found the novices wearing baby bibs and seated on high
chairs. Nursing bottles and baby
rattles were served to them dur'
ing the meal.

COMPLAINS OF HIS
CHOICE OF WORDS
Charging tho use of obscene
language, a criminal complaint
was filed against Eduardo Navarro yesterday in
the court of
Dosiderio Mnntnya, Justice, of tho
peace at Old Town.
was filed by
Tho complaint
Kloisa Anaya, who charged that
ho had used Indecent epithets in
speaking to her.
Tho case will be heard this
morning.

$400,000.

HUFAKS TANK KF.COHO.
AUTOMOBILE TRAVELS
Mr. Milne explained that the
r,
board was eliminating all unnecesChicago, April 6. Johnny
jVIILE IN 20 SECONDS
of the Illinois Athletic
sary expense and even had kept
ON DAYTONA BEACH gymnasiums and auditoriums out dub, established a new word's
record for tho .100 yard swim toof the buildings to bo constructed.

FRIDAY, APRIL SEVENTH
Real Values Are Offered In Friday's Dollar
Day Sale, Dependable Golden Rule
Quality In Every Item

Weis-mulle-

(Ily The

.!,

Only class rooms will be built,
but. the finished portions will be
the first units of buildings which
will eventually house 1,200 students apiece.
Commissioner W. It. Walton
was scheduled for a talk before
the club yesterday but was unable to appear.
He sent a box
of cigars to his fellow Kotarians
which Louis McRae passed around.
Four baby members made their
maiden
speeches.
They were
Frank Mindlin, Orovor Divine, Dr.
C. E. llagland and David Lane.
When the ltotarians entered the

rrrna.l
Daytona Beach. Fla., April G.
Driving his specially constructed
motor car at 80.27 miles an hour,
Sig. Haugdahl of Norway
today
negotiated a niile on the beach
here in 19."S7 seconds. Tho trial
was conducted under auspices of
the International Motor Contest
association and was timed electrically.
The world's record as sanctioned by tho American Automobile
association is held by Tommy Milton at an. 07) Haugdahl exceeded
for the
records held by Milton
kilometer, five mile and ten mile
courses.
straightaway
cT.urrt

1

the national A. A. U.
night
senior championship. He made the
distance in u:4ti
defeating
Norman Boss, who had set the
former record of 5:53
Ross
is also an I. A. C. swimmer.

We Carry a Complete Line.
Phone 76. We Deliver Promptly.

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

In these days of "flu," coughs,
colds', croup and whooping cough,

it is well to know that every year
there are used more bottles of
Foley's Honey and Tar than of nny
other cough medicine. Mrs. S. L.
Hunt. 515 W. fitli St., Cincinnati.
Ohio, writes: "Foley's Honey nnd
Tar relieved me of a hacking
In
tho throat,
cough, tickling
wheezing and pains In the chest. It
is helping my mother wonderfully."
That's why druggists recommend
Foley's. Hold everywhere.

SI

Sfampec
Luncheon Sets
Stamped on linen finish
cloth, bleached. Set in- cloth and
eludes
4 napkins.
See finished
SET
model.

Taos

AGE

eight-roun-

To Taos (Rend D iwn)
Leave . 7:30 a.m...
Arrive . 10:30 a.m...
Leave . 12:30 p.m.. .
Arrive . 2:00 p.m...
0:00 p.m.
Arrive

To Albuquerque
Albuquerque
...Arrive
. Santa Fe
Leave
. Hanta Fe
Arrive
. Esnanola .....Arrive
Tans
.Leave

(itend Vp)
. 7:00 p.m.

Good
wales,

L

Brothers
Ringling
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
Phone 222.

Size

stamped on
linen finished
cloth. See finished model.
EACH

Jersey Silk

j
(1-

-I

pL
I

YARDS

white

and helio;

lengths.

colors.

j

$1

Mostly brown heather, full
fashioned; sizes 8 12 to 10.
PAIR

$1

Women's Step Ins

Splendid quality for Kiddies' Rompers and Pant-alet-

"When You Think Clothes, Think EUBANK'S"

ROTU

3-Pi-

Va

Finest quality Sea Island
cotton, in the extra widths
5 YARDS

ece

$1

$1

un-

Crash,

red or

18-inc- h;

te

Stamped on white linene.
Finished model on display. .

$1

4 YARDS

$1

$1

Misses'
Buster Brown Hose
Black only; sizes
fine ribbed.
4 PAIR

to 10.

5

.

SI

69c Women's Lace
Collars

$1

$1

35c Gingham
wide, all new
spring patterns, in checks,
plaids and plain colors.
32 inches

Buffet Sets
SET

linen

Good assortment of styles
and patterns in white,
cream and ecru.
2 FOR

Dresses; shades of
Copenhagen, yellow pink,,
helio, white, tan, grey,
5 YARDS
etc.

,

&

tpl

Unbleached

bleached,
white border.

40c Poplins

effort to offer you the greatest values of the season. In style, quality and workmanship you
haven't seen anything in clothing like these at
this nominal price.
fi

I

Women's pure thread Silk
double finger
tips; white only.
PAIR

Pure

10 yards to the bolt No.
112, 2 and 3 shades of
white, helio, old rose, Copenhagen, pink, mais, etc.
Limit 2 bolts to a custo2 BOLTS
mer.

Jhe. presentation of this special Purchase of fine
New Suits at $30 and $35 is in keeping with our

j

Linen Crash Toweling

100 Bolts Satin Ribbon

$30

(

Muslin

YARDS

Fine quality Batiste, in
flesh and white, val lace
trimmed.
EACH

-

$1?

1

$1.39 Silk Gloves

i

5

j

Hose

36-in-

A NEW PURCHASE OF
GREATER VALUES
ill

h

S2.S5 Wool Heather

fine

exceptionally

24-inc-

EACH

25c Percale
count Percale;
light ground, fancy stripes
and figures in black and

est

tubular form, in

h

40-In- ch

An

$1

Lengths
36-inc-

$1

PAIR

sizes.

36-inc- h,

Pipe

Patent, black kid and
gun "metal; lace and button styles; good run of

81

bleached

Children's Shoes

7:30 a m

$11.50.

Headquarters,

new patterns;
several designs to choose
from. Finished models on
display, 18x54.
EACH

(J1

tP--

assorted

quality

Eeautiful

Stamped

j

27-inc- h.

3

. 4:00 p.m.
. 12:45 p.m.
. ll:15H.m.

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos,
Albuquerque

50c White

Dresser Scarfs

ch

In white in sport' shades
such as rose, yellow, Co- penhagen, green, helio,
Neat hem- pink, etc.
stitched edge. Regular
4 FOR
35c line.

1

HELPED HETt MOTIIEK

33-in-

Women's Pure Linen

VARNISH, STAINS, ENAMELS

'

LOSES.
Paso, Tex., April C Alike
El
Boutliwest
feathVasquez,
I'aso,
erweight
champion, knocked cut
Battling Barrerc, New Orleans, in
the first round of a
bout
here tonight. The men met at 20
Norfolk
New
pounds.
Battling
Orleans, won the decision of the
judges over Al Smauldlng, Albuquerque, N. M.. at the end of an
d
bout at 175 pounds.

Splendid quality in the
width.
YARD

li;i!

TKHS WHWCILK.
Ed
Wichita, Kans., April 6.
Warner. Han Francisco, and Hugh
Kansas
City,
Walker,
light
heavyweights, fought ten rounds
to a drnw hero tonight. The bout
ended in a wrangle with Warner
claiming a foul in the ninth
round.

VAL SPAR

0

EI

Stamped

45-in-

KEEPS SWIMMING TITLE
Los Angeies. trail f., April 0.
Ray Kegeris of the Los Angeles
Athletlo club retained his title1
of national amateur athletic union
150 yard back stroke swimming
champion by winning first place
in the championship event In the
Los Angeles Athletic club's tank
tonight: His tlmo was 1:59
seconds.
ATi SMAI LDIXC;

$1.39 Pongee

111

$1

4 YARDS

$1

Kayser Silk Gloves
in
Double tip,
white, black and grey.
PAIR

NO REFUNDS, PHONE ORDERS OR RETURNS

$1

Pa?e Four"'

f

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
production of that famous old
stage hit of two decades ago, "A
In which
Courtship,"
Virginia
May McAvoy will be seen at at the
'
"B theater ioay and tomorrow.
As a heroine of the Old Dominion,
the charming little Realart star
has a fine screen vehicle in this
modern adaptation of the Eugene
Presbrey play.

WITH THE BASEBALL FANS ON THE PACIFIC COASI
goft

which will be made at every performance at the Pastime theater
for today and tomorrow only. This
is is said to be by far the funniest
and most pretentious comedy Harold Lloyd has ever made. If that Is
true, then Pastime theater patrons
indeed nave a real treat In store.
"A Pallor-Mad- e
Man" Is four reels
In length and is Lloyd's newest Associated Exhibitors release.

nAnor.n Mxrvn .ioi

TJ1E NAVY FOR PICTURE.
"THE GOLDEN GIFT" IS THE
"A SAILOR-MADMAN"
GREAT PICTIRF. WITH
ALICE LAKE AS STAR
Harold Lloyd, Idle heir of twenty
"The Golden Gift," which Is the
millions and possessing a nerve
that would blunt tho edge on fork main attraction at the Lyric today.
ed lightning, loves the Girl (Mild- Is a thrilling drama of love and
red Davis), who averages six pro- - power, with Alice Lake, the youthnosials a day, including Sundays ful Metro star, as the central figand holidays. Her father told the ure In this story of tho clash beBoy he d have to go to work and tween love of a career and love of
show that he could do something child.
In "The
besides loaf and loiter if he wanted
The drama unfolded
to marry Mildred, so the Boy JoinGolden Gift" is one to appeal to
ed the navy.
every audience. It Is the story of
Man" a young singer who, deserted by
That's how " Sailor-Mad- e
got started on his merry cruise, her husband, tries to support her- -

v

E

THE

fKAWP

l)OBl-I- s

61. E Ui
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vW&T.
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FOUR ROOOI GOXIkJfi Soorc
ARE THE PoPUCMJ THlMtf
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slf

and her Infant child by performing In a border .cafe. But the
child acts as a drag, so it is given
Into the charge of strangers while
the mother wins her way ns an
opera singer. But at the heicht of
her brilliant career the child appears, causing a situation which
alters all of her carefully laid
plans.
As the opera singer who preferred a career, Alice Lake does
some of the finest acting of her
As
many screen appearances.
leading man John Bowers was all
that could be expected. Others In
the cast were Harriett Hammond,
Joseph Swickard, Bridgetta Clark.
Louis Dumnr, Geoffrev Webb and
Camilla Clark.
"The Golden Gift" is a Maxwell
Karger production for Metro of a
story by June Mathls. It was
adapted by Florence Helm. The
art direction was by Joseph Calder.
No new domestic "animals Vinvo
been developed during the last two
thousand years.

e Woodman and George Law
prime movers In putting
alian fighters on the map.
stands alx feet three and al
Inches tall and carries
i
10
!s.
,
He Is 25 years old. His
'
claim to fame is that he llck-- i
Cook, who got licked by
:es Carpentler.
A victory over
:
Lloyd also Is listed among
s
achievements.
Tracy
mind tackling
He wouldn't
Dempsey right away, but Is willing
one
or two others
to meet
for a chance at Jack.
It's a good bet he'll be matched
with Luis Firpo, South American
phenom, or some other promising
newcomer.
,

"

--

while-waitin-

HY NORMAN E. UROIVN.
Here's tlie dope.
On Jim Tracy.
Jim's the gent who arrived from
Australia the other day with tho
title of heavyweight champion of
Australia in one hand and a challenge to meet Jack Dempsey
clutched In his other mit.
Ho has been brought to the U. S.

Milwaukee, 6; Cards, 9.
Caruthersvllle, Mo.,- April
R. H. E.
Score:
11 0
Milwaukee (AA),.,r.v.-..2
7
3
St. Louis (N)
B

The present year marks the 45tH
anniversary of Edison's Invention
of the phonograph.
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TIME A TRAIN
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CALIFOBNIA'S" IAST 'GLlMPfF
MS. WPIGUY, CUP OWNER

While the big league towns are
waiting the opening bell of the
major league tace the Pacific
coast fans, who look over scores
of future big leaguers every year,
re getting set for their season.
Here's the situation ut there as
Hal Probasco sees it.
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FAMS FPCW ..
THE EAST ARE
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The bout was first arranged for
April 6 and as Sul started training
early, his manages expressed the
tear yesterday that if the intensive
training was kept up Sol might go
stale by the day of the bout.
The match between Young Sol,
1 POUND OF
of Pueblo, and the Demon, of Las
Vegas, is the first main event booked between Dantams in Albuquerque for some time. Indications are
FOR
that both lads will easily mime me
required 118 pounds and that there
of the bond
will be no forfeit
money.
like speed, the
Pueblo Bantam to Take For those who
bout promises to be all that could
Two Day Lay Off in Or- be desired. Sol has a world of it,
as he has demonstrated several
der Not to Go Stale; R- times during the past few montns
and Rivera has climbed way
ivera's Middle Name Speed here,
up the ring ladder on almost nothing but speed.
Within one pound of making the
Those who have been watching
which was the two boys work out seem to
weight
of
hold the opinion that the Demon
greed upon by the managers
is possibly the better boxer and that
Sol probably has the edge on the
Las Vegas boy wnen u comes 10
real scrapping.
of the card prom
The
ise well, as Young Herrera, who has
been knocking all the curtain rais
ers for goals for the past two years
here, has been pushed up a peg and
will box six rounds with Young
Tenor. Herrera is a fighter with
little science and a sreat mg wai-inhut It Is doubtful if he can
land It, as Tenor seems to be fairly
rlever with his mits and may prove
to be fast enough to keep out of
harm's way.

SOL NOW

lKi THE COAST

WHAT

MM

118

THE DEMON

118-pou-

'3

semi-fina-

ls

Coast League

V'
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Exhibition Games
(B Tbe Amwlntnl

IfC

rrw..)

Nnnamnker Splits Hand.
Marshalltown,
la., April 6.
Leslie Nunamaker,
catcher for
the Cleveland Americans split his
hand during the early part of an
exhibition here today. The second team defeated the first 5 to 3.
R. H. E.
Score:
3
6 11
v
Second team
2

Regulars

Batteries:
Morton, Pott
Shinault;
Sotheron, Guess
Nunamaker. Sewell.

S

UlltllU 'lillTl'nl

3

and
and

( Volatility is the readiness with which gasoline gives up its power)

Louisville, 7; Cincinnati, 0.
Louisville, Ky April 6.
Score:
R. H. E.
1
0
6
Cincinnati
(N)
7
Louisville
8 2
(AA)
Batteries: Luque and Wingo;
Tlncup, Cullop and Meyers
Giants, 13; White Sox, 3.
Bristol,
April 6.
Score:
R. H. E.
3
9
2
Chicago (A)
rvew xork (N)
13 16 o
Batteries: Robertson.
Russell
and Y'aryan;
Causey, Shea and
Va.-Ten-

smun, uaston.

Dodgers, 5: Yankees, 0.
Norfolk, Va., April 6.
Score:
R. H. E.
New York (A)
0 6 2
1
5 13
brooklyn (N)
Mavs and
Batteries:
Bush.
Mitchell and
Schang; Mamaux,
Dubarry, Miller.

Cubs, 11; Wichita, 0.
Wichita, Kans., April 6.
Score:
R. H. E
Oakland, 10; Sacramento,
.11 9 2
Chicago (N)
Sacramento, Calif., April 6.
1
Y.'ichita
R. H. E.
(W. L.)
Score:
2
10 11
Oakland
8 1
Sacramento
Batteries: Krause and Kcehler;
Kuntz, She and Stanage.
8.

&

Theaters Today

yovxo

SOL.
will Box Main

Pueblo Bantam, Who

Event With Demon Rivera,
Las Vegas, at the
(t Armory,
April 10.
Demon Rivera and Young Sol for
their fifteen-roun- d
bout at the
armory April 10, Young Sol took a
lay off from training yesterday and
will probably not work-ou- t
today.

'Frisco, 6; Seattle, 4.
San Francisco, Calif., April 6.
"B" Theater
May McAvoy,
R. H. E. starring in a "Virginia
Score:
Courtship;"
1
8
4
Seattle
also
"Beach
Nuts," a
presenting
San Francisco (10 innings) 5 8 2 two-reHall Room Boys' comedy.
Batteries: Fregg and Spencer;
Alice
Lake Is the
Lyric Theater
Scott and Yelle.
star in "The Golden Gift," a Metro
picture; also showing "Robinson
Vernon, S; Salt Lake, 1.
Crusoe, Ltd," a two-repicture,
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 6.
"Ham" Hamilton.
K. H. E. featuring
Score:
Pastime
Harold
Theater
Lloyd
2
7
3
Vernon
Is still at the Pastime,
starring re-in
1
1
2
Salt Lake
"A Sailor-Mad- e
also
Man;"
Batteries:
May and Hannah; peating "The Law of the Woods,"
Lewis, Bromley and Jenkins.
the "Paths
Review" and the
"Screen Snap Shots" pictures.
IiO Angeles, 8; T"ortlnnl, 1.
Los Angeles, Calif., April 6.
"A VIRGINIA COrRTsniP"
R. H. E.
Score:
IS COLORFl'L ROMANTIC
1
7
0
Portland
COMEDY AT "IV THEATER
Los Angeles (13 Innings). 3 9 8
Batteries: Mlddleton and Elliott;
There is always a halo of ro
Lyons, Thomas and Daley.
mance hovering about the South.
and this romantlo atmosphere is
Journal Warn AOs bring results. used to advantage in the picture

4

er

4

r
and

Mr, Henlng,
We.il, W.
R. Walton and Mr. McLaughlin,
Walter Connell and Mr. Tlngley
re cordially invited to partake
of a CUP OF CHUMMY COMFORT AND GOOD CHEER at
221 West Central this afternoon,
all the afternoon and next day,
too. The public In general are
also Invited to do the same thing.
We'd like to have T, B. Crabb
come along also,
A cup of CHUMMY COMFORT
AND GOOD CHEEK will soon be
state
It means perfection Blend Coffee. A drink
for those who discriminate and
by New
Mexico Food Products Co.
Magee

You may have a
forty h. p. engine
forty-fiv- e
h. p. motor tomortoday and a
row in effect. That difference is in the gasoline you
buy. When you buy Texaco, the volatile gas, you are
buying full engine-powe- r.
It's what happens in the cylinder at the moment of
maximum compression the vital sparking instant
that determines how much of your engine's capacity to
deliver is actually delivered to the rear wheels.
Somo gas is sluggish; it does not vaporize quickly;
(it is not completely volatile. Such gasoline cannot
four-cylind-

six-cylind-

er

er

possibly give up all its power. It hasn't time.'
Texaco Gasoline gives the immediate action that
puts full vigor into your motor. Texaco Gasoline is
volatile.
You'll find that there's more mileage in Texaco
Gasoline and you'll find, too, that your upkeep is
lower. With a good spark at the right time and
Texaco, the volatile gas, you have the combination that
means easier starting, better
greater flexless
smoother
and
idling
ibility,
shifting better per
formance in everything a car should do.
hill-wor- k,

lubricants and are distinguished by their clear,
Jt Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
extra-heav- y
color.
and
medium,
Light,
heavy
they fit all cars and all conditions.
pale
You will find them wherever you see the Texaco red star.

INVITATION
Carl

When you use the highly volatile Texaco gas it's just like putting
a new motor in your car.
rating. Whether it actually
Every motor has a theoretical horse-powgives that power or not depends on the gasoline and how readily it vaporizes.

Jack Reynolds and Mr.

THE TEXAS COMPANY, U.S. A.
Texaco Petroleum Products

d.

G&SOUSSE
r

Run it with Texaco Gas

.

mmmmm

MOTOR OIL!
Save it with Texaco Oil

il

April 7, 1922.
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By Edna Kent Forbes.

JACK HESENTS THE IOSS OF belief that Bhe could not hie. Yet
she was becoming nervols, deMS STl'DY. TIME.
veloping a temper at varianfe with
y
the
CHAPTER 10.
manrjr that
All the time Jack was washing had been hers up to now. )
When
Jack
the dishes and Helen drying them
spoke of hir nervshe entertained him with a lively ousness, blaming her devition to
account of the doings at the club. cards for it, she replied itipatlent-ly- :
l
"There's a kitty, you know,"
"If you would niake eibugh so
Bhe said when he expressed surso
could
have
I
a
maid
other
lile
hostess
furnishing
prise at the
elaborate a tea, "and it must pay people, I wouldn't be nirvous. I
to
car
rtreet
have
get into a dirty
for the food, or pretty nearly."
I go to the club tnlcss one
Jack Hunter was really dis- when
turbed. He frowned into silence. of the ladles call for ne and "
High stakes, a kitty Helen was a "How do you expect to go In
limousine?'' Jack (juered laughHo felt keen
really gambling.
that she ingly.
He knew
anxiety.
"if you were half as 'smart In
couldn't always win, that when
she lost she would come to him business as Howard Dunn I could
have
a car. Natalie H)rton told
could
he
to pay her debts. How
do Jt? He wondered if he could me he wrote a hundred) thousand
persuade Helen to give up the dollar policy last weekj and that
club. Helplessly he shrugged his his commission was enormous."
"I'm not Howard Dur.nl He has
shoulders, for he knew instinctnothing to think of but petting his
ively he could not.
Jack determined over and over prospects into line. I give all my
to have a serious talk with Helen extra time to you, helping you. If
not about the club, he realized you would only be willing to at
contend to the house until I could
that would be vain, but-inection with his duties outside get a bit further along I am sure
to
you would be better satisfied. I
at
do
and the work he tried
home. She must be made to real- not only did no bet:er business
I didn't do as well."
ize Bhe owed something to him, last month
"You are Just as smart as Howthat the housework for two could
as far as education
ard.
'Smarter
us
the
not tire her, especially
never wer.t to college
heavy washing was put out. Ho goes. He
couldn't keep up if he had to at all, and you had a year. If
work until bedtime every night. you would have a little more amThen, too, it gave him no time lor bitionas I could have a maid and a
car
well as other women. Not
reading and study.
limousine, perhaps, but a nice
Lately Howard Dunn had writ- alittle
runabout.
I'd look well in
comten several big policies. His
missions had been large. But How- sports clothes, driving it."
"Don't indulge in pipe dreams,
ard was always fresh, full of good Helen.
You aje trailing with wospirits, while he felt dragged and men whose
husbands have more
old.
There was much about the busi-- . money than I can make. It isn't
to
mo
fair
for you to become disness, too, he wished to lenrn. Often he had no time to read the in- contented. I am doing the very
structions given the agents by the best I can under the
company. He dared not take tne
"Nonsense! You are as smart
middle of the day when he might
"land a prospect," "as he expressed as Howard Dunn, I tell you! If
it to Helen, and at night she ho can write big policies, so can
if you try.
You don't try
kept him busy until he was too you
tired to grasp what ho read even hard enough, and you are too
easily
discouraged.
Well, lot's get
when he tried.
Holen continued to go to the at the dishes if you expect me to
Mrs.
Layton and I
club. And on the days she went wipe them.
Jack ate a cold dinner, prepared are going to the picture show to
as best he could, while she re- night her husband is away and
counted her pleasure of the after- I knew you wouldn't want to go."
"No, I don't want to go.
I'll
noon and ' told of the tempting
dishes the hostess of the day had read until you come home."
"Don't
the
under
the
a
pan
forget
been
rather
She
had
provided.
not lee box, and be sure to put out
consistent winner, although
There she is
again had she won as much as the milk bottle.
But J5, now!" as the bell rang. "You'll
on that first afternoon.
have to do the dishes alone.
$8 or $12 each time had awakShe held up her face
ened a real gambling spirit in her. "Good-bye!- "
She wns almost a fatalist In her for a kiss.
huppy-go-luck-

'

circum-stancts-

,

t

Women's club will

p. m.

at

meet

Children s musicals
at H.
Hentng home at 8:15 p. m.
Pi Kappa Alpha dunce at
sonic temple at 8 p. m.

3

Bosewater Is an Important Ingredient in the making of perfumes, extracts and cold creams.
rosewater
Ileal
possesses great
cosmetic virtue and is most delightful to use, but there is an
enormous difference between real
rosewater and tho
that most shops sell.
Rosewater is not difficult to
make. You would find it an easy
and delightful task during the
weeks when the roses are at their
fullest bloom.
There are two
One
calls for four
formulas.
pounds of petals to ten quarts of
the other formula 10
water,
pounds to eight quarts. The petals are gathered, packed in an
earthen Jar, sprinkled with Bait
and kept covered, every day fresh
petals are added until tho amount
is sufficient.
The petals are then added to
the water and the entire quantity
put over the heat to boll. An
enamel kettle or pan is best as the
water must not come in contact
with any metal, (but tin). A convenient way of making this is lo
boil a small quantity at a lime in
a tin or enamel tea kettle.
A
piece of rubber tubing is fastened
over the spout of the kettle, this
should be passed through a pail
of cold water so as to condense
the steam.
Tho distillate which

Ma-

Modish Spring Dress of
Navy Poiret Twill

rose-wat-

'

ItVO
1ft a
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EFFICIENT HCUSEKEEPIKG
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Dj WALT

6 WOMAN'S
1NSTI TUTB
Fashion Serrtct

."

Preai.)
April 6. A memo-

Washington,
rial to Rear Admiral
Robert R
of the north
Peary, discoverer
In
was
dedicated
Arlington
pole,
National cemetery today when a
huge spheroid made of white granite from his native state of Maine
was unveiled at his last resting
place. The ceremonies were held
in the presence of President Harding and other high officials of the
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By MARY

BROOKS PICKEN
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fragrance of thia
rich and mallow cot'
fee. Thua it reachea
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COFFEE
Rich and Mellow

THE

Taupert Optical Co.
305 West Central.

Phone 588

BOND-DILLO-

COMPANY,

N

DISTRIBUTORS.
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TasiaajTiM

Bring the Outdoor Cheerfulness
Right Into Your Rooms

Cuticura Talcum
is Fragrant andJ

Very Healthful

For Your Easter Gifts
BIBLES
James' Version, American Standard, Scofield
Bibles, Catholic Bibles.
VAng

PRAYER BOOKS

Com-

pound. He sells It.
During the year 1920, nearly
3.000,000 bottles of this medicine
were shipped from the factory at
Lynn, Massachusetts. There Is also
a branch In Canada and one In
Mexico.
Lydia B. PInkham'a Vegetable
Compound haa the largest sale of
any medicine for women's ailments. Every day, more and more
women are proving Its worth.
Made of selected roots and herbs,
this compound contains no harmful drugs and can be taken in
safety by any woman,

MllUj&fj

oven-freshne-

TWO MILK BOTTLES
LAND MAN IN JAIL

l7'

Harriet May Mills, recent candidate for secretary of state, made a
national reputation as a Browning enthusiast and lecturer.
YOUR DRUGGIST
Does not keep Pinkham's

GROCER

Due to its popularity, fresh shipments of this famously
rich and mellow blend must be sent weekly to your
ss
of the coffee is
grocer. The fragrant
paraffin-walled
canisters. Thus you
preserved in the
can always be sure of its just-roasttaste.

ce

Broken lenses correctly duplicated
Frames, Goggles, etc., for all
purposes.

it laitbl

20-d-

rick-rac-

1f

patented
canisters.

.

Pablo
charged with
Rivera,
stealing a bottle of milk from a
porch yesterday, was given a
sentence in Jn!l by Police
Judge W. W. McClellan. Pobert
Jacobs and C. F. McAuley,
dalrv
employes, claimed that they Baw
Kivera take a bottle of milk from
a porch where they had Just delivered it. They took charge of Kivera and brought him to police
Mrs. Carter Leidy, formerly Fill station.
When searched. Rivera
Widener, end her millionaire had a pint and a quart bottle of
milk in his coat pocket.
machinist husband.
True love rung smoothly in the
humble cottage which Mr. and the phone and remind hlin of the
Mrs. Carter Leidy chose in pref- Invitation on pago 4.
erence to the mansions ot their
millionaire parents.
Leidy has
been working in the plant of the
American Car & Foundry Co. in
Berwick, Pa., as a machinist's
helper for nearly two years and in
November vill become a
machinist.
In the meantime Mrs. IiCidy, who was Fir!
Widener, Is content to care for Sample free of Cuticora Laboratories.
Dpt
their modest little cottage.
X, Maiden, Maaa. 2fc. everywhere.

se

ground in our own shop.
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WESTERN

'
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Episcopal Prayer Books and
Hymnals.
Catholic Prayer Books and
Rosaries.

EMRAVED EASTER GREETING
CARDS

Strong's Book Store

.

Spring! Fresh, clear air! Dazzling sunshine!
You feel you'd like to spend all twenty-fou- r
hours in
the open the house is too stuffy.
Why not bring the wonderful outdoor freshness
right into your home?
Apply McMurtry FLATCOTE in any of its
beautiful shades to your walls and
twenty-fou- r
ceilings.
No .cracks or crevices in a FLATCOTE wall!
No place for dust or insects to hide! Easily and
quickly applied! Dries rapidly! Economical too
FLATCOTE walls are restored to their original
freshness by merely washing with mild soap and
warm water.
Flatcote may be applied to plaster walls (smooth
or sand finish) ; over burlap or metal; or over old wall
paper. Ask your painter. He will tell you more about
McMurtry FLATCOTE.
Manufactured by

iMIuRTRYMFaCaPaint
Varnish
and

1533 Arapahoe

St

Jusse-ran-

d.

Mr. McLaughlin, there was a tcl
eplione message for you, calling
your attention to the Invitation on
page 4.

'J

face-dow-

AH lenses

Madame

Among the explorers present
were Itoald Amundsen, discoverer
of the south pole: Vllhjmur
Capt. Robert A. Bartlett
and Matt Henson, who accompanied Peary to the pole.

A

y

t,

thoroughly examined.

and

MASON.

w

te

If Your eyes

ambassador

Betsy: Since your hair has become thin in addition to losing
color, it shows that the vitality Is
lowered.
Instead of coloring by
means of dyes, try to restore it by
building up the health of the
scalp by means of massage and a
good hair tonic.
If the general
health is depleted the hair will
always share in it, so build up
your health with that of the
scalp.
Jane: Cocoa butter can be purchased at any drug store, Heat
the cake slightly and rub tt into
the palm of the hand before massaging any part of the body that
you wish to fatten. Never use it
on tho face or throat, aB it may
encourage the growth of fine hair.
Slim: A case of pimples which
is so bad as to cover the face and
neck, could not be cleared up
quickly. You probably are in need
of a doctor who will treat this
condition after finding out the
cause for it.

and chews tho rag, and finally he
pulls the snag. 1 hand hl'm then
When I was young my teeth a big fat cheek, and leave his Joint
a
nervous wreck. The old time
would acho as though a record
dentist is a jest? Ah, well, I like
they would break. Then to tho vil- his
way the best; I'd rather have
lage dentist's chair in trembling a blacksmith
come and jerk a mohaste I would repair. Some simlar from Its gum, than seek tho
ple fools were on his bench, a dentist, In his booth, who takes a
crowbar and a monkey wrench, a day to draw a tooth.
pair of pinchers and on ax, a hind-saand a hunk of wax. lie rolled
his shirtsleeves to his neck, and FRUIT CROP OF PECOS
gave a yank and cried "By heck,"
VALLEY PROMISES TO
and charged four bits and he was
BE RECORD BREAKER
no
curves
scientific
lio
through
knew. Now to the dentist's chair
I go, to bo relieved of toothache
(Special Cdrrmnimilrnre to tats Journal.)
woe.
He has diplomas everyArtesin, N. M., April 6. The
where; hn has a silver mounted leading orchardists in this section
chair, and instruments of every of tho Peeos valley are very optimthe fruit crop,
sort, and anaesthetics by tho quart. istic concerning
He talke hygiene and kindred which promises to ba one of the
bunk he best crops ever known. The trees
things, and antiseptic
springs: and
pictures of my are blossoming now, which is a
later than usual. This delay
fangs he takes while trilling his little
for the optimism
he
tries
out all the Is responsible
harangues;
little tools Indorsed by modern among tho fruit men. No damage
of
extent
lias been noted up to
any
dental schools, and fools around
the present time.
The apple crop was excellent last
fall, as several hundred cars were
LOVE IN COTTAGE
shipped from the local station. The
crup is expected to be as great this
PROVING HAPPY
year. Local dealers state that the
market for Pecos valley fruit will
FOR FIF1 WIDEN ER .'bat.
as good or better than last fall.
The orchardists at Hope, New
.Mexico, who ship from this point,
state that hundreds of acres of
apples will yield a large crop.
The peach crop lias not been
A large yield will be
damaged.
secured unless a lato frost or freeze
U
"A
hinders the grewth of this fruit.
The big peach crop of 19 20 was too
Krcat for the market. It is hoped
that the crop this year can be
handled in a more
satisfactory
manner. The rannlng factories at
Koswell and Artesia will aid In this
problem to a .great extent. Practi-rallno smudging has been done In
this part of the valley. A few
farmers have relied on smudging
at Koswell about one week ago,
when the temperature made a sudi
den drop. The sprayers will soon
bo at work if the weather continues to remain warm as it has
during the past few weeks.
A fine crop of pears, plums and
chorries is also expected. The
which fell during the first
of the week, will aid tiio fruit to a
great extent, unless it causes a
frost to occur, after the ported of
rainfall Is over. However, this Is
4
not exppcted by local orchardists.
The fruit growing Industry is ono
of the chief sources ot income to
the farmers 'in the Pecos valley.

s.

shop.

arctic explorers and scientists.
The unveiling was on tlie thirteenth anniversary of the discovery
of the pole and as Mrs. Kdwaril
Stafford, the explorer's daughter,
released the union jack from about
the memorial, tho silk American
flag which Peary cnrrled on all his
expeditions was unfurled from a
staff near the grave and a
military band played "Tho .Star
Spangled Banner."
tho president
Accompanying

(Ry The Anaoclnted

THE OLD WAYS.

one-pie-

old-ro-

er

runs from the tube should fall
into a glass or earthenware receptacle and the first ounce should
be rejected. '
The
distillate or rosewater
should be loosely worked and
kept in a cool dark place for several weeks. By this time It will
lose its rawness and develop its
full odor. It can then be decanted
into small bottles.

government as well as trustees of were Mrs. Harding, Chief Justice
DEDICATE MEMORIAL
the National Olographic
society, and Mrs. Taft, Secretary of State
TO ADMIRAL PEARY which presented the memorial, and Mrs. Hughes and the French

HI

cream-colore-

f

ROSEWATER.

B.

navy Poiret twill is used
in spring models, its favorite
combination seems to be with hues
of red, sometimes in a woolen
r
fabric, but more often in the silks
of crepe weave.
;
In this Poiret twill frock, rouge-re- d
crepe de Chine, pintucked to
make it doubly smart, is used in a
wide band to accentuata the sido
front closing and add an unusual
note of interest to the sleeves.
Buttons covered with the crepe
followed the season's dictum that
when used at all they shall be in
abundance..
The soft collar of
lace is a pleasant
relief from the uncollarcd bateau
neck line, which has not proved a
By LAURA A. KIRK MAN.
kindly finish for many types.
Although this dress is nt ttio
as It would on a dark blue maWELCOMING BACK THE
type that has long been
PINAFORE.
The body of in favor, its lengthened waist line
terial, for instance.
was
muslin
white
of
the apron
vnd the girdle drawn in a bit more
When grandma was a little girl with bands of
bright yellow across closely to the figure give a low
she wore crisp white "pinafores"
low-cneck, bloused effect that Fashion deems
tho hem, around the
to protect her dresses.
Today and on the pocket-topAppliqued
has come on these broad yellow muslin especially good this season.
the child's pinafore
back but instead of its being bands, were pieces of the white
muslin cut in the shape of bowls was
white, it is fashioned of bright and
provided for tho child to
stitch
cups. The button-hol- e
wear with the apron.
cretonnes or of ecru tints with secured
them in place.
An
Apron for General Wear:
bands and "patch" pockets of
An Apron for the Little Garwas made of unbleached
, dener: This was made of tan In- This
"teddy bear" stamped goods.
This is a sensible change. For, dian Head with pieces of red, yel- muslin with large colored flowers
an
apron requires too low and blue chambrey cut in cut from cretonne appliqued on at
much laundering to make it a the shape of tomato", (appliqued hem and neck. One largo flower
garment for a child. near the hem.) A large yellow formed the patch poijtet.
practical
Then, too, the modrrn colored tomato formed the patch pocket;
decorated WOMAN'S CLUB PLANS
aprons for little folks are prettier and a tan
e
and gayer than the
plain around the brim with smaller,
FEDERATION MEETING
white ones and childhood is the colored "tomatoes," completed the
happy time when bright colors picturesque costume. As I looked
seem a natural accompaniment to at this pretty and sensible garAn official meeting of the Womromps and fairy tales and all the ment I realized how many hours an's club is called for ":15 o'clock
other carefree activities of our of ironing it would save the young Friday afternoon.
Tho regular
A stout business
mother who made it.
early years.
of the club will
I am going to describe for my cushion of tan Indian Head for follow at meeting
3 o'clock, at which most
Header Mothers several aprons the child to kneel on while plant- Important matter will be considwhich some of my friends have ing seeds and weeding, was in the ered, It 1b hoped that all members
recently made for their little girls process of construction.
will make an effort to be present.
to wear this spring and summer.
An
to Wear While
The Tuesday club is also Invited
Apron
All of these aprons were made "Playing School":
All mothers to attend this session, as matters
were simply know how popular the game of pertaining to tho entertainment of
without
patterns,
originated by these clever mothers "playing school" is among the the state federation, to be held this
who could not afford to buy their folk. This game frequently emall in Albuquerque, will be taken
children ready-mad- e
aprons in the braces the sharpening of pencils up. After business the usual social
shops. If the reader cannot make as well as the using of pencils
hour will follow and refreshments
a garment wltlrout a 'pattern to and too often the
d
will be served.
n
on the
guide her, she can buy a simple sheet is placed
apron pattern; or she can make freshly laundered frock, leaving a
her own apron pattern by pinning dusty
One
mother UNIFORMED HIKER IS
smudge.
pieces of newspaper together on friend of mine guarded against
DISAPPOINTED IN THE
child.
common
the
this
by making
4
An A rxrnn fni.
n T (,
nnti her little girl mishap
an apron of
AID HERE
. RED CROSS
This apron was made for a child
cretonne to wear over her
who liked to help mother cook. clean dresses.
The apron was
Nothing but meals and room for
It was made of light colors so made perfectly plain, with a large
in uniform
that when the little girl sifted patch pocket, and was edged all a few days. A man
giving his name as Sergeant Harry
flour. In baking, the flour dust around
k
with
white
has turned up his nose at
would not show up too much
An
braid.
hair ribbon Freeman
the offer of the home Rervice department of the local Red Cross
while his case is being Investigat
ed. The sergeant has refused to
accept such paltry assistance and
declares his Intention of securing
immediate aid elsewhere.
Freeman is well known, howev
er, to the Red Cross from coast to
coast , where he claims to be
walking, by the way, to see his dy
ing mother. Telegrams of Inquiry
about the man have been received
by the San Francisco Red Cross
from every city that Freeman has
hit In his cross country trip. His
case docs not seem to bear Investi
gation.
The man has made a more than
Ho
commonly successful trip.
started from Philadelphia on No
vember 2 and has received assist
ance from various organizations In
fourteen cities where his railroad
fare and other aid was provided
without investigation of his story.
He claims to have served 18
11 THE TAUPERT OPTICAL CO.
months in the Eighteenth infantry, First division, A. R. F., but
the opening of their eye
can show no discharge paper. It
is understood that he has obtained
examination room, and the comassistance from a number of local
of
lens
their
persons.
pletion
grinding
.'.
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Sold by Leading Dealers
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MILLION AND HALF
STOCK SHARES SOLD
ON NEW YORK CHANGE

NATIONAL WOMAN'S PARTY URGES AMENDMENT OF CIVIL RIGHTS LAW

TEXftN DENOUNCES
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New York. April 6. The volume
of business on the New York stock
.exchange today, estimated at 1,5
exceeded that of any day since
the boom times of 1920, when the
2,000,000 mark was passed on record days. Last year the heaviest
day brought dealings in 1,300,000
shares.
On
several occasions In 1916,
1917. 1919 and 1B9n
rin'lw a,u
closely approached
three million
shares. The record for all time in
the history of the exchange was in
1901 on the occasion of tho mnm
orable Northern
Pacific corner.
wnen sales approximated 3,300,000
shares.
30,-00- 0,

Garner Delivers Sharp Com-fieon Practices of
nt

"Evi-

Blanton in Collecting
dence" of Graft.
(By The

AmmicIiiIciI

Pri'M.)

April 6. RepreWashington,
sentative
tinnier, democrat, of
Texas, declared In the house today
that if permitted by the rules to
speak what was In the minds of
434 of the 4"!i house members ha
would say that
Ueprescntativn
Blanton, of that state "is a disgrace
to this house and ought to be kicked out."
Mr. Garner's statement, conilnfs
after Blanton bad defended himself
asainst a newspaper article threw
the house into great disorder and
brought frcm tho speaker a sharp,
quick command to the sergeant at
arms to prevent a personal clash
after Blanton had shouted he would
hold Garner responsible if called a
liar by him.
At tho outset of n brief speech
Mr. Garner said that in this world
there "aro all kinds of liars, the
artistic liar, the inartistic liar, and
tho common liar."
Representative Blanton. sitting a
few feet away jumped to his feet
"And I will hold
and exclaimed:
you personally responsible if you
call me a liar."
Mr. Garner Aid not notice the Inbut
Representative
terruption,
Summers, also of Texas, Kitting
nearby, jumped to his feet and
shouted liar at .Mr. ninntnh, at the
came time starting in his direc
"on.
It was at this point that the sergeant nt arms rushed in and Blanton retired. Then there came from
the democratic side of the chamber
a cry of "throw him out." which
was picked up by other democrats
and for a moment there was great
confusion. Mr. Garner waited until
quiet had been restored to proceed
With his speech.
Representative BInnton's speech,
which started the row, dealt with
an address' recently made In Texas
In which be discussed fnmc of the
thins provided f ' r members of
congress in the regular office bu ld- mviff, Mini ii iiit-- o
ted to purchase out of each man's
stationery allowance of $125. meas-le- y
"You cannot defend these
items of Kraft." he shouted, re- lernntr also to mileage anowant-eAttacking Blanton as a "creature" Mr. Garner declared:
"It is a hard thlnr: to say what
in one's mind nbrut an individual. I sav I biv the firm conviction that I believe this individual creature would debauch the

CM1
h

Jjttstwh

1

That women shall have the
same rights and privileges under
the law as men, not only in the
exercise of suffrage, but in freedom of contact, choice of residence for voting purposes, jury
service, holding office, holding

and ronveying property, care
and custody of children and in
all other respects, is the aim of
the National Woman's party. At
a recent meeting at their New
York headquarters they discussed
tho proposed act to amend the

virtue of his own family to accumulate wealth or to put himself forward from a political standpoint."
Pointing to Representative Buta veteran
ler, of Pennsylvania,
member cf the house and to Representative Garrett, of Tennessee,
the democratic leader, Mr. Garner
said nobodv on earth would ever
ay that cither would utter an un-

children on tho government payroll."
Then, making his charge as to
"debauchery," Mr. Gainer added.
"I speak what is in the minds of
all of us from Texas when I say
that the members of the Texas
delegation hang our heads in shame
when Thomas Blanton is referred
to ns our colleague. And I speak
what Is in the minds of the entire
democratic party. I believe it is
the sentiment of every man here
that wc look upin him as a liability.
"I regret, Mr. Speaker, that T
cannot speak what is in my mind.
But if I could forg-- t the rules of
this house, I would say tha
Thomas . Blanton is a dis;;raco to
he house and ought to be kicked
cut."

truth.

in

I

BRONX COCKTAIL
HAS ITS DAY IN
ARBVCKLE TRIAL

PEED WAGON

217 North Fourth St.

4

.!

Phone 677
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INDiA PROTESTS

DR. HOWARD RAPER TO
OPEN DENTAL SCHOOL

Is thp TIiiio to Got Ilid of

These rgly Spots.
There's no longer the slightest
need of feeling ashamed of your
d'o u b e
freckles, as Otlilne
strength is guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othine
from
any
double strength
druggist and apply a little of it
and
you
and
morning
night
should soon see that even the
worst freckles have begun to disappear, while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It is seldom that more than an ounce Is
needed to completely clear the
skin and gain a beautiful clear
complexion.
He sure to ask for the double
this is sold
strength Othine as
tinder guarantee of money back
If it fails to remove freckles.
1

CROWDS

Goats,

of thrifty satis-

57W

them at well known
National Low Prices.

and plenty

JOIN THE

olf

fied customers

JUST IN TIME FOR EASTER

Dr. Howard R. Barter, expert
radlodontist, will leave today for a
lecture tour of tho middle west
and east which will Include the
n
opening of the
school of radiodon-tiat St. Louis, lie will be absent
several months.
Dr. Raper will lecture before
Dental meeting at
tho
Kansas City on the subject of
"Dental Diagnosis." He will also
in
Indianapolis,
give lectures
Cleveland und New York City. The
n
school of dental
diagnosis will offer short lecture
Dr.
courses to graduate dentists.
Raper was formerly Junior dean of
the Indiana Dental college and is
the author of several books on
radiodontla.
a,

II

1ST AFRICA

Tri-Sta-

(ltv Tho Antoclattd PrcM.)

Winston
(i.
April
Calcutta,
Churchill's declaration nt a dinner
in London and in the house of commons that Indian immigration into
Mount Kenya C '.ony, British
Africa, would not be permitted by
the colonial department has caused
a storm of protest in British Indiu.
.Nationalist leaders in all parts
of the country are making it plain
to the government that they will
any restriction of the rightB of
in Africa.
their
The Indian legislative assembly
at Delhi, after a keen debate, Iuih
parsed a resolution condemning
J4r.
the policy announced
by
ilhurehiil and declaring that "any
failure in his majesty's African
territories to meet the lawful claims
of Indians for equality of status
with all other classes of his majesty's subjects will be regarded as a
serious violation of the rlghta of
Indians to citizenship."
The assembly requested Its "emphatic pretest1' to be sent to the
British cabinet.
This action of the assembly was
'vigorously upheld at a public meet
ing in Madias where Mrs. Annie
g
Besant, theoaophist leader,
mently denounced the doctrine of
superiority of the white race over
the colored and advocated that
meetings bo held all over the coun
try in supoit of the Indians In
Ki nya.
C. F. Andrews, formerly an English missionary, now a leader of
the Indian nationalists, in a speech
tho Prl,uo!'ei pro- r,V,"t,0,sU'd
of
immigration into
Kenya and against the segregation
in residential areas. In conclud- -

E'.

Over two hundred garments, of the latest "Spring Styles have been
received this week. They must be seen to be appreciated in both
styles and prices so we inviteyou to call and see them.

IIFRIl SC IIAFI KU LOSFS.
Chicago, April 6. Harold Smith.
Chicago bantamweight, tonight won
the referee's decision In a
boxing match with Ilerble Schacfer
Of Chicago.

n

six-rou-

PI LES
noils,

IMmplca,

nrlmnrlfn, etc.. quickly

I'HIovi d

tiv

BOILENE

f.uc
t elrugptii
or your m.ne.v t.neU.
er by mull pestpald.
THE BOIl.ENE CO., Alhuiucrn.ur, N. M

Owing to the Easter rush we have secured
additional salespeople and additional help
for the Alteration Department. This will
insure prompt alterations.

SPECIAL
NOTICE

BEAUTIFUL DRESSES

;aper-Simpso-

st

With and without capes, made of Canton Crepe, Crepe de Chine,
"Krepe Knit," Georgette and Taffetas.

to

$14.75

$65.00.

This includes the Satin Back Cantons.
Suits in Tweeds, Tricotines, Poiret Twill, etc., at popular prices.
A cape coat or wrap that is sure to please you.
Buy at The National and get the newest and latest

save

to $25.00.
A complete line of underwear and hosiery, featuring Van Raalte's
$10.00

famous silk hosiery.

vehe-onenin-

i

GOODS

ARMY

Complete line of Wall Tents
Angle
Canvas
Folding Cots,
Iron Cots. New and Reclaimed
Riding Breeches. Shirts, Shoes
Blankets, etc.

Army
R23

a

"'Jf1

iJuZ

yrouijy

Navy Store

and

Sonlli First Street

.n.rw- -

an?n CitJ Coal cleaned and

(as all our coal
tho most APnrnmirnl
fuel on the Albuquerque
market. Our coal is all
guaranteed. Phone 333.
Coal Departmeent

dominate the world. The Anglo- -'
Saxon race is to have a dominating
world policy and a donfiiiati ng
world power. This Is what I have
called the cult of the white empire, the religion of the white race.
"Everywhere In the British colonies In Africa I have found tU'
game, the white empire Ideal, this
fame white race religion. To me
this arrogance of the white race is
detestable.
It is
It
is inhuman. '

S

WOMEN'S

CHIL
"

DRENS" OUTFITTERS C' MILLINERY
"

,,!!

403 Wejst

Central
Phone 617

M.OSOFF, Manager.

iq

q

GIBSON-FA-

W

PHONE 333

The proportion of land to water
upon the earth Is. roughly,
to
one-four-

three-fourth-

s.

km

ItiSf

THE ONLY BREAD
TO SERVE

SAME PRICE
over

i

si)
o

y

v. 2

iy

what he wants.

We are satisfied with a quick sale and a
small profit that and the fact that we buy
in large quantities enables us to sell Clothing
and Furnishings for Less than the average
store.

tit

SdisJfpes,

of thrifty satisfied customers

Tlnglcy. Tlierc's
Iilm on pngo 4.

C1yrto

Xow

Raper-Simpso-

t vrrii

You are sure to find the Styles you want.
We have plenty Conservative Styles for Conservative Men, and for the man who wants
something "snappy" he, too, will find just

Bote, Ida., April 6. A tragedy
of tli hills was disclosed
today
when Forest Ranker John Selby
of th Atlanta station, found the
body if Charles Booth, mining
man nd trapper, badly mutilated
by eo otes, in a anowsllde on the
north Ifork of tho Boise river,
Tholman's wifo Is missing, and
from Irtlclcs found In Booths
pack, t is believed that the couple
who hid spent the winter nt their
clalmHfi few miles from where the
s found, were on th. ir way
body
to Boi with the season s catch of
Bien
furs
overyhelmed by the
slide aid that the woman's
body
will betfound buried In the snow.
It is (thought that the accident
occurrel about March 15. A party
,has lefl Atlanta to aid in the
search.
Mis. Anoth Is paid to have had
rclativcsn Fort Worth, Tex.

FRECKLES

Watch Us urow With Albuquerque

CROWDS

well-know-

OfllTISH FOLIC!

Epring Colors

For dinner Is Betsy Rose bread.
It Is wholesome and nutritious.
saves
Our bread
work, saves
fuel, saves wear and tear and
you get better bread. You can
always get It fresh and know
that It suits you.

30 year

ICG

BAKING
POWDER

Pioneer Bakery
207

P

r

--

13
JAP RICE
STRAW

rh

&

DON'T FAIL TO DRESS UP FOR THE

m

u
Map shows location of W ran gel
Island in relation to Canada,
Alaska and the Pacific coast of
the U. S. Arrow points to
Wrangel Island.
That Wrangel Island, the far
northern land on which Viljalmar
Stefansson planted
the British
flag last summer, will eventually
be added to the Dominion of Canada is the belief in Canada. It is
believed that the island was formally claimed in tho name of Great
Britain to avoid international comThe island lies north
plications.
and west of Bering Straits and
Alaska.

Ur. i;a,rri hai abKoluie prnor thai
can b heald In all ohmatea
Resuila
by TUB INHALANT METHOD.

RUGS

are natlon-wldFnr fjrther partlculftra
artrlrfH TUB INHALANT METHOD CO..
Sulla (103 t'nlnn Laaaua Bldg. Key No.
32, Loa Angelea,
Calif.

-

Very
and

1

clean,

light

for
durable
sun par-

porches,
lors, sleeping rooms,
etc. The patterns
are typical Japanese and. they are
sure to please you
as much as the unusually low price.

PFEI.S LIKE

A NEW WOMAN
as a sufferer from kidney
"I
trouble for several years," writes
Mrs. Arthur Demullc, R. F. D. 1,
Grasmere, N, H '.'and suffered so
much I felt completely lame all
over, wnee l .jave Dcen taxing
Foley Kidney Pills I am not so
lame. My back ached all the time
and my eyes were all a blur. Now
I can see fine and feci like a different woman. Since 1 have tnken
never two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills 1
Confirmed
criminals
dream, Is the conclusion reached don't have that tired feeling. I can
a
medical
research society after do my own work now." They bring
by
quick results, gold everywhere!
lung lnvestigatlont

DEALF.RS
If
both Worth Hatt and
TThoronghbred Hau
are not told in your

TO

USE!

?f

(3

First Street.

Sontb

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

I

EASTER WILL SOON BE HERE

114 WEST CENTRAL

Ne wYork city fire commissioner.
Two prominent women who recently joined the ranks of the
National Woman's party are Mrs.
John Barrymore, wife of the
n
actor, and Mrs. Lydig
Hoyt, society woman who recently took up acting.

n,

New Styles and New

OCCASION.

civil rights law in relation to
women. Among those who attended were Mrs. Marks, wife of
tho former borough president of
Manhattan, who is city chairman; Mrs. John Winters Bran-nastate chairman, and Mrs.
Adumsoii, wife of the former

"I

MAN

SN0WSILDE

IN

WRANGEL ISLAND
TO BECOME PART
OF CANADA, RUMOR

Paulin Motor Car Co., Inc.

W.J-

-

uu

JOIN THE

Standing, right to left: Mrs.

H. O. Havermcyer and Mrs. Adelaide Johnson.
Hill, Mrs.
Marks, Miss Elsie
Left to richt, seated: Mrs. Marcus
A nmonn
. .
i.
.1.
i
in
fifth fAm rinht
J mis.
iv.uc,k
..ku.
John Vinters lirannan, AIM. Lloya n imams, tourin irora rgiu,

s

OF MINING
UND

April brides, according to
belief, are of mercurial tem
and Will m.'iko irnnrt
perament
Hoy, p: go
mothers but trying wives.
an inviiiifon

mind an indi"But I have
vidual not a man a creature who
is the commonest, the blKsest liar
that ever spoke a word of Englisha
I have in mind
in this country.
man who would put into the
Rcc.rd, if he had the
opportunity, anything that would
be calculated to make the people
of Texas believe you got your food
free in Washington.
"I have in mind a creature who
would go to that same stationery
room and mako inquiry about ft
su
whisky flask and then askonethetrom
perintendent to Bet him
Philadelphia that he mipht parade
it in Texas as an evidence of what
congressmen get."
Mr. Gar
"This same creature,
ner went on. " will charge you witn
(H.V The .VscM'iidrd TretO
his
miciht
he
that
parade
nepotism,
San
Krancisco. Calif, April G.
own virtues in Texas and then at Events in today's se.isrons
of the
of
his
two
the same time have
third trial of Roscon Arbuckle on
a manslaughter
charge ranged
from the closing of the defens'
case to the deseription from tho
w'tness stand of tho construction
of a Bronx cocktail. Several witnesses were introduced by the
prosecution for testimony in rebuttal of the defense contention
that a chronic ailment caused the
death of Miss Virginia nappe.
The defense announced at the
of the morning
seF:i'on
that it had closed Its case. Afier
a short recess, the nrceeuMon
rilled Mrs. Winifred Burklio'der,
of New York, and then Mrs. Kath-erin- e
Fox of Chicago. Both women testified that in long and intimate acquaintances
w'th Miss
Rappe tlvy had never known her
to be serlouslv ill. Mrs. Burkhold- er said that Miss Ranpe had suf
fered a slight illness during a trip
to Elkhart, Ind., while appearing
as a model In n style show produced by Mrs. Burkholder.
Thejr testimony enntrad'otod
that given by Mrs. Virginia Warren, Chicago nure, who said she
More engine power than any other vehicle of
had nursed Miss Rappe during repeated attack of illness, during
equal carrying capacity;
which the eirl went through premature childbirth.
ability to travel at passenger car speed;
Mm. Burkholder said she
frepneumatic cord tires; electric lighting p.nd
quently went to cafes with Miss
on
starting; rational distribution of weight
Rappe and thrt the girl, though
not in the habit of drinking exwheels; minimum chassis weight;
tensively, would order a bronx
cooktall
hefore dinner and a
liberal use of forgings instead of castings;
French
liqueur afterward. This
oversize" for all important parts;
"50
brought the question from flavin
McNah, chief defense counsel:
"How is n bronx made?"
a record unsurpassed among motor vehicles;
"Of gin and orange juice. I bea price that represents maximum value;
lieve," the. witness responded, "and
had hers made rnostlv of
Virginia
these are some of the reasons why the Speed
orange Juice, as she did not like
the taste of gin."
Wagon has revolutionized highway hauling.

;
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locality, ask ui about
our unuiual dealer

We do not believe it is possible to manufacture a more stylish and serviceable line of
hats than the new Thoroughbred and Worth
models for Spring and sell them at anywhere near the price at which you can buy
hats from the Worth or
e
these
in your town.
dealer
Thoroughbred
high-grad-

proposition.

RmslbLKH4T(l,
SAINT IOUIS.U.S.A.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
accepted our checks at par for BANK
CLERK'S WI1 13 .Np" 1ILD
years."
The Incident was slmlUr to tha
ONCE
MEMBE 3 OF GERMAN ROYALTY
a
of
Honoluli woman
experience
who attempted to cash in Baltimore a $25 check on a Hawaiian
bank. The clerk advise; her not
to try to cash the document on
the ground that the 'exchange
would be $12 or $13."
"You know, Hawaiiar currency
has depreciated considetlbly since
the war," he added, sapi ntly,
Another person, residl;g In Kansas
also is ignormt of the
Collector of , Internal Rev- fact City,
that Hawaii Is not la foreign
but
country
United
part of t
enue Sends One Back Be- States, according
to a trtter reby a florist here fho advercause Islands Are "Not ceived
tises on the mainland. J
in United States."
"I am a stamp coltctor and
would like to know whether you
would send me some Bftmps Used
(By The Associated PreH.)
In
those Islands," the Bansas man
AnHonolulu, T. H., April 6.
wrote.
I
other misconception Qt the status
The florist sent tfo two-ceOf the Hawaiian territory as a part
stamps, with a note tlit
had
o the United States came to light been purchased "at tli they
postoffice,
here with the receipt of a
Honolulu, Territory jot Hawaii,
munlcation by a local hank from wnicn contributed mlBons of flol
the collector of internal revenue lars in federal lncoml and other
at Washington, returning a check taxes to the support o the United
on the bank, "because, the Hawaistates annually."
ian islands are not In the United
States."
letter re- AMERICAN CITZENS
The commissioner's
quested that "the matter be
LIVING IN CUBA MUST
justed Rt once" and called attention to the fact that a check for
PAY U. SJVCOME TAX
any obligations to the United
States must be "paid at par."
(It? The AtMicMed Freu.)
The bank's reply, after commentWashington, Apr) 6. American
ing on the fact that many financial
institutions, especially along the citizens living in Cuba and South
Atlantic coast, have attempted to American countries must pay taxes
charxe as hlKh as 10 per cent ex- to the United Stat' on income de
Mrs. Oscar Hohenzollern and son.
change on checks payable in this rived from source?) within foreign
territory on the ground that HaMrs.
Oscar
Hohenzollern
and her baby, wife and son ot an obsenre
waii is "a foreign country."
ment Issued tonighf by the interna'. bank clerk of
Potsdam, Germany, up to November, 1918, was the wife
"When we have pointed out that revenue
the
bureau. I However,
Hawaii became a part of the Unit- statement added, there it appears of Frince Oscar, fifth ion of Raise? Wilhelm. Now the
is
ed States by net of congress In the that a naturalized citizen has re- a wood choDDer and his son a desk.
year 1898, they have usually been established a pernanent residence
willing to cash said checks ati in his native coui.try, he Is held to
of the emJones, director-generpar," the letter said, adding that have forfeited his American citi EMPLOYMENT TOTALS
the war risk insurance bureau and zenship, and will not be liable for
ployment service, In a statement
SHOW
2.5 PER CENT
the alien property custodian "have American taxes.
"Business will not come back with
INCREASE IN MARCH a Jump, but every Indication points
to a general progressive movement.
The coal situation may check em(Br The Associated Prmi.)
Washington, April 6. Increased ployment In certain lines, Interrupt
employment ranging up to 28 per ing a steady, healthy swing heading
However
cent over the preceding month was to normal conditions.
work
witfi'ft itnnn in
there
fin fo vmir
VAtir" v- pronounced opreported today to the employment timisticis a general
Y
"p
warrants
that
the
una vuux u uui uquiu vjcs nu ui mat munung
service of the department of labor statementfeeling
that April will show inrroucn. You toel c neaaacny. grumpy ana unison
e
sixty-fiv- e
from
of
repcreased activity other than in coa!
because your liver or stomach is out of order. '
resentative cities for the month and cotton
textiles."
ending March 31. The automotive
Reports from 231 of the principal
and allied Industries, Iron and steel Industrial
"indicated an
centers,
and their produots,
and lumber active
program for an Inwill rouse your liver: ckoneo and sweeten
headed the trades showing Im- creasedbuilding
new
of
residences."
ratio
stomach and put your whole
proved activity. The net Increases
for tha country, figured on reports
system in tune again.
page W. H. Wnlton. There's
from 1,428 firms, was 2.5 per cent. anBoy,
one or two CHAMBERLAIN'S
invitation for him on page i.
cities reMany of the twenty-tw- o
tonight. You'll get up in the
porting decreases were in the New
with an appetite tor breakfast
EnRland states, their reports rethe feeling that you are going to do a
flecting the results of the textile
strikes now in progress. Leather
Millions Every Year End
chemicals and food products also
TRY TIIEM
BUY THEM
employed fewer workers In March
Stomach Trouble
A generous (ample
25 cents at all
than in February.
By Taking
Denver led the reporting cities
. J
. on request
druggists'
with an Increase in employment In
CHAMBERLAIN MEDICINE COMPANY
March of 28.2 per cent, and SeatDES MOfNBS, IOWA
tle, was third with 11.8 per cent
"
28.000.000 Bottles Sold
"Industry took up considerable
slack in March," said Francis I.
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NOTED EDUCATORS ARE
AT GENERAL MEETING
OF MORMON CHURCH

WHACKS

PREPARATION

The Aftermath
of Influenza

(Bj The Asaoclnted TrcM.)

DEFEATDY U. S.
Voices Request for
100 Per Cent American
Naval Efficiency; As Tribute to Nation's Dead.

Sims

Salt Lake City, Utah, April 6.
not
Threo American educators,
members ot the Mormon church,
attended the opening session of the
ninety-secon- d
general conference
of the church here today. They
were Dr. Thomas Nixon Carver,
professor of political economy at
Harvard; Dr. Walter Ernest Clnrk,
president of tho University of Nevada, and Dr. Charles A. Lory,
president of the Colorado Agricultural college, Fort Collins, Colo.
These men wero speakers at the
Inauguration of President George
Thomas of the University ot Utah
held yesterday and remaining in
the city, and went to tho conference as guests of Dr. John A.
WldtHoe, a, member of the council
ot the twelve apostles and former
president of Hie Utah university.
They occupied seats on the high
stand with the members of. tho
twelve and tit the request of President lienor J. Grant, each spoke
briefly, expressing appreciation of
tho opportunity and admiration for
tho Mormon church
system of
Dr. Carcommunity organization.
ver spoke specifically of the fact
that he had often thought the
study of the Mormdh organization
was valuable as a study of process
of nation making at close range.t

New York, April 6. A united
publlo demand for 100 per cent
American naval efficiency, ready
to meet any national emergency,
Is the most eloquent tribute that
can be paid the men who sncrl
flced their lives in the world war.
Rear Admiral William S. Sims
told a patriotic gathering tonight.
The occasion was a "remembrance meeting," unde the ausand Sailors
pices, of the 8oldiers veterans
of
club, to honor the
the European conflict and those
cause.
who died in the allied
Criticising as "preparation for
defeat" in the event of another
war, the proposal In congress to
cut tho naval personnel of
men in half. Admiral Sims
called upon citizens "as a duty HALF SISTER OF MRS.
to these gallant men," to notify
0BENCHAIN
ARRESTED
representatives in Washington of
their conviction that naval as
ON LARCENY CHARGE
well as military forces should be
kept "at all times adequately
(Br The AnHnnl(iil
prepared for national defense."
Los
6.
"Doubtless," he said, "congress t Miss Angeles, Calif., April
r
of
Smart,
Glenys
believes that the crippling reduc- .Mrs.
Obenchain, was
tions they propose in personnel arrestedMadalynno
comon
here
late
a
today
meet with your approval; that plaint
charging grand larceny, Mrs.
they are carrying out your will. Obenchain is in Jail awaiting trial
They cannot think otherwlso It on a charge
ot murdering her
you do nothing."
sweetheart, J. Belton Kennedy.
Admiral Sims pointed to "deP. W. Douglas swore out th.
ficiencies of our forces and costly complaint.
Miss
declared
lie
mistakes of
the
navy depart- Smart took several hundred dollars
ment" at the outbreak of and from him while they were on their
whore they
during the world war, as an ex- way to Sun Diego,
to bo married, and declinthe nation planned
ample by which
ed to return it. The trip to San
should profit in the future.
Describing as "epoch making In Diego was broken off.
its contribution to human progress," the Washington conference
which established the
ratio
between tho sea forces' of Great
Britain, the United States and
in
the
admiral 'declared,
Japan,
however, that the reduction in Cockroaches In the Kitchen
personnel now proposed in conWhat can be more disagreeable
gress, under which only half the than
a home infested with pests?
fleet could
be fully manned,
Destroy them with Stearns' Electric
would establish a ratio of
2
So far as relative fighting Kat and Eoach Paste, the standard
efficiency in concerned, he add- exterminator for more than forty-thre- e
ed, it would amount to
years.
Kill rats, mice, cockroaches
Admiral Rims voiced the hope
that the "dreadful experience of watcrbugs or anta in a Bint'hj night
the world war will lead eventually Docs not blow away like powders;
to International agreements that ready for use; better, than traps.
will Insure perpetual peace."
Directions in 15 languages in every
box.
There is an Invitation on paRo 4 2 oz, size 35c.
IS oz. size, ? 1.50
for Carl c. Magi-e- .
Ho there, Carl.
Money Back If It Fails
140,-00-

D

half-siste-

This is No. 1 of a serleu of advertisements, prepared by a
competent physician, explaining how certain diseases which
attack the air passages such as Pneumonia,
Influenza,
Whooping Cough, Measles or even a long continued Cold
In
an
these
leave
often
organs
inflamed, congested state,
thus affordtng a favorable foothold for invading germs.
And how Yicks Yapo-Ru- b
may bo of value in this condition.

Your doctor will impress lation thru the skin to draw
atupon you that following out the inflammation,
recovery from the active tract the blood away from
stage of influenza, there the congested spots and reoften remains an inflamed, lieve tho cough. In addition
congested condition of the the medicinal ingredients of
air passages throat, lar- Vicks are vaporized by the
ynx, bronchial tube3 and body heat. These vapors
are breathed in all night
lungs.
long, thus bringing the med-- ,
Frequently the cough ication
to bear directly upon
hangs on soreness of the
areas.
the
inflamed
chest persists
take
you
cold easily and there may
Vicks should be rubbed
be obstinate catarrh. This in over the throat and chest
condition 13 slow to clear up until the skin is red then
and if neglected may favor spread on thickly and cover
the development of pneu- with hot flannel cloths.
monia, or later on, serious Leave the clothing loose
disease of the lungs.
around the neck and the
Such cases should con- bed clothes arranged in the
tinue under the care of their form of a funnel so that the
physician should exercise vapors arising may be freemoderately in the open air ly inhaled. If the cough is
eat plenty of wholesome annoying, swallow a small
food avoid overwork and bit of Vicks the size of a
sudden chills.
pea.
Nightly applications of Samples will be sent frea
Vicks VapoRub may help
nature to complete the pro- to new users on request to
cess, of repair. Because the Vick Chemical ComVicks acts locally by stimu pany, Greensboro, N. C.

Rats in tho Cellar
Mice

the Pantry
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EVERITTS JEWELRY STORE WAS STAMPEDED!!!

fi--i

CROWDED?

JAMMED TO THE DOORS! MOST DARING JEWELRY SALE EVER AT
TEMPTED IN THIS STATE OPENED YESTERDAY MORNING TO A CROWD OF ANXIOUS BUYERS,
wtiu dlulillu int. uuuti anu muzwalh. ivmtl bhbl I tit. MICK TAGS TELL THE STORY
5 am; 3

'
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YES!

Guaranteed Alarm
Clocks, regular $2.00

pes. Community
Silverware with Ma$25
hogany chest, regular
values
Sale price,., 51JL.iD
(T-

Genuine
Eversharp
Pencils with - extra
leads, while HQkn

95c

Sale price , .

they last .

. .

7v

b3

Ladies'
Watches,
Guaranteed
Re8. 35 val.
Sale price..

HURRY, FOLKS, HURRY!

15

Wrist

20-y- r.

Waldemar

jewel,

j

cases,

j

OIJ
7P
XLXiO

j
j

Chains,

RAILROAD MEN,
ATTENTION
25 per cent off on all
railroad watches, How.
ards, Hamlltons, Illinois,
stc, Included. Bo Buy Now

.

iful

pearls; regular
values.
(UQ
Sale price....

1B

ftp
DuO0

Indestructible Pearl
at Price

Necklaces

We carry a Terr select
line and ont they eo at
ONE-HAPRICE.

Price

. . .

$1.65

Ever-itt'-

s

Big Jewelry Sale has taken
the entire community by storm.
Here's your chance to tiuy your
graduation and wedding gifts at
less than wholesale.
-

I

Uti

I

Iced tea or lemonade
sets, 6 tumblers and
holders, reg. $15 val.
Price

FRENCH IVORY AT
HALF PRICE
Here is your opportunity to stock up
with French Ivory.

,""
JlfHldl
Buy Diamonds Now

Established

W

U

is your chance to
buy a diamond at actual
wholesale cost.
Call in
and be convinced.
Here

I

M

Eg

Pickard gold inlaid
band painted china;
our entire stock at
33

1--

3

off.

Sterling Silver Rhine
stone Bar Pins, reg.
$3.50 value.
Your
choice

$4.98

. .

. .

Off

tPJLoOO

Sterling and Plated
e
Silverware. Our

A

II) J

am ' ergs
m

en-ar-

out
off.

stock to be closed
at 25 to 50

Guaranteed Watches
regular $2.50 values.
Only a
few

QO

at".... 70L

The Way We Have Slaughtered Prices Is a Crime!
I

I

w

Vfi

Incorporated

THIS IS NOT AN AUCTION SALE

But a real honest to God sale,
where you can come, and take
your time, select high grade mer-

y
chandise, at almost
prices, from a concern that is holding its first sale in forty years of
reliable business 'dealers in
give-awa-

1883

205 West Central Avenue.
7

.

BS353

"'

FORTY YEARS OF RELIABLE BUSINESS DEALING IS OUR GUARANTEE

THE TALK OF THE TOWn
I

9

Solid Gold Baby
Rings, regular $1.50 1
values.
ClQi Ej
Sale price ..

STRIKE WHILE THE IRON IS HOT!

The Entire Store Is Ablaze With Red Hot Bargains.
It's in the air Everywhere!

8

regular $5.00 values.

IT'if-Lj"-L-

Ladies' Solid Gold
Rings set with beaut-

I

Watch

guaranteed

Albuquerque, New Mexico

'

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

ALBUQUERQUE'S OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE JEWELERS WITH A REPUTATION THAT CANNOT BE EQUALLED

STORE OPEN EVENINGS
(Copyright

b

MARKER

SALES

COM PANT.

1

$

1
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Rlbuquerque Morning Journal

tlon of the Polish states rests no longer on resistance to outside aggression, but on Polish statecraft
as it adopts good government.
The summons of today is for practical achievements. These may be attained most speedily by
practical leaders, whose idealism is tempered by
long patience with the fluctuating publlo sentiment
and equal patience in unraveling the Innumerable
problems Involved in international relations as well
as domestic order and prosperity the world over.
Paderewskl is first of all an artist. Even with
his piano kindling wood he remains the artist. He
cannot help that. Indeed It Is his glory, the sign
of his particular genius. His fame should be con
tent, and it Is a question whether the harassing
experience of responsible publlo life would enhance
his greatness or his happiness, as surely his off!
cial experience at Paris much have taught him.
The great pianist deserves an honorable twl'
light in which his genius may continue to illuminate
the cultural capacity of his art.

......April
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WAY TO WIN.

When an election Is over It Is usually the wisest
course to write "finis" and close the book. However, there are a few deductions to be made with
profit from the results of Tuesday's election. Let
them be made in an impersonal way and the matter. dropped.'
People should not fail to catch the lesson that
"money" does not occupy an Impregnable position
In any community. There Is a tendency in the minds
of people to concede too much power to "big business." It has its power very largely because that
power is so conceded. On Tuesday 'the people
denied that It had power to control them and immediately that power was gone.
Fear has too long been a dominant factor with
the people of New Mexico. They have conceded
their helplessness and so have been helpless. Claiming the right to rule, the people have it.
The native civilization of New Mexico Is four
hundred years old. It, came from Spain with the
A group of Dons brought with them
conquerors.
their peons and set up their old Spanish system
here. Many of these Dons were strong men some
of noble blood. These men ruled with a haughty
spirit and an Iron hand. They treated their henchmen with kindness while they were loyal and submissive and crushed them at the slightest insubSuch methods became. the custom of
ordination.
the country.
The great Dons are gone. Only feeble descendants attempt the roles of these great men. But the
haughty and arbitrary spirit Is still alive in many
of them. The submissive spirit among the rank and
file of the native people, has been inherited. A few
rule the many among these people; often in a
elfish and arrogant fashion.
'Many among the early "Anglo" business men
caught the spirit and methods of the Dons and
used them with ruthlessness on their less prosper-ou- r
neighbors. The ancient spirit of the Dons became the spirit of the financial system which grew
up. To ruthlessly crush all opposition became the
accepted method in big business and politics. It has
continued thus until now.
This
Such methods will no longer be tolerated.
lection demonstrated that fact. With the power
combine behind them; with
of the politico-financi.unlimited money; with all the politicians of the old
"school and with the "slave drivers," they were unu-bl- e
to win again an organization of the ordinary
citizens who love liberty and Justice.
Business should be protected and encouraged.
Everything possible should be done to aid It, which
does not Infringe on the rights of soma one else.
No one who is sane could contemplate annoying or
But "big busioppressing ths business interests.
ness" must recognize that the government is not
for Its sole benefit. It must take a legitimate part
in publlo matters without an effort to override other
system
Interests. The old, dictatorial, "smashing"
must be abandoned.
"Big business" is not so entrenched that It can do as It pleases.
Labor failed in the recall. It was proven that
It could not command the necessary votes to take
charge of the city. When it abandoned the idea of
and took its
defeating the "business Interests"
stand on the safe ground of equality of opportunity and the square deal, enough good people Joined
It to establish such a theory of government.
Ths people will resent domination and control
by any class, whether capital or labor. The weight
of publlo opinion will swing to the side of the oppressed in order to curb whomever becomes so strong
that he can impose upon others.
Labor has disavowed any attempt to dictate to
the city government,
"Big business" must reach
the same conclusion. Then such will receive all
that It Is entitled to have.
Antagonisms should cease. Negotiation should
should be the result.
take Its place and
Another lesson from this election is that the purchasable rote is a negative factor in Albuquerque.
A considerable sum of money was used in the election in an effort to win, The effort failed. Publlo
opinion is more and more discountenancing such
methods. They will succeed less and less.
The old theory was that the "Mexican vote" is
On Tuesday we saw good, clean Spanpurchasable.
ish boys working hard without compensation, because they believed in their cause. They earned
the admiration of every one. They could not be
reached with money. These men have made a new
place for themselves among their fellows. The ignorant among the native vote were partially open
to control through money. Their own people must
teach them that they can be nobody and can never
achieve their destiny until their votes are cast on
the merits of the issue. If five dollars will buy their
vote, politicians need to worry only about where to
get the five dollars with which to buy them. No
one need to give thought to a publlo policy which
The most
will help them or win their approval.
costly act of which a man or woman can be guilty,
is to sell his vote. To support what Is right and to
oppose what is wrong is the route to influence our
legislation or administration.
Political scheming; money contributing and fear
Inspiring, could not win this election. It was shown
Is the
that an appeal to a sound
route to success In elections in Albuquerque.
The Journal believes that the result of Tuesday's
election' was wholesome. "Open covenants, openly
arrived at," is the way to win in public affairs,
The public desires
whether local or international.
.' ;
decency.
al

public-sentime-

..

UNCLE SAM'S GOLD

HE IS

AN ARTIST.

'

After discounting the romantic attraction of
personality there is slight reason why Ignace Jan
Paderewskl should seek the presidency of Poland
or why Poland should elect him. That Paderewskl'
patriotism is of ths loftiest Idealism no one doubts
But Poland is richer in patriots today than the
world is Id pianists of the calibre of Padorewskl.
In the hour of Poland's rebirth there was roi(ch

that

was splendid In sacrifice and helpfulness when
all patriots, Paderewskl among the rest, abandoned
everything In support of the sublime cause of free
Uorn. (But that hour Is passed, and the pcrjiclua- -
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ORRIApartmi

97

t;OH''"''7uN'rhr
1011

65

.

J
North Vint.
I
Three modern roomi, 1
ntdhtd tor light housekeeping. 4L'4 W.
Snnta Fe.
Full KKNT Jtuom and ileepiug porch,
furnished; no children. Call at 730 Cast
Santa Fe.
Three roumi, partly fur- KKN'l
Foil
niMhoil
with bath. SDR Nnrlh hu.nrn

inralorii.
Poll JlENT

lorclm Exchange.
New Yfrk. Anril 6. Foreign ex
b
change
ady. Great Britain decables $4.39; sixty-da- y
mand, 34
bills n banks, 34.35. France
demand, .10; cables. 9.11. Italy
demand, .24; cables, 6.24.
den nd, 8.41; cables. 8.42. phono ti37-cables, IfOH HENT Two curnianea room, for
Germany demand,
I Dlland
light hauickeeplng; tdultij no tc!u
demand, 87.64;
Itt Puuth Second.
31.67.
cables,
Norway demand, FOK
KENT
furnlehed houiie,
18.10. Swffen demand, 26.02. Denmodern, f 15; water paid. 1601 Eat
mark denind. 21.17, Switzerland Central.
410 North Sixth.
Inquire
demand. 19.43.
Spain demand,
Fo ir rooma and sleeping
RENT
Grlsce demand. 4.32. Po FOR
16.40.
for housekeeping.
porch, furnished
518 South Edith, phnna 1489-land demlnd,
demnhd. 1.88. Argentine de FOK RENT Two and
furAlnished housekeeping apartments.
mand, 84.71 Brazil demand, 13.65
91
Z16S6
North
Second.
Hotel,
buquerque
Montreal,

8;

Bel-glu- m

J.

.32;

.32.

Two-roo-

.02.

Czecho-Slo-vak-

three-roo-

RENT

FOR

Steam heated

apartment".

In Park View court. ')0t East 61 Ivor.
York Metals.
Call J. A. Hammond, phone 152S-New Yo: . April 6. Copper
FOH
RENT Small furnished and larg
neaiand
lvtlc
spot
Easy. Elec
unfurnished apartment; rteara heat an
13c.
!4c; later, 12
by.
1211 West Roma, phont 490-- i
hot
water.
Tin East . spot ana nearby,
FOlt RENT Furnished apartment, ou
$29.87; futu s, $29.60.
side, three rooma and private bat
Iron Steal y, uncnangeo.
A verlM
apartments, ?08t4 North Secon'
ss. FOR
Snot. 84.su
Lead Stei
KENT
furnlaht
Zinc Fin r. East St. Louis de- apartment, sleeping porch, aouth ar.
90.
east exposure; light and water furnish
livery, spot
169--

121

PILE.

n.

Directors of ths United States mints have
changed and with them ths custody of $3,600,000,-00- 0
of gold. The metal represents a third of the
world's supply and as the news writers in Washington say, it Is a fortune that puts to shame the wealth
of Midas Croeses or any other fabulous wealth in
the world's history.
It is Impossible for the average person to visualize this tremendous heap of precious metal. The
thoughtless will regard it as evidence of America's
stupendous leadership in finance and yet Its ownership is not an unmixed blessing. It 1s partly because the United States owns a third of the world's
gold supply that business is dull and International
trade prostrated.
Here is another illustration of the worthlessness
of money unless it is working. A miser may get
some sort of satisfaction from draining his dollars
through his fingers, but hoarded wealth has no
other value than the miser's hideous mirth. Money
to be efficient must be in motion.
America would be infinitely better off from a
trade standpoint if it had less than $3,600,000,000 In
gold. Ii has about all it can get, more than It
wants. It would prefer if through legitimate business transactions it could distribute it. That would
make factories hum and ships plough the deep. As
it is, it burdens rather than buoys business.

Three-roo-

1:5. Phone

pot, $4.60.

Antimony-

New lork Money.
Call money
New York, lprll
High! offered at and last
Firm.
Malt,
i
w
v, inw . rullnff
" rate
iuo.ii
yvi
and closing bid 4 per cent; call
loans against acceptances,
cent.
Sixty ad
Time loans-teaper
90 days and sic momha. 4
cent; prime mercantile paper, 4a
4
to
per cent
.

FOIl RENT One large and one ama.
ana-- , man,
hnl.1.u1 .nmnl.,.l- housekeeping. Crane Apartments,
j"rii oevenin. pnone on.
FOR KENT Desirable furnished apal
glassed-l-

sleeping

n

n qi,
FOR

por--

,
April'

1018 West Cen- mornings.
four-roolnodcra

h,

iujd-w-

HENT

!

1.

dy.

T.llirpftr TtomlX

ture; steam host; no sick, or children, at
619 North Fourth or Inquire 114 West
Onld.
WILL LEASE To purchaser of all or
part of furniture, elegant apartment In
lowlands, four rooms,
bath,, sleeping
porch, steam beat, hat water.
Phone

New York, APr" 6 wberty
$99.18; first 4s, 1I25-bonds Closed:
RENT
unfurnished
$99.04; second 4s blank; first 4b, FOR
apartment on first floor; all modern
$99.68; second 4.is, $99.40; third conveniences.
Phone
s,
and
Sundays
$99.44:
$99.62; fourth
1803-Harden Apartment
1S1I
flOfl.05; Victory
West Central.
Victory

3s.

Four-roo-

4s.

4s, 3s,

4s,

$100.92.

GRAIN
Chicago Botrd of Trade.
Chicago, April 6. Wheat avertoday owing
aged higher in price
to unfavorable crop
in,.r nr
reports from the southwest and to
sameness or quotations ai i"-poo- l.
The closing here was unset-ti-net eain. with
at v. tA
and July
to $1.30
May $1.80
c
to $1.19. Corn finished
$1.18
to
n 1 li r hiirhnr. natfl uu
r.rnvtainnn varvins: from un
changed figures to 12c decline.
According to a prominent eipwi
the winter wheat crop southwest is
-Into and likely tO
show rapid deterioration it the
weather in May proves as ary
usual. With such an opinion receiving general attention and with
rethe Liverpool market failingonto this
flect yesterday's weakness
m.
,h Atinntin the market
here tended upward at the opening
and displayed evident power In-to
Breaks.
rally from subsequent
here,
creasing storage of wheatsetback
decided
a
to
however, led
at one time in the price of May de
to aoum j
livery,
. whichTnlv. went
nmnnred
with IB
' week.
Will. nvr WW,
the
in
cents over earlier
Estimates were current tnai England would take 1,500,000 bushels
of Canadian wheat weekly for the
next sixteen weeks. There was talk
also that Germany had about completed a large credit in Argentina
to purchase grain and meat.
wam
lareelv re
m.i
value
sponsible for upturns In the
oco.Mwa
of corn ana oais.
DOtil
Of
amnunt
fait
j thai
corn and oats had been disposed
of for export.
lacKea auppun u- Provisions
i,. i,iffh., rtiintnllona on hogs.
Smallness of provision shipments
from here compared with a year
ago was a weakening factor.
Closing prices:
May,
$1.30', July.
Wheat

la

ri

Good Intentions must be converted into actions
before they swell the bank account.

U

c-,,-

WHAT IS TRUTH
Most of us today can sympathize with the old
pagan, Pilate, who asked, "What Is truth?"
Perhaps there were no professional propagandists in Pilate's time, as there are today, but he had
heard many conflicting statements as to a matter
that interested him and he was sorely perplexed.
Professional propagandist.) In recent years have
eyes," warned the muskrat lady,
befuddled the public as to a good many things of
and Baby Bunty was careful.
more or less vital concern. Every newspaper office
Nurse Jane and Baby Bunty
is flooded with literature, both pro and con, on a
soon had picked all the winterof
variety
green leaves they wanted, and a
subjects.
little later theywere on their way
Conflicting interests, contending forces, are at
Howard B. Curls
back to the hollow stump bungaBy
work in all countries, and each side gives out its
low. There the leaves were placed
own version of affalra The average man does not
in a bowl and with the potato
Copyright. 1921, by MeClure
masher Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy crushed
know wliicli is true, and perhaps he has not been
Newspaper Syndicate.
out some of the strong, smarty,
given the truth at all.
oil. which is
Is it any wonder that as he finishes reading the UNCLE 'WIGG1LY AD THE burny to wintcrsreen
rub on rheumatism pains.
.good
Vl' TERM KEEN.
morning or evening paper he asks, like Pilate of old,
"Now we'll soon have you well
"What Is truth?"
"Ouch!
Goodness Fakes!
Oh, enough so you can hop out in the
dear!" cried Uncle Wiggily, In his voods looking for adventures,"
Raid Nurse Jane, as she got ready
mornMany a man builds air castles who should be hollow stump bungalow one
to rub Eome of the oil on Uncle
ing.
the
roof
of
his
Wiggily's leg. "You'll , soon have
patching
dwelling.
In
the world is the an adventure." ,
"Whatever
matter?" asked Nurse Jane Fuzzy
"Yes, sooner than he expects!"
Wuzzy, the muskrat lady house
suddenly cried a most unpleasant
keeper, hurrying In from- - the voice, and in through the
window
kitchen, where she was getting crawled the bad old Skillery Seal-lor- y
ready to pew some lace trimming
"You're
to
Alligator.
SOXG TO THE LOST O.VES.
going
on Uncle Wiggily's breakfast
have an adventure right now!"
or whatever you do to cried
'Gator.
the
"I'm going to
Soft thy feet on the floor of the desert.
pancakes; I don t know exactly. rub you hard with my rough
in me mgnc
"What is the matter?" asked Miss and then I'll nibble your ears!" tail
Running
Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"Oh, will you?" cried Baby
Desperate and breathless.
"Matter enough!" sighed the
"I have the Bunty. "Well, first see how you
bunny
gentleman.
Blood on the sands of the desert drying,
rheumatism bo hard this morning
Drops of blood on thn tint nnil rlrvi-.o- .
that I can't go out hopping
Blood from the veins of my beloved
around for an adventure!"
out on me desert.
"That surely is too bad!" ex
claimed Nurse Jane. "I'll give you
Soft in the night the rustle of corn leaves
a little hot carrot coffee and perYoung men in the cities pouring.
haps that may make you feel
Blood from the veins of young men pouring into
the cities,
"Thank you," saJd Uncle Wl- Sherwood Anderson.
glly, "Please do!"
The hot carrot coffee made him
feel somewhat easier, but when he
tried hopping around the bungalow, even with his red, white and
blue striped rheumatism crutch,
he was in such pain that he said
ITS PERSONAL, NOT POLITICAL.
"Ouch!" seven and a half times.
The residential evtlf urnr
th ni nr,i
"This will never do!" cried
which Warren G. Harding can be accused of
Nurse Jane. "I can't have you in
Washington Star.
pain this way, Uncle Wiggily. I'm
going to get Dr. Possum."
LESSER OF TWO EVILS.
"Well, perhaps you had better."
A aroernmnt Im npp.n rv
- agreed the bunny gentleman, so
i,
run a government, but it would cost more not to off hopped Nurse Jane, tying her
up In a pink bow of ribiuu vuo.
iiun;s nunsia.
sasnviue iennessean. long tail
bon, so it wouldn't drag in the
V V w
shower-mu- d
April
puddles.
Youra
SCHRECKLICHKEIT.
so uncle Wiggily has the rheu
...
going to have "an,
... ...
Tn th. avent
MW
worse
matism
than usual has he?"! adveature.
detachment of our home brew artists among the asked Dr.
when NurBe
enemy with a good supply of their wares. Osborne, Jane reachedPossum,
his office in a hol like this?" With that she caught
Kane., Farmer.
low tree.
"Well. I'll come and up the potato masher that Nurse
cure him."
Jane had used to crush the winWHERE TO USE THE. KNIFE.
And
when
.
the animal doctor had tergreen leaves. Some drops of
na
TtprltirMnn.. nf. thn mrmv
ni... wuu ur two looked
pum,
at
the
j
bunny
the strong, smarty, burny oil were
gentleman's
little problems hers and there, but cutting down
watched his pink nose on the masher, and Baby Bunty
the membership and privileges of congress would tongue ana Dr.
Possum
said:
twinkling,
scattered these drops of oil in the
solve a lot mors. Kansas City Star.
"What, you need is some hot. eyes of the .'Gator. ;
burny wintergreen oil."
"Oh, wow! Oh, wow!" howled
"Goodness mo!" exclaimed Uncle the bad chap. "I can't see! My
Wiggily. "Do you want me to eyes! How they burnl I can't see
drink that hot, burny wintergreen to nibble Uncle Wiggily's ears!"
our
Then, holding his e paws to his
RESPECT FOR THE LAW.
"Oh, no!',' answered Dr. Possum. eyes, out of the window flopped
"But have Nurse Jane go out in the bad chap, crawling away
to
(From the Milwaukee Sentinel.)
the woods and gather some fresh bathe his burning eyes In water.
A wise message, and one worth thinking about,
leaves. They are lust- So he didn't hurt the bunny after
wintergreen
was delivered by President Harding In his address about coming up out .of the
to Washington church people a few days ago, when now. when you have the ground all, and when Nurse Jane and
Baby Bunty rubbed the winterhe pointed out to them the growing disregard for Mirse Jane, crush them In aleaves,
bowl
oil on the legs of Mr. Longlaw and the necessity for a return to the old fash with your potato masher. This will green
oars, his rheumatism all went
ioned virtue of respect for constituted authority if squeeze out some of the hot,
burny away.
existing evil tendencies are to be checked.
on, ana this oil you
So once more there was happiThe message was not novel, for it has been de wintergreen
are to rUb on Uncle Wiggily's ness, and If the baseball doesn't
livered from many pulpits and preached from many rheumatism pain."
roll down the stairs in the middle
editorial pages In recent years. It was interesting
"Oh, it's to be rubbed on, is It?" of the night, and make the alarm
as coming from the president, the man designated said the bunny. "I'm glad
I don't clock think it's time to get breakto see to tne enforcement or laws, for it disclosed have to drink it."
fast, I'll tell you next about Uncle
that in high places ths same anxieties are felt as "And be careful- - not to get any Wiggily
and the bitter bark.
a
prevail among the thoughtful citizens in ordinary of it In your eyes," warned Dr.
wbiks oi uie.
Possum.
:
oil will
"Wintergreen
Vaudeville
managers
"turned
There are many who attribute the growing dis- make your eyes smart like anydown" Galll-Curwhen she api
respect for law to ths present tendency to create thing!"
too many laws. And the citizens who are most so"I'll be careful!" prominsd Mr. plied for a Job in the
licitous for the enforcement of law are responsible Longoars. "You'd better go out They are now wondering what was
In a great measure for the great quantity of sta- and pick somo of those, wintertute legislation. Many persons believe that the green leaves. Nurse Jane, before the matter with their ears when
way to cure any existing evil is by the enactment my rheumatism gets any. worse." they rejected her after hearing her
' ;
of a law and many estimable citizens, whose
Dr. Possum hopped back to his sing.'
thoughts are devoted to the publlo welfare, demand office and Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy went
and frequently force the passage of such laws.
out Into the woods to
the CUT 'THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
With new laws, defining new offenses, constantly first spring wintergreen gather
MONEY.
leaves.
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
being turned out by the national and state legisShe found them, glossy and
latures, it is difficult for the most earnestly
green, Just peeping up from the and mall It to Foley & Co., 2836
citizen to keep track of all of them and un- brown earth where they had been Sheffield Ave.. Chicago, 111., writwittingly he may violate a statute by the commis- asleep all winter. As the musk-r- ing your name and address clearly.
sion of what to him is an entirely innocent action,
lady housekeeper was picking You will receive in return a trial
such, for example, as smoking a cigarette in Utah. the wintergreen leaves, along package containing Foley's Honey
This being the case there is some force to the
hopped Baby Bunty, the little rab- and Tar Compound for coughs,
.
that too many laws, breed disrespect
for bit girl.
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
'
all law.
,
"Oh, what are you doing, Nurse for pains in sides and back; rheu
If those elected to mako laws could be brought Jane?" asked Baby Bunty.
matism, backache, kidney and bladto a realization that fewer statutes and better enJ'Oettlng something for Uncle der ailments; and Foley Cathartic
forcement provide the shortest road-.t-o
a return to Wiggily's rheumatism," answered Tablets, a wholesome and thor
the old fashioned reverence for authority, a greut Miss Fuzzy Wuzzv.
oughly cleansing cathartic for condeal or tne unnecessary legislation now forced
"I'll help." offered Baby Bunty. stipation,
biliousness, headaches,
through our legislatures would, be done away with "Well, be careful not to get any and sluggish bowels. Sold everyat the sniurty green leaves in your where, o
'(.
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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"two-a-day- ."
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sugar company head predicts cuts in price,
two years too late to cause any excitement.
A

Souther Railway
Studeba i?r Corporation
Texas Clnpany
Tobacco products
Union liclflo
United Mites Steel
Utah Coiner

WAITING UNTIL THERE IS A CRISIS
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FINANCIAL
Wall Street.
York, April 6. Trading on
the stock exchange today assumed
the vast dimensions of the hectic
days of the world w'ar. Sales at
extreme gains of one to six points
aggregated 1,675,000 shares.
Over seventy issues scored highest
quotations of the year and in many
instances for two more years were
established
virtually all classes of
stocks were carried forward by the
movement, which probably comprehended the largest number of
traded in at
separate Issues ever
thiB center.
The same causes which gave momentum to the markets of the past
few weeks wer
again the controlling factors, namely, cumulative signs of financial, industrial
and commercial revival. These are
most clearly expressed by the keen
inquiry for new underwritings, domestic and foreign; steady expansion of iron and steel at higher
prices and marked gains shown by
railroad earnings. . ,
and
Steels, mdtors, equipments
oils, more or less In the order
named, were the conspicuous features of the day, but rails, shippings, chemicals, leathers, textiles,
tobaccos and utilities helped to
swell the enormous turnover.
Selling for profits, such as Inevitably accompanies such a sweeping advance, made a pronounced
Impression upon prices in the last
hour, the realizing movement being attended by an advance in call
money from 4 4 to 5 per cent.
United States Steel closed at a
slight loss and the other steels and
related Issues suffered correspondingly.
On the other hand. oils, especially Mexican and
Petroleums. Market Street Railway
preferred and prior preferred,
United Railways Investment and
several of the rails, notably Reading and Texas & Pacific, rose to
the day's highest figures.
The very irregular course of foreign exchanges, to which Italian
and German rates were the only
trlklnir excemMons was ascribed
In large part to the demand made
by England on her allies tor interest payments on war loans. Eastern
firm on the
Europeanof rates were
success
the - Czecho Slovaklan
loan and the Greek quotation was
not affected by adverse rinanciai
In the
reports from that country. marked
South American group,
weakness was shown by Argentine
gold and paper rates..
Closing prices:
.. 72
American Beet Sugar
48
American Can
American Smelting A Refg.. 55
33
H
Tobacco..
American Bumatra
121 H
American Tel. & Tel
18
American Zinc
6214
Anaconda Copper
.
7'i
Atchison
43
Baltimore A Ohio
76
Bethlehem Steel "B".
, 26
Butte & Superior
54
California Petroleum
,.138
Canadian Pacific
jN'ew

..........

.......

Central Leather

7

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.
Chino Copper ,
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

...

64
24
28
81

.'

Erie .
Great Northern pd,
Inspiration Copper'......,,.
Int. Mer. Marine pfd...

....... ...

60
16
12
71
41
74
80

Kennecott Copper
.116
Louisville & Nashville.
Mexican Petroleum
...199
28
Miami Copper
23
Missouri Pacific
67
Montana Power
88
New York Central
75
Northern Paclflo
,. 42
Pennsylvania ,
16
Ray Consolidated Copper....

............
.........

Reading

Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair, Oil ft Refining,.,..,

Southern
"

(

.

77
64
26
88

ap

M8-

-

Corn
Oats

May,
May
May.
May.
May.

Pork
Lard
Ribs

......

juiy. 89
6c;c; July,

86

c.

$19.76.
$10.96; JuUt, $11.20.
$11.30; July. $10.60.

LIVESTOCK
Chicago.

Chlcasro.
April 6.
ceipts 11,000. Beef

Cattle

Re

steers slow,

about steady. Top yearlings.

$9.25;

FOR HENT A very desirable three-roomoitern furnish
.mrim.ni.
orlvate bath. Biassed aleenlnr nnroh.
hard wood floors, etc 1123 West Cen
j.
tral, pnone
FOR RENT
Furnished apartments, convenient to sanatorlums;
four rooms,
glassed-l- n
sleeping porchea, gas; on East
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
or see MeMllllon a Wrmd fthone 948.
AT THE WASHINGTON,
00 J West Central. Here's the chance rou have ueen
looking for: newly furnished medlunt
sized front
Inquire at apartment No. 1 3. P. Enkln. Proprietor.
FOR RENT Large unfurnished apartment, four rooms and bath, telephone,
lights and water Included; must see to
appreciate, 130. One block from car.
910 North Eleventh, phone 1605-furFOR RENT Two, fine two-roonished apartments, for houaekeeplng,
complete and clean; one block from poat- office, two from depot and one from Cen
irnl avenue; very reasonable.
I30W
West Gold.

WANTED
COLORED

Position
East

hand laundry.

Coal,

phone 1606-WANTED washing and Ironing, ay ths
flay, pnone I69S-WANTED
Work by the hour. Phoae

after

1343--

6

p. m.

WANTED Washing and Ironing, by the
dozen or piece.
Call 1T08-- J.
WANTED
Ironing to take
Washing and
Phone
hoi..e; ill work (i -- rsnteed.
1800--

MAN COOK wants position; hotel, reeort

or camp, anywhere. George McCarty,
South Second.
WANTED
By colored lady, houaeworli
Good worker.
by the hour or day.
Address M. J., care Journal.
WANTED
Work with private family, as
chauffeur and yard man; references,
by young colored man. Phone 1608-- J.
OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Janitof
services, house cleaning (with vacuum),
floors polished; referencea Phone 813-VERSATILE young college graduat'
twenty-xou- r,
construct;
electrical
building, experienced hardware, pal
advertising and sales promotion.
dress R. C., care Journal.
304

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB 1IAX
All kinds of work. Phone 167J-WANTED
Odd Jobs carpinterlng. bouse
painting and repairing, at reasonable
prices pnone 146H-PAINTING and kalsomlnlng done; wallpaper cleaned; roofa repaired; prtoes
or 1SIB-reasonable. Phone 865-PAINTINC, paper banging c;nj catsom-Inln- g;
U W,
all wo-quaranteed.
Owens, 4C South Edith, phone 1844-WE DO ODD JOB carpentering and
house building, reasonable; Investigated
o - low prlcea; estimate
free. Phone
3S98-J. F Kl ken. 8'" Tale street.
I WANT
)uu to Investigate my low prices
on any kind nf s building proposition
you have In view. A. E. Palmer, Tunga
low Builder, box 41. cltr. phime I7M-W- .
BUILDING,
alterations, repairing, large
jnns or small: wir. ty contract or cy
ths day; reasonable prices; wnrk guarB.
anteed; estimates free. Call ITti-E. JohnLon, Me .t hn.

early, $8.86; bulk,
1 7 5Kmi s Kd! ah
stock weak: bulls
bolognas, $4.25 4.40;
strong; bulk
hMAIns KOn Inner on veal calVSS.
s
to outsiders, $9.009.26;
MONEY TO LOAN
packers bidding $8.uo aown; biock-er- s WE HA VE jl.OOO' and' 12.000 to loan on
and feeders steady.
McMllllon
good first
mortgages.
52 000.
Market
0
West Gold.
to 10c higher Wood.
fairly active, steady
MONEY TO LOAN On watches,
oc
than yesterday s average, mosuy
guns and everything valuaole,
higher: big packers holding back; Mr. B Marcus. 318 gmith Firm.
bulk.
$10.2010.70;
top, $10.80;
MONET TO LOAN
diamonds, watches!
nlcs strong to loo nigner: nuw
and go'ri Jewelry: liberal reliable, con100 to
fidential Gottlieb Jewelrv Co- - 105 N 1st
desirable
in AA Hi 1 A EA
loans on jewelry, dia11 AAA.
Market CONFIDENTIAL
monds welches. Liberty bonds, plan
Lowest
rate. Rnthman't
slow, little done early;, bidding gen- automobiles.
Bonded t th atste.
26c to 50c lower; few sales HT South First
erally
Mm 4Ra !aai Phnlr 'hft.ndv WOOled
"LOST AND FOUND"
lambs, $16.00: good strong weight
'bull dug. Ovuer ca!i
shorn iambs, iu.uo sortea.
143Z-best

heavies

few-sale-

ei.n

Ran-lnt.

FOtlND-Youn-

Denver.
ReDenver, April
ceipts 900. Market steady. Beefsteers, $6.00 7.40; cows and helfra I5.00ffl7.26: calves. 5.UUCT
11.50; bulls, $2.50 4.00; stockcrs
and feeders. 16.00 ffp 7. no.
Sheep Receipts 4.900. Market
steaily, later lower. Lambs, $14.00
15.2B;
wethers, $10.00 10.40;
ewes, $9.0009.75.

LOST Black leather purse, containing
money and State bank deposit book;,
rewarq u remrnen to iu Harvard.
LOST Sterling silver Eversharp pencil!
with Helen Alepach
engraved, near
Central eclinol. phone 103, reward.
LOST SmaH glirlnera pin. between Wo-m- en
and Chlldrens' hospital and Seo- and and Central; return to A. M., Journal
office: reward.

Kansas City.
Citv. 'Anril 6. Cattl- eReceipts 8,200. Beef steers steady
to weak. Top heavies, $8.30; mixed
yearlings, $8.15; canners ana cut'
ters strong to 25o higher: mostcaa
ners, $3.00 03.25;
good cutters
around $4.25; stockers strong to
Oseveral
loads
higher;
other classes
$7.75ffl7.86;
fferings
generally steady; practical top on
vealers. 89.00: best cows, xo.uuni
8.85; mediums mostly $5,005.60;
bulk heifers, $6.60 7.00; common
and medium bulls, $3.50 (l 4.00; few
lieht butchers. 86.25 5.75.
Hogs Re6eipts 6,000. "Market
uneven, mostly steady to 6o lower
than yesterday's average. huik
150 to
averages around
zoo to Z75
$10.20: ton. 310.25:
poundnrs generally $10.00010.15;
bulk of sales. $9.75 10.20; packer
top, $10.20; throwout sows mostly
J8.76igi9.oo; stock pigs steady, good
Kinds mostly $9.75 10.00.
Sheep Receipts 6,000,
Sheep
and clipped lambs mostly steady;
wooled lambs 25c to 43o. lower.
Best shorn Texas wethers, $9 65;
.fed shorn lambs, $14.00; Colorado
wooled lambs, $15.55; bulk, $15.10
p 18.65. ,
'

MF.N'8 HAIRCUT, 60c; children, 86o, at
...I m'mhb, mono suon-- j.
BABIES AND CHILDREN" given moth- er'e care evenings: reasonable charge,

Kansas

PERSON A i
PETECTT7EnN?Trpynne3

Apply 1416 SoiithEdlth.
DR. ORATOPP,
Vltapathlo

s

;

nervous and chrnnlo ailmentsPhysician
a specialty; examination tree. 331 H Weat Centrrt.

700-pou-

200-pou-

,

whites,
wwiwui

1.50l.sr

xunni0,

cwt.t

) 1,80

Irtn'f v

2.90 CT
Idaho sacked Rurato, $1.56 01 '
,
dorva
MivHea
rout,
whites, $1,65 cwt.; Colorado sacke
Brown Beauties. $1.70 cwt, ;
Q)

V
Chicago Produce,
Chicago, April 6. Butter Mar. ,
ket higher. Creamery extras, 33 tt
84o; firsts, 3133c; seconds,. 29
30c; standards, 33V4o. Eggs Market unchanged.
Receipts 21.26B cases.
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls,
28c; springs, 30c; roosters, 20o.

Spot Cotton.
S
New York, April
Spot cotton

.

Quiet.

6.

'

Middling, $17.35.
,
New York Cotton.
New York. April 6. Cotton futures closed steady.
May. $1T.1
;Tu'y. ".31; .Oct., in.lOj
Dec,
$16.94.
Jan.,
UJ.03;
(
Kansas City Produce.
'
Chicago Potatoes.
Kansas City. April 6.
EfgaV
Chicago, April 6 Potatoes
Market unchanged.
Market weak, Receipts 71 cars.
Butler Market 2o lower. Cream,
Total United States shipments 739 ery, 89c;
unchanged, Hoi .''
oars.
Wisconsin sacked
round Poultry packing
.,
Market unchaniei
w

PRODUCE

'

.

F, ,

"April 7, 1922.
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KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

UP FATHER.

CRSNGING

FIXE LOCATION
Close in in the highlands on
paved street, 6 rooms, modern,
built-ifeatures, large clothes
flnentn priori flrpnlare. full size
'lot, large screened porches and
R real
Bargain ac
Terms if desired.
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International News Service.

1921 by the

Copyright,
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAU
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Gorge McManur

By
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CHAS, G, ZAPF & CO,

s

Realtors-Insura- nce

xroME oh
OVER TO

tun

T

t'Olt SALi: Oil WILL XRADi:

THERE!

For a small house. This lovely
of five
rooms, hath,
glassed sleeping porch. lari?
closets, hardwood floors, gas,
Hereonqd front nnd back porches, basement nieeiv cemented,
hot air heat. Lot 50x142 feet,
lawn. sidewalk.
If its a real home, nire.ly located, close in that you Want,
aok at this today. Will consider
a small old house in trade.
home,

HOUSE!

FOCRTH WARD
Five rooms, glassed sleeping
porch, screened porches, modern, good fireplace, furnished
and only priced at '3, 600.00,
with good terms.
CREAM OF LOCATION
Seven extra largo rooms, modern in every respect, hardwood
floors, fine fireplace, hot water
heat, fruit cellar, large clothes
features, good
closets, built-i- n
light fixtures, large screened
porches, extra large lot with
This home
good outbuildings.
is a dandy; also a bargain for
110,000.00;
good terms if

IO REXT
Furnished house of fix rooms,

n

D,
Heal
210

V.

s

J,

KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
Gold.
1'hono

and
07-;

$300

HANDLE

Wi

f-

FOR

KKXT-Hn-

nm,

1311

M.00O

A.

electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot 54x100,
double garage of pressed, brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman, Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this la your opportunity to
get a nice little home, close-iCall us for appointment.
IttECKMAXN HEALTH CO.
Realtors.
Real Estnte. Insurance, Loans.
308 V. Gold, mono 070.

n.

e

"v.

I

..

Ten acre ranch, all in cultivation
and under Irrigation, not improved. Also 20 acres well improved
land, best soil in the valley. See
SI I us for terma.

J.

Phono

l.

mi

t

ill

i

s-

-

vj

I

fur-

room and sleeping porch,
nace heat, flro piace,
floors, garage, lawn
shado trees. Located on
of the best
streets in
Fourth ward.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phono

hard-wofl-

d

and
one
the

PREPARE
FOR
HOME

Franklin & Co,

Phone

W. Gold.

Insurance,

Loans, Notary

ROOMS

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and janitor
service inoludpcj,
J. KOKHER & CO.
Auto Uopnrtnient.

Per hundred.

Phone

fourth ward,

$3.0il0.

adobe stucco, basement
and
hot Hir furnace.
Lot 4jxS,"i
feet. I.ornled in fourth wartl.
Owner is lonvlntf within two
weeks and warns (o neil at

110.

OPPORTUNITIES
modern

i

To See This Phone

It Lasts

As Long As

442..T.

200

$10.00 Per Load
Better

Grade

Al--

ni.wimits

Gold.

V.

Land

Lumber

Albuquerque,

110

S. Third.

Rouses

.

KALE

YOUR CHANCE
53..100.I.O

FOR SALE

By owner, new

mod-

five-roo-

ern bungalow, hardwood floors
wo closets
and
throughout,
features, extra
pantry, built-ilarge front porch, screened In
service porch; on lot 00x150;
near Second ward school. Inquire
Alt I.ut Simla I'c.
I

&

Co.

New Mexico.

HELP WANTED
Hale.
VVANTEIJ Competent man for
dulry and
rnone 'JiUft-Kwoik.
V ANTED
Two real
estate salesmen;
vnicKena for sale.
Phone 191S-WANTED
Marker and distributor,
fompnny, Gallup, N. M.
WANTED- -; T wo laborers for all
day Sat
urtlay. Phone 2100-Jbefore II o'cloek
or after f. today.
WANTED
Competent man ror outside
work; imut ho able to drive Ford and
bandy with tools.
Write, stating age
10 A
rnrft Journal
""
U'i"'---''l'i:ii
"a ,...,..--rti- , . biiu .x (no ieoceo i
io nannic s,oo) ions perl
year for llagortnan Airnlfa riron-ers- '
as- - J
nociatlon.
Address
refer- once as to exoertetu-e-reply toIncluding
v
mrt
i'
'
Debtor. N. M.
Femiile.

"'

'

lironze turkey eggs, for
halrlilntr. T'honc- !ll(l-,K- i.
BUSINESS CHANCES
l''Olt Hl.'5-- It.
I. lied oKKs, for hutili-lJ"flPSTATU MOTEL tor sale.
32114
West
attlng. Vhona l:tsf,-vCentral.
Piire-l)lVOli HAI.IC
itilV.iiVTat
I. E
Two-storSA
1'Olt
orlrk bulldlnc
land ltnl hatching rggn. pho:is 170J-215 South First; location
good for sny
FOR SALE Black Minorca
kind of hiiRinefis.
$6 p 100.
Freil
"ottlng;
Eukcs. phon. Toll KAI.K
rr 4 n ;i . .t t
(iooil piiyintf huHltiess, crls-l'etoutfit eomplete, Iiii'kr eorn popper,
V'u I! 's'.U.K--Ilia'c- k
Tie
Minorca
egg's
kettle
and
candy
sieve, crlspettc machine,
u:a Kuutlr
l"?r setting.
phone 'j
ll Xorth Klrst.
A LI3
PI umliing
supplies pipe,
t'Olt ). r.li Whlin I.e:li(il-I"lleiiioiie
pumps, points. So ear and lots fare, to
and two years old; jjuro litcrl.
DU
Mountain road. W. (1 Thaxton. 1111
North Third.
ort r ourth. phono 4 7
Full H.XI.B Hatching eggs from Huff
ANTKD
To rent small rurnlsiied hotel
Cochin and Itose
'omb Black llon-taniIn New Mexico town, with
prhllene of
"i24 South
Waller.
huylns later, hy experienced hotel peopl.-FOR SALE While Wyandotte hatching Address T. M. II., care Journal.
egiis, fertility guaranteed,
io0 eauh. I'iR rtAI.K lleetauroni.
opi oslte HanTa
W. A. Massoy. lL''
Mroailway
Te depot, or will sell fixtures
nnd rent
FOR fi.il.E rt. C. liirodls7auil
lltils storeroom for other business purposes.
and Black Ml.orca hatching egs, tl Fixtures Include swell sodai fountain,
709 North Second,
per setting.
phone onicn enn ha hoiii?rit sepnrats.
lsir,-R- .
I'' tUt SA I.E
Tim iinlv now and iHrnnil- FOR SALE
Eleven months old pullets
hand furniture store In Kond town In
S. r. White Leghorns,
$1 each.
Klv'k Arizona; etork nil paid for; sickness
Poultry Yards, 5:':; South Eighth, phone cause of seJIin $."..000; t2,r.00 with (food
11 lis.
security on bain m e, will handle; Rrent
to make hg money this year.
FOR SALE
K.
V. rhonre
Ei;cn for
Write or wire McKee
n. I. Reds. C. I. Hay naluhlng;
Investment Co.,
strnln, S. C. W. liny.
Arizona.
Leghorns. Jlrs. Gentry strain, II per
II '.'5 Smith Ilroadwny.
FOIt KAL
Indian t ratlltig su re and
rancli, ten acres under cultivation;
FOU SALE
Buff Orpincton egKs for
hntchlnir; also Buff cockerels, winner Tenced: one0x20section Innd leosed; stone
butldlnR,
of flrnt and Bpecltil prizes In Albuqucr-qffet; three llvlns ronms.
storehouse, cnrralls; fine well of wnfr;
poultry nh'iw. riion 1710-w- .
nasoline
three heavy horse,
enirlie;
FUR S.,I,F. I'ur" tirfd H. C. White
and wasont twenty turkeys, thirty
hntrhlnn egRs, i0 rcnta tarh; $3 chickens, one
fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
per hundred; fnr.cy table eRf?i at market
miles from finllup, New Mexico; ten
prk-e- ,
'i
8. Wiley, box 1.15, city, piiont miles from railroad:
a bargain, dissolvIMII-Tt.ing partnership.
Address post office box
FOIt SA K B, C. Hlat-- Minurca, K. C. 373. A Ib'tauernu. New Mexico
Blue Andnlunlan hathlnR pgps, $1 per
: arcel post pre
FOR RENT Dwelling
setting of thirteen.
paid; 15 igg 1 1.1' 5. 225 North Fourth,
Five-rooFOR RENT
phono fiOfl,
furnished house.
814 West M a rqu et t e.
FOH SALE
S. C. WhlU Leghorn hatchV
ll RENT Four-roofurnished mod
ing epst and hahy chicks, $20 per
100; also few rocks and cockerels. 0n
rrnb"ngnlnw' ral1 " 417 Srwh Eighth.
tr roiItry Ranch, postnff'ce box 312.
RENT Twu well furnished m"d.Tn
phone 171!). W.
houses, highlands.
Inquire i'24 gnulli
K
l'"OR

CASH

buy,

five-roo-

List Your Property

A.
I

We havp some buyers

Phone

7si7l5;

FC

fTfTlhty
LiiUalchlng
White Orpinfitonn, Single FOR RENT One-ruocotiaKel every-thinIthodo Inland
Red. Write ."or
furnished, $12.50 month. bvZ
Summer Ranch Company.
Pan Pouth Arno.
pricef.
Acacia, N. M.
FOR RENT
ri
hnuHe, unfurnishTWENTY-NINed, .Hiilrt and water
yean on the same old
2lti
paid, $40.
8. 0. White Leghorn chicks. West Stover.
rancli
$20 per hundred. Twenty-ffv- o
years'
foTTr
R ENT
FO R
Nicely furnished,
with incubators.
Yott Poultry
rooms, bath, glaed-l- n sleeping pvi'i.
Ranch. Postofflce box 107. phone 17f.')-- J
KtlO East Oold,
F(U KA LE Huff Orpington eKS f'r FOR.
Ji EX T
I! ti furnishe d
t wo "Tout
and
hatching,
per :.; baby thicks,
house
North
2"io each.
From lhie rlhhnn winners, Second orand ynrf.908-- Inquire
phone
In Mediterranean
special on best fomnle
I'OU
HUNT
.
S
&1
nil
furnished
elnsw
Houses,
West
Phonl72-VFlint.
kinds;
and unfurnished.
McMllllon & Wood,
14 A BY CIIK'KK
Tha twolnust pruntnlTk Realtors.
l0fi West Gold.
and pop ,lar hreed: Single Comb White
HK.NT Thrct-i'oohouse, conven
Lrborra p t R. I, Reds. Write for cir- FOI.
lent to ahnps, In Hie bigl lands, only
cular nnd latest price list today.
Valley llatfhcry, Las Cruces, N M. in n monin. Khone 410.
Mrs. U. V. Bendy.
l''OU
ltli'NT Three-roounfurnished
house, with sleeping poloh.
jli South
BAIir CHK'Ks and 'hntchlnir eitirs. High,
tl IS. Phone K.30.
Mountain View S. C. R. I. Ileds: prize
FOH
I1KXT Exceptionally well furnishwinners at Kl Taso, A Ibu'querrjue niul
ed nnd attractive four-roollenver; bred for tha best In color, type
modeaf
and egg production. Order chlx in ad- hungaloir. phone 1730-- j.
vance. C. P. Hay, 230 North IIIrIi.
LIST your vacant hnrt.ee" with the Cl'.y
Healty Co., for prompt and efflcljnt
VOTt E A I. K Hatching egyis; four popular
varlstles: K. C. R. I. Ileds, Mayhnod service, iol West Qold. l hone 6ii7.
FOR RENT
Three-roohouse
with
strnln, 15, fl.RU; Famous PIH'er
15. "'.(10; ft. C. r.lEht Pt-iLegglassed sleeping porch, i:'tl a month,
s
immtra 717 South Arno, phone lans-W- .
horns, 15, fl.fift: s. C. Dark Urown
lit, $2,00.
HlONT
Pubtnson, Old Town, FOR
UnfuVuished
phone LIST.
house with sleeping porch, water paid,
a
YARDS Blue rlbhon SI ajnonth. ApplyH2li SouthEdlth.
IIEIl POULTKY
winners, epirs for hatching, from six- FOR"ltENT Beautiful now four-rooteen trrnnd pens: best winter lavers; 8. C.
house,
two
furnished,
completely
R. I. Reds, IB for J1 .60. 12. in. th: Barred screened porches.
Inquire 1004 South
Rocks. 15 for S2. t:t, f.i; cheaper tn loo Arno.
lots; fine breeding cockerels. Wm. "Rletx. FOR KK.NT Furnlshrd, three-roomod3
West Atlantic, phono 14K::-ern house, with
glafsetl-l- n
sleeping
porch and garage, at iI7 lfiast J'aclfle.
i

mj,

Hiiaranteed;

Comb

t'OA SALt

FOR SAM-- :
FO It ts A 1. IO

T wo

South Juhn.

FOR

Livestock

cow. PImnB LMOtl-J- l.
w or k i tig ti oraea.
10 S

imiulre

South Kdlth.
On leuie o? six months, a
modern buur.ilow, located n
file Third Ward,
$.15 per month.
City
Realty Co., 207 West Oold, phone HI.
FOR ItRNT
brick bungalow,
Modern
furnished; four rooms and sleeping
porch; garage; good loca t fun In highlands. Phone 214-llf North Maple.
FOR KENT
Five rooms and sleeping
porch, 705 South High, $30; modern
four rooms, gas and eoal rung, 41 West
Uranfte, 3u. J. A. Hammond, 8"4 Eutt
silver.
furWILL LEASE for s'x months, pai
on
brick house,
nished, flvs-rnoNorth High; arage, furnace heat, 97G
W.
Leverett, phone
per month.
FOU

IQOfl

RBNT

four-roo-

n
Jcrnoy and
I.
Phnne
row?.
now rip-.'- ,
FAT HAJ1WIT3
at uu
North Fnurth, phono lTiflr.-FOU SALK Fresh Jersey cow, gives over
710 Wont Kont.
linns n tiny.
flvp
FOK SA LE Jersey. llnlstoln milk cow,
IBS for quick salt. 71? South Arnn.
FOR BALK Two Jorspy onii five 1TI-tel- n
you n ff cows; will tell cheap. Oil
across river. W, A, firuhhs.
pin Ram-h- ,
FOH SALTC Tentn of work horses, wolKh
1.S0O. Sen them at Tount's Itanch. thre
1833-miles north of city, or write Mr, Yount,
Four-roo10iH Forrester,
FOU KENT
clean, nicely furnished bunftalow, kitchen, dining; and
FOR SALE A team uf young, gentle
six windows;
tied
room
with
wim-onroom;
mutes nnd all kinds of 2nd hand
living

SAI.13---- lj

plows' and

saddles;

prices right.

Simon Onrta. 3 202 North Arno St.
FOR SALK Span good tnaro mules, onfl
mile weft of a reins bridge; can b
seen at Hell's Livery barn, Saturday
afternoon, April . ('. B. Cottrell.
VOIX SALE Jersey cow, giving two and
one-hn- lf
pallons of milk a day: will
sell cheap if taken at onoe. Phone

modern except heat; fire place; water
315 Hast Tron. Call at
paid; traroKe.
TiL'5
outh Arno.
FOR

RENT
Tortti IJtnh

Five-roo-

urlck

house

on

iiTiTuT7Ki 0 r. .MtTr'S": iTrn?
FOU SA Li; Kitchen
13 SO
cupimard.
Korn-ntcr- .
i

Tit v jibiM)

vs

m

R

SALE- J.t,rd Seda
fMicne 4f,o

dwdliiip and building

HIH.

ran

A

FOR

tow'n!

FOR
1

buTls.St

'on.Iitlon

Tit Kooii

babvTiiTi-TitKe-

1'Itorirt

1!112-V-

.

FOR SALE
A
Typewriter, cheap,
good condition. 71! West Silver.
FO R s AL 10 VArfn"iTmTl 'C'vit irtltwer,"-!oNorth Eight Ii
plctn; v'
cheap.
FOR tALK Two litves of honey b !"S,
-. chenp if sold at once. Rhone 197
WOMAN'S ExchanRe, Y. W. C. A Foods,

through

and

prompt

salisfartory service.
OESTREICH,

SALE

rst--

Pu.Ue triicic "MlrJhnm i
4i)0t-arJournal.
SALE
caT;
...
a ia fitml ii l,m
t .i n..
u,, touring

h,i :.K
w

W, C.

v,rrii Thir.i

euBy

nt

tirms.
Qipppr.

nt!a

j m," c0

viailurt

for

rn:i

I'Iioih- -

(.

311

list in els.

Insurance.

21'i

W.

fioltl.

r.oti

You Want to See This

i

will

pll"H

And be convinced

that this five,
room adobe house, with furnace, fully modern, hardwood
flours throusrhotit, carape. and
in the best rcsidenrn
part of
town, can be bought for $3,5'I0
on good terms.
Let Ts Show You.

m

:n

Knrd tiucki:i(r7
)
plit Hulck, ti,'Jl
RtudelialoT.

w,

A

nr. mia'r- i... 3j

or trailtj tor properly
TU7--

I'OU 8 A LE Otifl-to.
i.r:n )ru,;
Fm I tourlnj.
fl2.-,- :
;r.o.
im
!'( m SiAt.B Two

Loans.

wiTi'paT'

Uaraie,

rir.l-.'l.'is- s
'i".t.wi tu l,e
"iii It 'I
i!, ph., in.
r.
TO i S.M.I.; -- few OukiluTRu;

r.?"t;''nl,,,,J.

Realtor,

usfi 'cars"

oufl

Mdut,,,h

rT;flE" FltESH MTLkrTillverilh any WANTKli-VoiTiri- Bii
quantity. Phone 241
best c;uh trk-t-.
nntli See lid
FOR SALE
RoJJcr canarlea.
218 Sulh
Walter, phone UiH7-,I'Uli KAl'.- KFOR SALE

new.

lots.

aaxlnt you to sell your

property

UH9

'"'I'f'iMg. O. K. Shew
Works, 217 North ihiri
LE Buick JlKht six. first
tluj

condition.

harnuM."

douljle

Just

de-

;'!'i(:'iT,11,l,Ht"r
I'OK

j

Hhnno ?
KOK HAI.K lUtlill.t HM.rculiVitt
.IdNf.pli'n Siuintirnini.
FOR HALE Baby reed carl,
,
lied, jr., I'hontt

t'.

for

properties- -

lotatorl

sirably

C. STAHEK,

West Ciold.

111

With Us

AUTOMOBILE?,

VoM SAI.K--."ix- 7
I'Hiucra outfit,
Hniiiu Htnnfur.1.
Km k I.K Spt 'of double work

IT TO

WE WILL SELL IT

modern brick, corner lot, 50x142,
!and in one of the best residential'
sections ot the Fourth ward; some
fine fruit trees.
Owner needs
leash, and this is his only reason
for sacrificing nonce at this fig-- i
tire first come, first served. See

HA 1. 10

Fun s a

PRICE

SELL

Iiisui'iimo.

l.onu.M,

We

nouse, four
Apartment
apartments,
completely
furnished,
modern, bl? Income; discount for cash.
i n.'iie iiM-- j,
ft,,i south Broadway.
K"Ii BALE Ity owner, suburban tiumc.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post- unrup
aia, ct(y.
West Coal.
1100 DOWN and IL'O a month are the
FOR ItK NT Nice large room and sleepX A NTEO
terms on a brand new ahlngla bungaEx per le n cod aaleswoineii.
Ap- ing porch, modern near car line. Phone low; two large rooms and
sleeping porch.
iy mb r.uonomisi.
WANTED-b- irl
rnone iu.
fin:v
for
genernl housework.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping FOR SALE- Apply .Till North Thirteen t h .
University Heights, practically new Spanish type bungalow, fur- WA.VTEO A good nurst iiwid. Mrs. It.
""Jilr
H. Putney, not West
nished, fi'e rooms,
two porchea and
Central.
'itOIt RENT Three
modern furnished uaatriiiem,
luti
Tti
A girl
WANTKt)
for homo-worrooma for housekeeping. 48 West FOR SALE My owner,
modern
unta Fe.
!'I!l!iL!'l!niliAn.nJLjn7 South Walter.
house, front and back porch, cellar
VVAM'KI)
young""or
'FOR ItKNT One large modern house- and garnge. 1117 Kent avenue, one
to do housework.
Apply 607 South
keeping room adjoining bath. 70S West
Seventh.
Marquette.
Fort SALE On account ofTavlnir cl,y. WA.NTEI
A
miodle-agehoui.er.eeper.
iii.AT htcam neatea
win sen my rurnlsiied h.?m-- .
Bleeping
American
rooms.
Aihumierntl
Hntkl
Heights; bct location; term'. Ad- East Silver. lady preferred. Apply 715
North Second.
dress Mrs. It., care Journal.
WANTED A girl for cooking and houseFOR ItE.NT Two furnished rooma and FOR SALE New four-roomodern
work; no washing- - or Ironing.
Call
alucoo bungalow, extra well built, close
Bleeping porch for two; no children.
1107 Kent.
110 South Walnut.
In, fine location. 119 North Elm; apply mornings.
WANTED Good cook with money, to
or
ixirm
lyNB-FO
pnone
RENT Two
light housekeeping
take half Interest In business.
rooma, water and light paid. 122 FOR RALE By owner, 71 Wat Coil,
Puslness. enre Journal.
South Broadwiy.
frame stucco, 4 rooma and bath, I
OFKICR- - .
Cuok.
FOR RENT Furnace heated front room. large porches, newly decorated, vacant KMPI.OYMRNT
Rood
salary; slv diningr room girls.
i
...ma
09 West
iiuKiiru, none isuj-ground floor, adjoining bath.
i turn,
'
FOI! SALE
jmonp ,5.ii-Modern white cement brlcil
Fruit, phone 2042-.rTTi,
i
house of four rooms; largo closets and V A VTVT,
FOR RF.NT Sleeping rooms; also light
sillon n( sroAri pav. but mutt be good
pantry; surrounded by flvo apple trees;
housekeeping rooma.
Imperial Annex. garaira
cook.
a
70S TVpst Copper.
l
ehle'tam
and
Apply
Tlrst and Certrnl.
Orchard plnce.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
WANTED IMicelUneous
SALE
New homes by owner; one
light housekeeping; no Blck or children. Fort
Mi West Oolfl: one
SOS North Fourth.
119 North Maple; one
four-rooany
quantity.
210 V'ANTKl)603-.- Furnltun ;
Pho e
FOR RENT Three well furnished house- North Maple; terms. Call 21 West 611- keeping rooms, ground floor, close in; .... I'lnrim , n- - m
WANTED Refrigerator, good condition.
no sick. 306 West Iron.
mono a:uti-,- i.
FOK KALE Two-roohouse with large
FOP. RUNT
Nice room, close in. for
imping porcn, well rurnlahed. city WANT E D All kinds of second-han- d
gentleman employed; no ilck need ap- water, lights, few
rurnitiire. call 914-chicken
cMekena,
3 IS North Fifth.
ply.
yard, eto., fine lot. Call at 1107 North WANTED Pump Jack, operated by belt.
roooe I;iD2-,- l
FOR RENT Light housekeeping room,
uiiiowa romp, care journal.
gaf, bath, phone, well people; no chil- FOR SALE My new four-roostucco WANTED To buy
Raranac reclining
dren 41 West Oolrt.
bungalow, all modern conveniences exji-- j
Houtn
south' side.
cnair.
FOR REST Beautifully furnished room cept heat; bullt-l- n featurea; good porches, WANTED Two showHigh,
cases, floor or
lawn
and
In modern home.
garage; owner going east, and
Apply Mrs. Fred will
irunw.
viflQiiet (iarage. phone VA3
sacrifice;
Hamm, 33 North Second.
location; easy terms.
Furniture also for sale, 710 Weat Mar- - KUtiS CLEANED, windows washed, and
FOR RENT Furnished bed room,
houee cleaning a specialty. Call 1505-bath; privilege of phone, 40S
l'OR SALE Nine new furnished homes, WANTED Cash paid for used phono-grap- tr
North Fifth, phone 1251-.to
from
records.
124 South Edith, ask
seventeen
doleight
hundred
FOR RENT Nice large room, well ven- lars; four housea
at sixteen flrtv, carh; for Belga.
tilated, furnace heat; also email room, no terms; must sell
cjtilek;
PAY
V'E
leaving city;
next to bath. 108 South Arno.
highest prlcea for rifles, shotno trades: no dickers; big
paying renters.
guns, pistols.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for Address Room 7, First
National Bank Fourth and Gold. Wright's Trading Post,
housekeeping, with sleeping porch: no building.
Y'e HAVE several gilt-edg- e
first mortf children. 1102 South Kdlth.
FOR SALE By owner,
modern
gage loans. Who wanta them 7
IMPERIAL ROOMB "'Ice, clean rooma;
brick, stucco, all modern conveniences
& Wood.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime except heat; bullt-l- n
features, large
Theater. 21 Hi West Central.
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, garage WANTED One dosen laying hens, White
Leghorns preferred; must be a barFOR RUNT Fornlahed llghthousekoep-in- g and chicken yards; good locttlon; will
gain. Thone 1479-terms
to
suit reliable
rooms: also sleeping porch with sacrifice;
Fe further rartlcnlars, ptrone 1805-- party. WANTED Saw filer and tool dresser
dressing room. 414 West Gold.
for .out of town work. See O. F. ShafFOR RENT Nicely furnished large room
FOR SALE Ranches
fer, at Barelaa bridge
In modern home, close in; employed
WANTED Reed baby buggy: will do
people preferred. Phone 1815-R- .
FoH BALK A amall ranch, three-fourtown repairs If reasonable price. Admile weat of bridge; modern house. A. dress
FOR RENT Furnished rooma for light
M., care Journal.
J.
James.
also
bed
room;
housekeeping; private
and pressed, 11; suits
garage for rent. 710 West Lead.
BIO OPFNINO of farm and a'ock lands SUITS CLEANED
EOc; no gasoline odor.
Duke
pressed,
in ti e beat tlful Chama Valley this
ELGIN HOTEt. Sleeping rooms aad
4S.
housekeeping apartments, by the day spring. Write K. Heron. Chama, New City Cleaners, phone
Mexico.
week nr month. R0?u Weat Central.
CLEANING, kalsomtne ana paper, waxing and oltlng floors; work guaranteed.
KALE
Oil HUNT Three-rooFOR RENT Furnished front room, pri- FOR
634-vate entrance, adjoining bath, close
house, with six acres of fine land, three John Ooortson. phone
miles across river. See Robert Sanches, WANTED
By
to town, 12.60; no alck. Call H79-J- ,
party, car old
furniture, rugs, stoves, clothing any
Craig Hotel.
evanlnga.
4 no.
and
Tlox
Addresa
Journal.
everything.
FOR' RENT One large room and glassed FOR SALE
Eighty acres of land, near
In Bleeping porch, completely furnished
Jcmea Springs; good house and fenced: WANTED Good team, wagon and har
at
once:
ness,
acres
would
buy separate:
for housekeeping! desirable location. 616 thirty
uncultivated . Inquire 406
woui n uroanway.
pay cash. See Williams, at 310 North
West Coal.
FOR EB.NT-Two-rfurnished for FOR SALE OH TRADK Five acres In Broadway.
Fruit valo, near paved road; tin grape MAX BARGAJN STOnc. at J15 South
lign: house Keeping; nse of bath and
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right
Flral, will pay the highest prlcea for
ions. 209 North Edith; phone 1826-1Phone 693, or apply room 15, First your second-han- d
party.
clothing, shoes and
garage.
,!eY
... , . ..y OOUIII
furniture,
HI IOC
phone 5t.
RENT Nice, airy front bed room. latiuim,
1ft'
'
two
RUG CLEANERS
miles from postadjoining bath, modern home; two FOR BALI! Ranch,
Uea or couple; home privileges; no sick,
offlci four acres, on main ditch, double WI3 CLEAN RUGS.
Navajo ruga a
B. tt O.
lone 1114.
house, garage, milk house, good chicken
specialty. Phone 18S5-FOR
RENT Two modern furnished houses, blooded rhlckena and turkeys; Cleaners.
and
furniture
terma.
also
Phone
tools;
rooma, with glaased-l- n
sleeping norch.
RUO CLEANERS
for light housekeeping; no alck; no chil- 51-JIII! Ruga Cleaned. 11.26.
Nine-acr- e
dren. 710 South Arno.
FOR 8ALE
ranch, On main MATTRESSES renovated, 1J.B0 and up;
miles west of
ditch, one and one-hafurniture repaired and packed. Krvin
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished
adobe Bedding Company, phor. 613-room, with large sleeping porch, hot Barelaa bridge; new three-roomile from
water bent and bath; centrally located; bouse and garage; quarter
WANTF.D
?J0i-J-Careful Kodak finishing.
house.
or poetPhote
621 achoni
garagi If desired. Phone 1744-Twice dally service. Remember, satisorriee pox rsn.
West Coal.
faction
guaranteed. Send your finishing
Twenly-twu-ac- re
ranoli. part
FOR RENT Strictly high class room F"It SALE
reliable, established firm. Hanoa
or all of same; on Old Town boulevard; to
north, east and south exposure, southUastar Photographera.
Hnnna,
house and outbuildings;
east sleeping porch, private uome. beat good
residential district) gentleman preferred; alfalfa; all kinds of fruit and berries; RAZOU B'.ADES llt-v- e
your dull safety
owner leaving, account of health, Phona
raxor blades resharp. ed; single edge,
no sick. Call 970.
owner. S417-Ror S4S.
SCo; double edge. Sue per doaen.
Have
FOR RENT special offer! One furnish
of nearly (00 acres, your straight razor honed and set by
ed room, adjoining bath. In brand new FOR SALE Ranch
Kobza
All
work
guaranteed.
wooded,
perpetual aprlnga. expert
part heavily
modern home; close In, private porch en- Ideal
cattle range; herd of registered B a., at Ruppe'a Drug Store.
nployed people preferred; reatrance;
Hereforda, horsea, chlckena; farm Implesonable. Phone 1949-la-corrall, several
ments;
louse,
DRESSMAKING
orchard. Illnosa In
amnll
WANTED House
By the day or at home.
family makes it necessary to eel!. Price DRESSMAKING
eW
tai West Iron, phone U20-terma reasonable. Addresa L, B.
AAyAAWVSWVWJA
aj. and
lowest cuh prlea on a home
Y W'K WISH
y
Albu
box
care
all.
HEMSTITCHING,
postofflce
of ftbout five room:; gtv doicrlpUon Bowman,
pleating. Williams'
A)
Mr South Broadway, ph. 777-nnd streat numoer, AddreM Box 9, care otteram N M.
HEMSTITCHING
Journal,
AND PI COT I NO, Sln
TYPEWRITERS
HAVE About
to pay down with
tei Sewing Machine Company,: 117
good m on t illy payments on good four fVPliVVRifE" Fits AH tnakf?a uvorbauivd West Gold, phone 787-i n gvoiX loca t Ion ;
or f i vo-- n mm h oun.
and rcplrrri,. Ribbons rr nvery mu- PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
Adi'reat Bux It ch In a.
Ex
North
mall orders. N, Crane, 216
pi'fro miint b right,
Albuquerque Typewriter
.
ca.ro Journal''
1U fSoatb Fourth. Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 114,
change, phn fOj-j- ,

,.

YOU

Third and Cold

WOOD

n

McKinlcy

I'lionc tlO.

L EVERETT,
I'.eaMor.

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Large

IIIN

WM. J,

.

1

I

(itO-MH-

once.

bungalow,
One thou- -

sand down, $,1o per mo.
modern brick in hiijli-bindrt.
SloopinK
porch, gnraRP,
corner lot,
4,7flll. KmhV terniH.
Mc.MII

COZY LITTLE
HOME

A

Four rooms and aleeping porch,

Realtor.

New

Public.

Rhubarb roots $10 per
hundred. Delivered.
ALilLQlEllQUE NURSERY,
Phone 2I16-R-

HERE IS

J, D, Keleher,

Phone 657.

high-clas-

heat, gns, etc.: roof garden, fine
view; rents $j0 to $"o. No sick,
(ullages, $r.
.1. A. HAMMOND,
Agent.
821 E. Sliver.
Phono 1522-R- .

en k '.nil now d tvHlings.

211 West Gold.

A

$5.00

New

Th
old prlca ill ijrpvulli on a
K"W,
nlfmlid lot In Atitornnbllii
wher the next jump In prison Is iIup.
This la b, sptemltct liuv nm1 tli one
whii Rt t It la eura to realize a hand-s"nipritflt.
I.oana Wniitrd,
W hsv
aeveral appltrattnna tot
flrst-denn
Innnn mi
real rstnte.
p!a-$1,0", tl.r.oo, and

WANTED $2,000. $3,000 $3..
000. Kvery one is (Jilt Kdge
and bring 8 per cent per annum, payable quarterly.
WK AKE ALWAYS fiLAn
To Kive you any Information
possible on THF, UNIVERSITY
HEIGHTS ADDITION, whether you contemplate buying now
or not. Come in, let's go over
the official map and books
and when you see the number
of lots sold during the last ten
months you'll know why those
lots are a SAFE INVESTMENT
and a fine SAVING ACCOUNT.
Only Ten Dollars a month serines one for you. Every lot Is
50x142 feet and restricted. Get
votir's today.
Main Office. Second and Gold.
I'lionos
Let's Serve i'oit We'ie for a
(Ireater Albuquerque.
This Climate Is Ocnt.

PARKVIEW
COURT
s
apartments, steam

SACRIFICE

CENTKR

F,

I0X

$1,000.

$3,3011

Realtors.

floors, built-i- n
features, furnace,
$5,250. Good
garage, for only
terms. Lumber has advanced $5
per thousand, buy before the next
advance.
R. McCLUGHAX,
Realtor.
201

THE

Buy the lot today, out where
things grow, and be one of the
"Home Builders," Anderson Additions,; $20 down and $10 per
month.

224 WcM Gold.

MONEY TO

wrc" Feature Service,

AtTOMOIEll

REAL HOME
If you are looking for a trood
home let us show you this five
A

i. pjurxips,
Estate.

FOR 5ALE

FOFl

!Si2

T.eal
334--

FUR SALE Five-roonouse, modem,
white stucco; bargain, from owner.
S23
south Arno.
FOK BALK Three fine Homes, East t'en-tro- l,
East
Kilver
and University
nvmms, .i. A. nnmmonrt. hl'4 East Silver
I' OK SALE
Five-roobrick
house. ' modern, hardwoodpressed rront
and back porch, garage, closefloors,
in. rhone
1II49-K-

()

I

Everbearing
Strawberry
Plants
OFFICE

FOR SALE

South Walter.

FOK KENT
616 Welt Cupper.
Kooni.
J'1NR modern room, tadiea.
Ph. 2S5D-FOi: rue NT Furnished, room. 322 South

'

it

A. P' Ischer Classified Ad
Shelley Realty Co,
Five-rooframe bungalow, modKcaitors.
ern, fireplace, oak floors, bullt-l- n
new and well built
E. Central. Phono 459-- J,
219 W. Gold.
Auto
2,500 Flye-rooframe cottnge, modern, fine condition, convenient to shops;
a bargain.
156.
v
15,500 rivo-roowhite stucco bungay
MlESSEn B11ICK
BUNGAlow, jipw. oalt floors, basement, furOX
LOW
SOUTH THIRD
nace, lawn, sidewalks, garage.
Luna
ST. CXOSE-1.Boulevard district.
IN LUNA DISTRICT
Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
N'ew five-roobrick house, oak
closets, gas and

For Sale

Roomi

Seventh, phone
FOR RENT
Furafahed room".
ppum waifr. pnone 1657-- J.
FOB KENT Ijirga unfurnished room.
Ilka new. 124 South Edith.
FrnNlwM ED modern rooms; no alck; no
children. 414 Went Pllver.
FOR HKNT Three furnished housekeep-(n- g
919 North Fourth.
ruirnn.
FOR 1! K.ST Two rurnlahed houaekeep-In- g
rooma. Z;2H North Third.
FOn RENT Two nicely furnished rooma
for hnuriekepBlng. M7 "West silver.
FOR RENT Two roon.a Tor ilghl
4 St West Irot.i no alck.
LARG13 ROOM, no "alck, $15 a month;
aleo gnrage.
821 North Fourth.
FOR PKNT two rurnisnect rooma roi
1727 Weat Central.
light
FOR
RENT
One
light housekeeping
room; adulta only. 401 South Seventh
ROOM and afeepinh
porch adjoining
Mil Ronth ISdlth. phone 1.140-.' hathiOH RENT Two rooms anil Bleeping
JOJ
porch, furnished or unfurnlahed.

-

$500 CASH

Will start you on an eight room
house in a good boarding house
location, large
lot,
plenty of
ACKIORSON & GIUITITH,
shrubbery. Why not keep a few
Realtors.
hoarders
and
be
independent?
120 S. Fourth.
Phono 414. We have two
fifty foot building
lots that can be bought, worth
the money, on terms.
FOIR SALE

Phone 999,

FOR RENT

i

vvS...

.

five-roo- m

'

-

WILL

This
and bath, shincle
bungalow furnished, modern except heat, only $2,500, See

FILEISCIHIE1S, lealkir
Fire, Acrldem, Atttomiblle jzsurnnce,
New brick bungalow, oak flooring, not
Surety Iloi la. Loans.
water heat; only H.600; terms to
Xo. Ill B, Fourth St.
suit.
telephone 674,
Brick bungalow, basement, beat, garage.
near Walter and East Central,
H.200; terms.
MONEY TO LOAN
Beautifully furnished bungalow, close 'in,
amall payment, balanca leaa than
Oestreich, Realtor,
rent; priced very low.
Cholca corner on Went Silver, 1700.
-2
216
West Gold Avenue,
.TOREPIl COLLIER
J'hone 741
t7 West Gold Avenue.

INVESTIGATE

v'

ill

b

porches, modern conveniences,
plenty shade, four miles out on
Fourth street.
We rent furnished and unfurnished
list
Our
dwellings.
changes continually.

""Ms
i

LINCOLN ADDITION
New and' located on the North
Fourth street paved road, fine
soil, fresh air, wonderful view,
large lots, ditch water and a
dandy place for a home, where
you can raise your own garden.
Some of these lots have fine
shade, and fruit trees.
OUT YOURS TODAY BEFORE
ARE
THE
CHOICE LOTS
SOLD.
GOOD TERMS, J20.00
CASH AND BALANCE $10.00
PER MONTH.

Page Nine.

-

f;,,j.

two
Wrdireistrr(.
truc ks, two nmlxi'
light
"'" tnurlriBK.ili'lhory
two MjxwIIs. truck ami
FOR SA LE Plumbing
pipe. lourinn. .1. Korlir ft
i.ipp'los,
BmlK, firm.
pumps, points. W. C. Thaxton. 3111 lifiil.T. nhonc 7SS. 218 Co.,
N.irth Seoond
Nor! h Fourl h.
.Mi:ST HAVE TIIK MONKV
ton".
Kelly,'
FOR SALE
Adobe bricks, any sizu fur
In, five
good tires, thrwean oil rai k,
$20 pr thousand,
full 113;-J- , or see slon'k
rilisorhi-is- ,
Y;i!
,Hu,
2IM V. Gold
Knj
n,.
ibfrn at 11! South Cedar.
Phone 47.
I'hunlral conitltiun; pii. ed to sell qul.-'cFo : SALE Leather davenport and steel CoffiTi.in. L"J4 .nrlh Srcntid. pnon.
t
tub.
bath
Call forenoons,
or after
p. m., 411 West Hnnta Fe.
F.
lUVn sump rml bargains In 3!i4
Curd tlri'S. Millers and Goodrich
TYPEWRITERS, all makta, $lf and up;
If you cun ut this slse do not
$S per month.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Albuquerque Typewriter fall
to v' tlic
Exchange, 122 Poutrt Fourth.
tb"y huve ror been I .
ADIIKMS.M.
driven
one
over
hundred
miles.
Mcintosh
PINONS
Nice and large In their natural Auto
IJDIIN w. HIIUOV
Co., '.Ill West Conner.
Robert
state, 1 He per pound.
50
SAVE
7t
1114
to
West Centra!.
per cen on used arts,
o ms 14. 17 and
9. Crurowell Bulldlnf.
tires
..heels
bearln-- s.
masmtos,
FOR BALE Ust'd
and
tractor..
etc. Oor stock crows larger
1
riiuu, 1109-26. with
Hardware springs, Paris
gang plows.
In
dully.
tiw
for
no,
St.
OvorUnds,
Co.
Department,J.Korber
till ' Chain.
era --U...&ii.i ,...Au
'"' 430. I'ala--iiiimi4. bo 4.pi.nsu.tl lilt. H. t.. ItVirrov
FOR PALE
St. Regis and 'Cumberland lea. . Chevrolet.
Hen
Mint..
IHsea.es of 'tan Stomach.
Cherry linker i and
raspberry, $3 per hundred.
,
Mulntosh Auto Co.,
Blossom Ranch.
Ea.it Trumbull.
guile, . Barnett Building.
:ni West Copper.
Easter cards, collar sets, aprons,

l

8A r.B Freshbuttermllk VSrJcot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
Inta.
Pwsyne'a Dairy, phone 1M
8 A X OiH O TKp'a tid lllliand "l n7tVWen7iT
new or used, Prlvufta r class instructions on above.
red K. Kills, Ph. 3"2-,- I
t'Olt
SA1.K lemn
.'t work horse.
wellth 1.3H0.
Ket
them Ht Yount's
Ranch, three miles nortlr of city, or
write. Mr. Ynmit.
m'.'l V'nrrester.

"ll

IK.

FOR

DKIVERLKSS r OUD OO.
FOU UliN'T
Rrten
per mile,
II per hour tnlnlruum. Special
rates
week days.
Ask for them.
K'l North
Third, phnne H.

WHF..V IN NKKU OF
TIRES, rims, carburetors, eprlngs. magnetos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
FtiU KA l.E llandsnnie waiilrolie titmk. beirfncs. horns, accessories.
four dozen frnlf 1nrs and one stone Isr. f'OMB TO PARTS IIEADQCARTERS.
We have salvaged to (lute lie follow-in- g
oil henter. "Wonder" washer with wiliu-er- ,
cars:
Maxwell.
Chandler,
Rev. nth.
coal shovel. 819 North
-- "
.Mitchell,
Chevrolet 41)0 and P. n.t OverSOFT 8 POT SWtee "s nd
rc ri f u'shTons land, every rni'drl;
Elk
Hd.
Crow,
llup.
prevent fallen Insteps; curea all foot hart.
Dun, Samn, Sltnlebaker, both
troubles. II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. 4 and Ileo,
.
P
Keleher Leather Co., 4fS West Centrnt.
VIADUCT (tARAC.B,
r.uo
FOK HAI.E"
Vio,
tlond WHfliiing
SECo.vn.
or v.111 exchange fur
I.aiKeM parte house In the state.
f'c
box; also praetlrally new electric, sew-

;.

W.
.

Barnelt

FORDS

I.ARKK.

Jar,

.Vo, an, Throat.
Building.
Plione 1.11
Ofllc. Hour
IS a. m and 2 to ( p. m.
"

Jto5
!'",
I.esldence

KTCA II TWTH uTlif

11:3 East Central.

Phone

W. iw. SHERIDAN.

110.

Phone

1S49--

S03

j??1.
luJ0lTAlTTjoTiT5;
I.!5):Pl

"

AM) l)ISEA.Si:

FOR SALE

Furniture

""

CHIROPRACTORS"

1

an

I

street, partly furnished;
Two-roo$75.
garage, hot air heat,
npartntent, furnished, nice. ISO. Pour-rool:i
m
apartment, furnished, Areola heat,
Wm. J. Leverett
vacant April 1. $C5.
110.
Third and Cold.
2400-R- L
comer Highland and Harvard. phone
FOU ltKN'T One of most modern hoitnii
University Heights.
In
close
In, extra iood location;
rlty:
FOU SALK HOUSES
Carload of good
ct,
hot water beat,
furnished,
young work horsea and mares, will ba benutlfullr
t,
Oliver typewriter, small 491.
six
rooms,
garage,
sleeping porch; lovely also
at Grande Wagon Yard, fllO North Broad- front
safe. incubator, shotgun,
porch, piano and Edison Included combination
way, Albuquerque, N. M Monday. April In
Eil!
Koomn
North Third.
furniture. New bungalnw. located on young Leghorn hens,
3. Scott Rldenour, phone 1858-J- .
Kast Centrul; owner Bolng east, will lease
VHH ItlCNT otfice rooms, l.uiTttStrIckl
OR
TRADE
FOR SALE
to desirable parties.
bulldlnApply "18 East
Korber Auto Dcuirtment.
FOR RENT Ranches
Central.
lRnCl7k?J0i1AVJ ftllnbeVWgon VOn ItKNl Desirable hall, ::.x30. at
FOU HliNT Wl Itsnn's ranch. UU fiollh
a heavy spring
and
West
three,
wagon,
BtH
Central; suitable for school,
PLOT-- .
i
ISOi-J- .
Fourth,
Journal .Want AOs bring results. fuuulu utile nest ot bridge A. J, Jamis dauclnii or ufflce work.

f.!Rg NTOffice

('hiropruetor
JU

ArmU

FOR SALE

Bnllillng.

Real

I'UH

'Eiuii'

dAl.K luu fet, Ir.ouu,i Knur
avenue, by 1,18 feet,
fronting aighlund
park; level, on grace and fine ylew.
cheap; on easy terms. J. A. Hammond,
r:ist silver.
VVII.l, muke a sauiltk-- price for uiiina-dim- e
siile of
my
beautiful modern
home, five room nnd sun parlor; also
lireakfust room. See me at once.
Address
Hox77. cure Journal.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

I'iAT'TiTnabtUJtTv'Xr
Hug cleaning, furnliore ina'rlng.
re
packing. 1'lione
Eryln
Bedding Cotnpnny.
I4M? STAH AUTO LINK
The orange coioreii cars, dngle. Kle
phant Butte. Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Sleet all trains at Engle, leaving
Hot Sprlnga al 11:30 a. m. and :
p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cara on
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations at our expeote.
HEFPEHNAN BROS.. Props.
Hot Springs. N. M.

TIME CARDS

511

ii isii

s:;',

OF THE

SKIN
Was.ermuo ijitxirutory In Connection.
Cl
B"nk Bids. Phono NN8,

wltt Board

61 PSouTlTBroad'
ASBKSTOS
POOF paTnt
GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gat-Iofay.
The ManJano Co., no South CANVAS elvcplng porch, with board,
1207 Ek' Central.
!li) per week.
Walnut, phone 1JIM J. Try a hunt up
roof. wllllasta
long as the building.
U'MiMs AND IfOAUD,
nitn vieferred.
4
nnd up: no slek.
USE EFFECTO A i)TOTOP andseTt
M)'J7 Forrester.
dressing. Effecto Auto EnBmel. Vnls-pa- KOFt ilK ' Nicely rurntstied rrniPwUh
n
Vslspsr Enamels on automolilles
table board. 110 South Arno,
Plymouth
rnttage Paint, Homestead phone
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement.
If K
bu;ird and rom. tin ppr week";
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leathvvo in uno rr.nm. $:).
214'; South
er Co., 408 West Central, nhnne IO.iT-- J
ml. T'hnlie 6fi
FOU SAl.EOorn planter, liny rnke, trai
t'l.VUA "'W'lSS has
porulips for
bottom
tor, tractor
three
plow,
rent, ttith excellent hoard and nurse's
and three disc
plows.
harrow; 'nre. ;it .MO South Hlfflr.
horses.
three
cows; I'OU
three
UKNT U(.urn a no" B.efpiIlK porch.
harness; portable platform scales, cmin
wfth honrd for (ronilemen
con vales
ter scales and two wagons, one a!Ta!f
Vhfoin UT'l-W- .
penis.
renovator, bucklmard.
curt,
KK.V'l'
double and single harness.
(.(no iHrne lieilroom;
steam
Apply al
hent: snitnhlo for two: board and room
Mann's flnrden.
Jl" each. r.2:l North Second.
FTpfT ItKNT Tt.i.im nlliPfioanl, hot and
eld water: home cooking nnd home
TaiH-nirFOU SALIC
p.irlt.r suite, llkt tilMeces,
SIH West Ntover.
tf..Tft-new; terms. Phone
MltS. ItKKD hosnovedt"o""ilOS
S uih
ITUnNITimF KEPATRJNO and uphidster-Ins-- .
and
hss
ritnias and
llrosdway
1S-Phonff
Hrvlr Brdding Co. sleeping porches With lovely
board for ocnvi-liscentFOU
h
BALK
round
Hhone ft?!!.
fumed nak dfnlns; tuble and sis chairs.
MIHAMiJN l
202 North IHch.
A SANATOrilUM-HOTEL- ,
for tubercular
FOK SALE
Chiffoniers.
nurse In at
convaiescente; araduat
cftbinets. everything hi good used fur- tendance: rntea by the week or month
niture. 8.T.
("aMn0-JI- .
First.
FOU SALK Five rooms of liiKlwIasti, a n h wl y
ifrriNi
i tooil 'S.
wit K
No. 1 furniture, usfrd only a very short
steam heat, hot and cold water,
dtnhiR rooms,
time; must be disposed of IM: KUIATE-f.Y- . first-clas- s
with best r
ftl! North Seventh.
home cooklnif.
Mrs. HiRglns,
Htl
Centrul.
Occidental
Bnlldlntf.
FOR SA LE Furniture at fuctory prices
which mafces It cost less than econd UK SOUTH EDITH Private sanatorihand goods. Come end see for yourself.
um for tubercular
patients. Rooms
American Furnllurs Co.. 323 youth Sec nicely furnished: glassed-i- n
porches; exnnd
cellent moals; tray service: general nursing. Cool place for summer, itates are
Fori SALK Only two days; o;ik library roHHoniihle.
1'hone 1:ii.'i-W- .
table, kitchen table and two chairs,
small t very bed room tit hie. oak and ItKKKIiVATlONK may now be nad at St.
leather rocker and the very fluent dining
John's Panatorlum t Episcopal) : rates,
mom tnblo; all good qunlh v, and must 111.60 to
per week; includes private
room with sleeping porch, connected
sell NOW.
tfrm.h Fifih.
to
bitth
and
medical care, medicines,
toilet;
FOU SALK rhuni-Kinph- .
cubindt stsv;
Dufoid with mattreHS, FrlncosH drewser, general nursing; excellent meals, tray
seotlnual book service; no extras. All rooms have, steam
buffet, rock ox chnlr,
heat, hot and cold running water. Key.
case, three-quartbed. three muttresseH,
Phone
also
steel
cot,
baby buggy, W. H. r.leuler. Superintendent.
sanitary

M. D.

MmilPd to
.....,,rac"
- UtlNAKY IIISUASR?
C.I;.MT

south

ing machine,
North TMIth.

Phone I7L

671.

MM

WtSI'BCL.N.)

Dalty.
Arrive.
The Scout.... 1:30 pm
No. I Calif. Limlted.lo:30 am
Na 1 Fargo Faat..!0:t.o am
Nik
The Navsjo. ,1!:JJ am
.
SOUTHBOUNa
No, 59
Kl Paao Sip
Train.

No,

No.

57

No.
No.
No.

J

El

t

pa.o

I.

Niv

1Q

Nu.
Nn.

!

to

Exp
EA8TBOITND.

The Navajo.. l:lo pm
Calif. I.lnilied. 4. 00 pm
F. Eirb!.. T:Ji pm
The Scot.... T:20 am

from

rnca sout.i

Depart.

l:J011:00
11:20
1:00

,

pro

ain
am

uro

U:io pro
11:10 am
'

!:

pm
5:40 pm
110 pm
7:S0 at

El Paso l:S5 pm
FTnin El Paso 7:00 am

Nu. 80 eonneeta at Telen with Nil. II
for Cli'vla, Feces Valier. Kim
City and
(1

Coast

Nn, 33 innnect. at DeLn with Nn. II
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HERE IS MORE HEIN7 GOODS
that have just come in. Heinz' Olives, grown n e,a r Seville
Spain, packed by Heinz where they Brew, in glass, three sizes.
Evaporated Horseradish, have it when you wish it and as
much or as little as you wiah.
Sweet mustard pickle, sour mustard pickle, while table and
cider vinegar, pints and quarts, India Itelish, sweet pickles,
sweet mixed pickles, chili sauce, prepared mustard, cooked
kraut, tomato catsup, large and small: pork and beans with
tomato sauce.
And a cask of extra spiced sour pickles.
when bought at

All of exceptional quality and inexpensive

WARD'S CASH

NEW YORK SENDS

HOME RULE ALL

STORE

AROUND

SLOGAN

"

OF LARCENY,

mi

IS

THEATRE

Autonomy for Scotland and
Wales Are Discussed;
Home Rule for Wales is
Now Possible.
.(II J Ihe Awmcl.neJ

I'rrM.)

""M

MAH"

LOCAL ITEMS

PllHi

go-in-

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

1505--

WANTED

for fire- arms such as Rifles. Shot
Must be In
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South first Street
We pay good prices
-l

Standard Furniture Co.

First St. Phono 019
sell and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
kitchen utensils,
line
complete
etc.
401 South
We buy.

REPORT CONDITION OF
C. L0VAT0 TO BE WORSE

ELMS HOTEL

Finest rooms In the stat- ecold
steam heat, hot and
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or with
out private bath, 4 to10week
Transient rate S1.E0 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath (2. GO single ami I!
double $3.00.

SHOE REPAIRING

Perennial Plants.

FINE HAND MADE

BOOTS"
Guaranteed.
Free Cull and Delivery.
"SHOES
Work

AND

n fi a

ra

a

Phone

ROT !l MAN'S

ALBUQUERQUE DECORATING CO.
Painting,
Paperhanglng and
Interior Decorating Our motto
s
work.
is always
Phono 231, 207 E. Centrnl Ave.

I

other new and
for Easter at

unusual

d

A Two Part Hall Room Boys' Comedy.
Regular Prices.

HARRACUDA
HALIBUT,
RED SNAPPER.
CATFISH,
GROCERIES
MEAT AND VEGETABLES.

mihmx

cm

San Jose Market
201

Phone 109.
North First Street.

ft

LYRIC

Postofflce.

will hava nn snle
the new chin veil. Also many
WA

I

BEACH NUTS

LOBSTERS

"THE ART SHOP"
Opposite

i

fire-eatin-

FRESH FISH
and

3H8--

first-clas-

Rntlirilriv

5

'

Johnson Coal Co.

Columbia Graf onolas

t

Here is a story of a
g
colonel who still fought '
duels, of the ancient quarrel between the Faixfaxes and '
the Llewellyns, of a
battle between the i
young heroine and a band of counterfeiters, of the romance of a lovely girl and a manly boy a story based on I
one of the most popular plays of the last generation, i
'
ADDED ATTRACTION

Second

Phone 127.

Pounds, $11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why Wo Lend, Others Follow

m

IN

single-hande-

2.IKI0

i

"A Virginia Courtship"

'

Shop
Rightway Shoe
218 S.

Gallup Lump Coal

d

MAY MCAVUY

HI

DYERS AN D HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 4n:. ( or. 01 b and Gold

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

SBEAM CGFFI
Sold at this Store

gifts
$1.00

FROM

1

TO 11 P. Bl.)

TODAY AND TOMORROW

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

FALSE TO THE TRUST OF .WOMANHOOD
Can any woman find happiness if she has been so?
The answer not the expected answer is revealed
dramatically by

p

ALICE

--

plnon-shellln-

i

l

40c
40c

Men's Rubber Heels
Ladles' Rubber Heels

Oriental Popples, Delphinium.
Iris, Baby's Breatn, Dahlias.
Gladiolus, etc. Better order
early.
R. F. BLOOM. Phono 2107-- 1

900 N. First

1

GENERAL
CONTRACTORS

517 8. Broadway. Phone

Enrlquo Vargas, charged with
grand larceny, was found guilty
yesterday morning by the petit
jury in district court. This Is the
first verdict of guilty returned by
the jury in this term of court.
Vargas was charged with having
burglarized the homes of D. M.
Lang and Desmond Farrell In January of this year, eelso Salazar ap
peared as a witness for the state,
having admitted some time ago his
In the robberies
part as accomplice was
accused.
of which Vargas
The articles stolen from the
valued
by the
Lang home were
jury at $155, and included cloth
ing, blankets ana silverware.
Vnrffas is a minor and probably
.will be sent to the refbrm school
when sentence is pronounced at
the end of this term of court.

The condition of Celso Lovato,
the Valencia county commissioner
who was shot at Belen Thursday
night after election, was reported
last night to bo slightly worse. No
Immediate danger was considered
probable last night, however.
The bullet, fired by his brother-in-la- ,.
entered the abdomen,
Vii.nup'Vt the Htnmach and lodg
ing in tho left kidney. He was op , juoveerated upon Dy ur. w.
lace.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

RUTHERFORD & GOEBEL

JURY'S VERDICT

IN BRITISH AREA

HAROLD LLOYD in

non-sto-

io replace mat oronen wmuun
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 42S North First.

.

London, April 6. The birth of
the Irish Free State has led to renewed talk in some quarters of
508 WEST CENTRAL.
"home rule all around," that Is,
autonomy for Scotland and Wales
as apart from England proper.
Home rule for Wales has already
of practical
entered the rango
politics, says an article In the Palli
Mall Gazette.
Hitherto there have been among
LET'S GO
Welsh politicians two schools o
Jhought. One has urged the set- ting up of a Welsh secretaryship
similar to the office of the secre- ad-- I
tary of Scotland, so that Welsh
'...t. ...I..?.. .y.y
ministration may first be disen- tangled from English affairs; the
Emille Treville Holler.
other favoring a comprehensive
home rule scheme without
any
Emilo Treville Holley, seventeen-year-ol- d
preliminaries.
freshman at the college
Prime Minister Lloyd George,
SAILOR-HAD- E
of
the City of New York, has just
himself a Welshman, has hinted
ithat he would look with favor on been nominated for appointment
a comprehensive home rule meas-- ! to the U. S. Naval Academy at
ns tlie Vsual Harold Moyd Comedy and ten
ure.
Twice ns
Annapolis. Should Holley pass the
the Welsh na- - examinations he will be the
This prompted
times ns many laughs.
first
comat
Westminster,
tlonal party
eolored
boy to enter Annapolis
of
members
of
Welsh
the
all
Also "THE LAW OF THE WOODS," PATHE REposed
since the Civil War.
the house of commons, to draft and
VIEW and SCREEN SNAP-SHOT- S
adopt a home rule scheme as the
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICKS.
basis of a measure to bo Introduced EVERITT'S REMOVAL
in parliament at the earliest opSALE NOW IN FORCE
portunity.
This has. in turn, fired the ScotBIGGEST EVER HELD
tish members, who at a party
meeting have appointed a commit-te- o
"The Diamond Palace," known
to confer with the Welsh memall over the southwest as A. Ever-itt- 's
bers with a view to joint action.
Tinder the Welsh plan the Imjewelry store, 205 West Central avenue, started yesterday on
perial parliament would reserve its the
Coal SuaDly Co. Phone 4 and 0.
first lap cf the greatest and
powers on questions affecting the
Thero will bo a regular meeting
crown, peace and war, foreign af- biggest removalin jewelry snle ever
of the Odd Fellows in I. O. O. K.
New Mexico. This
fairs regulation of trade and in- held anywhere
hall tonight. There will be work
dustrial legislation" and postal and is the first public sale ever held by
in the first degree.
this
pioneer jewelry store, and to
other communications.
A marriage license was issued
would go prove that the people took faith
Welsh
a
To
o
parliament
E.
to
Carrie
Cassldy,
yesterdav
control of local government, edu- in what F.verltt had ofadvertised,
North Beach, North Dakota, ana
the Ever- and knowing the character
of
Sentinel
cation, judiciary, agriculture
Charles V. Cutting,
the quality or good tney
internal commerce. Restoration of itts and carried,
Butte, North Dakota.
turned out yesterthe ancient office and title of lord always
Members of the chamber of
day in gatherings that looked more
commerce directorate will meet
president of Wales Is proposed.
a
like
Day Sale" In Chi
"Bargain
To save the Welsh rural areas
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at the
than anything Heretofore tin
from domination by the .u.
great In- - cago
chamber parlors.
Mr.
in
Aimiquerque..
.
,i, ilertaken
There will a regular meeting of
nsir
popuiuu m
from his
Sold On Easy Payments
,7 i, Kveritt will soonto movi
the Welsh parliament
Adah chapter No. 5, O. E. S., at
the store room
the Masonic temple at 8 o'clock toelude an upper house, coasting ;.r.(,nnv quarters
..lcateA by the Fashion
of
each
of two representatives
night.
and
Central
and he decided to treat thoavenue,
Factor? woofl, fill truclt load,
people ot
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
two from tho national umversu
Albuquerque and at. the same time
Phone 91.
Music and Jewelry Store of Wales.
thin out his stock before removal,
Mrs. Clara M. Fereusson, accomThere Is some opposition to the to a genuine jewelry sale, marking
117 South First St. Phone 9I7-- J
panied by Mrs. Florence poyas
plan even In Wales but the pro- his high'-flas- s
goods down to such
Johnson, returned yesterday from
posals come nearer to meeting the low prices' that would be within the
Los Angeles.
of moderate nationalist reach of anyone's pocket-booThe
aspirations
Mrs. Tom Bealty and daughter
that has sale yesterday was a corker it will
Wales than anything
WAGON
Mrs. rt. U Kenney, left yesterday RE0 SPEED
so
hitherto been advanced. Though be a double corker
get
for Sigourney, la., where they wer WINS TRANSVAAL MOTOR there Is little likelihood of Itmiif- - around to the storetoday,
early and
called by the Illness of a relative.
L.
belief among thejnrn(f nlong your pocket-boodiate
legislation,
TRUCK COMPETITION Welsh members that tho principal- - Marker, of Denver, Is hero assist-it- y
The degree team of Albuquerque
temple No. 8. Pythian Sisters, wil'.
a
of
Is
within sight
parliament ing Mr. Evrritt.
meet at 2 o'clock Friday afternoon
Carrying a net load of 3.140 in Cardiff is firm and general.
lit the Knights of Pythias hall.
an
average
maintaining
pounds,
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Schumakei
of over S miles an hour POOLER TO ADDRESS
will leave today for a visit of sev- speed
ten
and
miles,
for four hundred
eral weeks at Kansas City, Mo.
GALLEGOS Ana.stacio Gallegos,
and showing a gasoline consump"U" PUPILS ON NEED
The Kings Daughters of the
R3 years old, died la3t night at n
a
15.3
of
miles
tion
Saton
per
gallon,
meet
church will
local
hospital nfter a short illness.
IN
FORESTS
OF CARE
urday evening with Mrs. J. E. Reo speed wagon was award jd
He is survived by his wife and one
Pentley, at 324 South Walter street. first place In the T. A. C. comFuneral arrancements wn:
District Forester Frank Pooler son.announced
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath. mercial vehicle trials, held relater. Meadows &j
X. T. Armilo building, phone 741 cently in South Africa, according will address tho university students tie
in charge.
There will bo a special meeting to Mr. Brittaiu of the Paulin Mo- this morning at general assembly Martinez are
on the subject of forest protection.
of ihe Albuquerque nurses at the tor oompnny.
Edward Warren
HICK FY
the
The route was from Johannes- Tho question of eliminating
Presbyterian sanatorium on Friday
old. died at his
24 years
a
afternoon ut 3 o'clock.
to
for
Durban, and called
heavy waste caused by forest fires, Hickey,
burg
on North Fourth street early
home
run. Although the T. A. or at least of bringing tlio loss
Mr. 'Hickey
morning.
C. set a maximum speed of 15 down to a nominal amount, Is up- yesterday
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
came here about four years ago
permost In tho mind of forest serv- from Ohio and is survived by his
miles per nour, on the assumpDOINGS
tion that this was enough to ex- ice officials at this time and great father, W. A. Hickey. and by hi
pect from vehicles drawing large strides have been made In this dK sister, Mrs. Robert A. Rehm of AlIs excavating a loads over hilly country and ex- rection by the United States forest buquerque.
Mr. Ny lander
The body will lie in
the p;ist few years. state at French's
funeral parlors
busement and making adobes for a ceptionally bad roads, the speed service during
us
was
smaii
lor
noted
handRome Spanish type bungalow wagon averaged over 18 miles an tnst year
from 4 to 8 o'clock this afternoon,
to
loss
in
forests.
fire
the
timber
due
corhour.
to be immediately built on the
and the funeral services will be
Following a fire protection meet- held at 9 o'clock tomorrow mornThe speed wagon won the conner of Coal and Yale avenues.
ing in California last winter, forest ing from the Immaculate ConcepTree planting has been going on test with an economy performto their
will be in Fair-viewith a vengeance for the past two ance of 10.S2d per 10 miles per service officials returned
new ideas of tion church, liurlal
weeks and it Is fair to estimate that hour, as against the next best districts with many
cemetery.
600 trees have been planted already record of 13.Cd, and a total of protection which will be put Into
effect this year.
James Honey1SH.78
this spfcing.
HONEYWELL
marks against 168.97.
and education of
Tho formula employed gave the thoPreparedness
Enough building Is now tinder
well died last night at his apartthe
are
of
the
keynotes
public
a
to
justify
In the highlands after a
of transporting a
way on the Heights
performance
anil an active ments
resident plumber.
The body was taken
illness.
net load carried by vehicles In plans for isthisto year
short
be waged throughfuneral parlors pendcost per ton of 2,000 pounds per campaign
out the country to acquaint people to Crollott's instructions
from relamile per hour. No allowances were with the need of great care in the ing funeral
PINON SHELLING BY
made for depreciation, but
16 tives.
The
week
forests.
April
starting
HAND TOO HARD WORK;
were carefully examined has been set aside
President
CORDOVA F. L. Cordova, 77
stress of Journey and penal- Warren G. Harding asby forest conSUES F0R MACHINES for
last night at his
ties Inflicted against reliability servation week.
years old, died South
Fourteenth
apartments on
marks. The consumption of water
' Two
survived by three
is
are
machines
street. Ho
and general running performance
THIEVES TAKE AUTO
sons, Carlos, Ambrocio and Fred
the subject of a suit filed in dis- were also considered.
Cordova. The body was taken to
trict court yesterday by J. H. Ausfor the first hundred
Kxcept
IN
FRONT
STANDING
tin against bis former partner, miles, the enure run was
the Crollott funeral parlors, pendthrough
John King, who he alleges is Ille- mountainous
OF MASONIC TEMPLE ing funeral arrangements.
which makes
country,
him.
from
them
gally withholding
the speed wagon economy perAustin charges that the ma- formance
Everybody read tho Invitation on
very marked.
The theft of a Ford truck be- pngo 4.
chines were of his own invention
longing to the Whitney Hardware
and manufacTure, and that King
company was reported to the police
has never had any claim to them. BOYS ARRESTED
ON
The car
early yesterday mornlnK.
The two men entered into a partLARCENY CHARGES was taken from in front of the
and
nership on October g1, 1921,.busiMasonic Temple some time between
engaged in the
Makes your old floors new
7 and 10 o clock
Wednesday even-fnHill Kizzar Coleman, 16, wa arness, Austin claims, but on April
and
your new floors perfect.
5 of this year, the partnership hav945.
rested last night charged with the
Phone
R. F. Hullck.
The car Is described as having a
ing been dissolved meanwhile, larceny of a pneketbook containing Jrreen truck body, the rest of tho
211 West Gold.
Office
maof
Is
accused
$3 belonging to 10. Paulsare and a car
King
taking the
oelng painted blacK. The car
chines and hiding them.
pair of chaps and a rope belonging bore ft New Mexico license num
Austin asks tho return of the to Ralph Whiteside. William Short ber 31,030, and engine number
1
TL
1 lie
and Earl Drlilgemier, companions 650,430.
A motor meter was at- - T
Vj
mause.
The
of
their
of Coleman, wero arrested on sus- tached to the radiator.
the loss
chines are valued at $300.
picion of being connected with the
EXPERT WATCH MAKING,
crime. The hoys will be given a
.Engravlnjr,- - Jewelry
BEARS BEAT TIGERS
In
court
preliminary
hearing
police
IN
ARIZONA
DROUTH
this morning.
Opposlte Postofflce.
Police stated last
IN Y BOWLING MATCH
FORESTS WILL CAUSE
night that charges of larceny would
118 South Fourth.
also be placed against tho Short
Bears defeated the Tigers two
EARLY FIRE SEASON and llridgemier
boys.
out of three games In the "Y" city
bowling tournament match last
Aldo Leopold, assistant district
Franklin rolled the hish
night.
forester, left yesterday for the.
"25. in the opening game of
score,
For Convalescent Tiibcrailara
forest near
national
Moving Picture Funnies
Kitgraves
the matt:
In the mountains. Hates $12.50
Phoenix, where he will as.'dst In arscores
The
follow:
1
m.t week. For reservations
922
forest
fire
fightranging the
Bears,
490-- J
ing plans. Tho lack of heavy snows
1 60
177
. , ,t
25
Baser
and spring rains In the Sitgraves
157
153
168
Wagner
forest is quickly bringing on the
Franklin
....225 183 160
spring fire season and extensive
Lovltt
....146 162 3S4
plans are being made by the service
to meet tho season fully prepared
'..705 623 672
Totals
to keep the fire loss to a nominal
75c
Ladies' Half Soles
Tlscrs.
,
amount. Other officials of the
14S 212 160 Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
Boyoe
district office are now In the vari16S
145 1S5
V.
90c
the forest
ous forests assisting
' Bollman
DEUVER.THE WASHIN',
(. ;
178 130 135 Men's Half Soles
Boatright
supervisors and rangers in making
160 156 Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
138
Blind
"
for
final
the
mooting
arrangement
I
Electric Shoe Shop
the early season.
627 647 636 City
Totals
.

"A

Let Us Send a Man

VARGAS GUILTY
COLORED BOY TO
NAVAL ACADEMY

Friday, April

7.
IN- -

One William and Mary dining room suite, 1 ivory bedroom
rockers and other
suite, 2 9x12 iurs, leather upholstered
chairs, Puritan kitchen stove with oven, Iron bed and sanitary cot with springs and mattress, one walnut chiffonier, and
ala number or miscellaneous articles, all of this
most new furniture, must be sold Friday.

'The Golden Gift'

high-grad-

NORTH SEVENTH.

819

ADDED ATTRACTION

JAP-A-LA- C

"ROBINSON CRUSOE, LTD."

g

A Two Part Comedy Featuring
"HAM" HAMILTON.

VARNISH, STAINS, ENAMELS
Phone 76 for New Low Prices.
We Deliver Promptly.

,

REGULAR PRICES

WHITNEY HARDWARE CO.

Electric Machine

pinon-shellin-

g.

rJ r f

JCWder

Well Country Camp

1

0

NEGRO DOCTOR HELD
OF
VIOLATION
FOR
NARCOTICS ACT HERE
f

Charged with violating the Harrison narcotics act, Dr. James A.
Lewis, colored, was arrested, yesterday by Deputr United Slates
Marshal Juan Brady on complaint
of federal agents.
Lewis waived a preliminary
hearing beforeV. United States ComMcDonald and was
missioner V.
held for the federal grand Jury under bond of $1,000, which he

The "SUNSHINE" nut

In DAIN-

Fine Shoe Repairing

rfdd

UP

sides. Then carefully
line Its ntire length,
ted line 2. and so on.
section
underneath
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures.
1

dot-Fol- d

CilFT PACKAGES. Machine
m. p.
C. II.
o.
I'liion tuns. Fannie S.
e
OHieopjithic SKH'iulit.
Spll. S02.North Tent 1) street.
Tel. ;ul-J- ,
2U33.W.
Stern Hid;;.

TY
pin-lie-

Tele-puou-

r)fl.lt.

i.

fi

Mountain States Coffee Company

COAL

WOO
f ic

GAVLVP

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

PHONE 35
Exclusive Agent for Swastika end Sujrnrlte Coal.

Of GOOD FUEL

fiACNDnif
OF QUALITY"

148

and 449.

T

ODDER CERRILLOS
THE

SATISFACTORY,

PHONE 91

CO- -

part

window.
For Sale: Oak roll top desk
and larsre oak office table.
CHARLES o. ZAPF & CO.
Second & Cold.
Phono 040

Phone 91

FOUND

real place to get youi
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
A

bims snop,

215 8. Second.

Phone 480.

rrompt Service.

AUCTION SALE
Today, April 7th, at 916 West Marquette

Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30

EGG

ECONOMICAL

HAW!

,ofxtrt.cooVoetshoeMshe8t

SITE.

QQ

COAL CO.

Wnrf

bidde'

Zt' WkMD,r

ng
Dressing Table. Sewln Machine" i
SprinTnd
e
tresses, one
Bed, Spring and MaMress, "fed
Bt0V
na
Ref,iEerator
y other articles pof men"
Sone!ing
If It Is house furnishings you want you
miss this sale, as these goods are the Vim VI net
5"? ,0
never been used by sick Now
"enW ?nd .aVe
don't weaken. Be on hand prompt
an" b'rlng you"r
full-sls-

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING:

"TIIE

COAL

FORof RENT
our office with

sa.TKs
OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

LAUNDRY CO.

Phones

HAHN

coo

SCGAR1TE
SWASTIKA
All Sizes.
Best Prices.

HEW STATE COAL CO.

THE IMPERIAL

Dry
flats
Dyelmr,
Cleaning,
riennert
nnd Blocked, Rut
cleaned
latest
by
process.

or coos

EGG COAL

Uniform Size.
Convenient to Handle.
More Heat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.
The Most Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Fuel for Stove and Ranges. Order a ton today.

Nice

213 South Second St.
Phone 567-SUE TO COLLECT ON
A PROMISSORY
NOTE
Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

Suit on a promissory note for
$2,800, with Interest at 10 per
cent from March 7, 1921, to date,
was filed In district court yesterday by David Armljo. trustee, and
Petronlla Armljo, against Gabriel
and Rosalia Sanchez and IJocadio
on all four Martinez,
Under an agreement alleged to
fold dotted
have been contained In the conThen
10 per cent additional of
tract,
each
accurately the total now due Is asked for
over and attorney's fees, since tho note
result. Save was not paid upon maturity.--

...Jm

Cut out tv.e pictur

Owing to the lack of interest In the contest and the fact
that the company has found it is more expedient to conduct
only a Jobbing business and sell through the dealers instead
pf direct to tho consumer, our coffee contest has been called
off.
However, special inducements will be offered to the users
of our Coffees through dealers as they make their purchases
ft with other food supplies at their local dealers.

W

J

-

COFFEE CONTEST CALLED OFF

Phone

f&

low

.

.

CERRILLOS
1

ft"1

''

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED- -

r

V

